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Abstract

MEMS devices are inicromecliaiiical components fabricated using semi
conductor fabrication technologies. With advanced functionalities and
miniaturization, MEMS devices are being employed in a wide variety of
applications, especially in mobile networks. The MEMS ohmic switch is
one of the most promising MEMS devices and has the same principle of
a mtx'hanical moving switch to manii)ulate an electrical signal. Due to
the ('xisteiK'e of mechanical movement, and its compactness, relial)ihty
issu(\s have becm observed as the main barrier to commercialisation.
This thesis addressc's the key issiu' of n'liability in the rai)idly expanding
anxi of MEMS. In particular MEMS ohmic switches are considered. The
rcdiability issues are broad and this thesis does not have the ambition to
cov('r ah reliability aspects of this type of device. The thesis focuses on
identifying opc'rational reliability issues, proposing models for design optimisation and control iiK't.hods to r(’duc(' fact-ors t.hat affect tlu' liletiiiK'
of the devices. Th(u-e are 3 main contributions to the held.
Firstly, this thesis i)resents a new generalized analytical method for de
termining the pull-in instability of cantilever beams subjected to partial
electrostatic load. It employs a non-linear stiffness analysis. The method
is then developed to achieve an analytical design guide to avoid pull-in
instability issues, thus reducing the impact force of contact, of cantilever
beams. The difference between the developed models and Finite Element
Model (FEM) are less than 3%.
Secondly the integration of nonlinear contact mechanics with adhesion
into a dvnamic 2-D model is outlined. The contact resistance and switch

hoiiricing effects can be captured with high accuracy with experiment re
sults. The developed model is helpful for evaluating the effect of materi
als and designs on the dynamic behaviour of the switch. The developed
iiKxh'l is tlu'n ('m])loyed to evaluate' the' switch degradation (iffec.ts to
predict the life-time of the switches.
Finally, the thesis introduces a novel energy-based approach to adaptive
pulse shaping for control of MEMS ohmic switch closure. The method
includes all of the most important practical effects. The method reduces
the bouncing effect while maintaining fast switching. Exi)eriment eval
uation shows that the highest error is 6.5% at 45V input. Error reduces
as the input voltage increases. The analytical method can be easily
modili('d to adapt with th(' variance of systc'in ])aram('t('rs drift during
operation.
In this dissertation, the key failure mechanisms of the devices are iden
tified. This thesis develops system models which allow for (piick. high
accuracy system evaluation. TIk' models are used to improve the switch
geometric design, to caiTure the dynamics of switch bouncing and to
oi)timise th(' switch actuation voltage to eliminate contact bouncing.
Through collaboration with our commercial partner the work can have
an imiiK'dialc Ix'iK'fit in inii)roving switch ix'liability and tfi('r(fbr(' ov('rcoming the principle barrier to commercialisation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
H.escarch is what I’m donig when I don’t know what I’m doing
Wernher Von Braun. Gennaii scientist (1912-1977)
Microelectioiiiechanical systems (MEMS) have received great attention in n^cent
y(’ars because of their i)otential for miniaturization, integration and high volume
production for various api)lications in sensors, actuators, wireless communications,
micro-robots and biomedical systems. It is created using techniques from the niicroek'ctronics industry, which integrate micro-scale mechanical and electronic functions.
The variety of new functionalities exceeding traditional microelectronics opens a new
world for micro devices. It is predicted that the impact of MEMS devices will be
similar to the impact of current microelectronics on society [1].
MEMS devices can be fabricated using traditional, mature semiconductor man
ufacturing i)rocesses [2]. It is possible to miniaturize with advantageous scaling
I)roi)erties and integrate on wafer with interface circuits for single chip system for
multi-purpose applications. The potential to leverage stable manufacturing pro
cesses for MEMS devices can result in high volume fabrication to meet market
price requirements. However, due to the complexity of the microniechanical parts
and the non-standardized packaging procedures reliability issues are an obstacle to
widespread application of MEMS devices in today’s marketplace [3]. For the major
ity of applications, the research and development (R&D) phase is still in progress

and a key focus is the understanding of reliability issues so as to improve the lifetime
of MEMS devices, especially, in harsh environmental applications.
Microelectromechanical devices that are used in radio frequency signal ranges
applications are named RF MEMS. For this application RE MEMS switches appear
to be the most promising devices. The RF MEMS switch works on the same principle
as the simple mechanical moving switch to achieve a short circuit or an open circuit
in a transmission line. These types of switches offers superior performance comi)ared
to the currently employed solid-state switches. RF MEMS switches exhibit excellent
performance in terms of insertion loss, isolation, linearity [3]. Various potential highend ai)phcations can be listed here for RF MEMS switches as; automotive safety,
coinimmication systems, t('st equipment, military and space application. It can be
employed to build low-i)ower and low-loss reconfigural)le filters, impedance matching
iK'tworks, digital j)hase-shifter and switching networks [4].
How(wer, in common with all MEMS devices, the reliability risk of RF MEMS
switches is an inii)ortant factor restricting the transfer of RF MEMS switches from
research labs to commercial production line's. MEMS switches reliability refers to
their ability to survive to either a large number of operational cycles and withstand
long-term stress without significant degradation of both mechanical and electrical
performance's. In aelelitiem, switching high pe)wer levels temperature, shock anel
vibration also aflect the' life-tiiiK' of RF MEMS switeFc's [3]. More impe)rtantly, me)st
of these physical and environmental phenomena are closely relateel to each other
anel have a high interaction when preelicting their contribution to switch failure
mechanisms. Due to these interactions the reliability aspects of RF MEMS are
complex anel not completely uneierste)od. Therefore, reliability assessment shoulel
be concerneel in all phases from eievice conception to design e)f control strategies
to make a successful proeiuct. Folle)wing the'se ieleas, this we)rk concentrates on
eievelo[)nient of a reliability control framework for RF MEMS switch.
Figure 1.1 shows the top view of the SEM micre)graph of a SPST ruthenium
contact RF-MEMS switch useel in this work. The prototype is provided by Analog
Device with non-disclosed design and fabrication technologies. More details provided
throughout the thesis. The minimum actuation voltage is around 45V. Simulation
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Figure 1.1: (a) SEM inicrograph of the noii-uniforin RF-MEMS switch.
Schematic side view of the switch.

(b)

results show that at 5()V actuation voltage, the initial switching time is around 1.5//S.
The switch closes to the contact at around ().26m/s (tip velocity). The impact force
is around 35()//N. The high velocity and impact force might create some problems
to the switch over time. Furthermore, due to the impact force, the switch bounces
several times before settling at around 15/is.

1.1

Goals of the dissertation

Specifically, the research presented in this thesis focuses on the development of mod
els, designs and control methodologies to reduce/remove some of the effects that
might lead to failure mechanisms as mentioned above. Many research and develop-
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iiieiit works on reliability issue have been developed and reported in literature. The
goals of this dissertation are to develop the novel simple but comprehensive and
accurate methods to solve effects related to reliability of MEMS ohmic switches.
Following that, the ultimate objective is to improve the lifetime of the RF MEMS
ohmic switches. This research only concentrates on solving some of the most notable
operation issues. Primary goals and specific tasks forming the structure of the work
are:
• To provide a thorough comprelamsive analysis of the pull-in instability phe
nomena of cantilever beam switches. This is is one of the crucial factors
affecting the lifetime of ohrnic' switches. Whereas the pull-in position is an
important factor. However, the analytical analysis has not been found in any
analytical model from previously pul)hshed works. Beyond a certain critical
point, the structure under electrostatic force is no longer balanced. The beam
then becomes mechanically unstable and spontaneously collapses to the con
tact which leading to a high speed interaction. This phenomenon can cause
serious detrimental effects on the reliability of metal-contacts. The generalized
comprehensive ])ull-in model will be developed for better understanding of the
phenomenon and for i)redicting the ])ull-in actuation voltage. The model can
be expanded further on the design obj(x:tive to avoid instability issue.
• To develop the guidance for an engineer at the initial phase to design a MEMS
cantilever switch without the pull-in instability phenomenon. The analytical
formulation on dimensional design of an electrostatic actuated cantilever beam
without i)ull-in instability would provide a handy tool for design engineer.
Once the pull-in instability is removed, this in turn will translate into a reduced
contact speed and force, therefore, the contact degradation effect is expected
to be reduced.
• To develop a simplified 2-D simulation model that iiK'ludes all major parts
of the MEMS ohmic switch; the beam, nonlinear contact interaction, electro
static load and scpKH'zc'-fihn danii)ing. The complexity of contact roughness
will be heavily studied to develop a multi-asperities model that can capture
well the interaction phenomena. The dynamic of contact resistance and the
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bouncing phenoinenon can be evaluated based on the simulation model. The
developed model is an effective tool to evaluate some of the degradation ef
fects including both cycling effects and long term hold down stress effects. It
provides insight into the behaviour of the switch. Therefore, the model and
the evaluation method can be used in lifetime evaluation of the switch.
• To develoj) a closed-form analytical model to define a pre-shaped driving ac
tuation wave-form to reduce the bouncing effect of a MEMS ohmic switch.
An open-loop waveform is designed to close the switch with low impact speed.
The bouncing issue can be eliminated. The method is then can be adapted to
the variance of switches due to fabrication tolerance's or drift during operation.

1.2

Organisation of the dissertation

This inliodiictlon is th(' first- of the' sc've'ii chai)1,('rs in
of the thesis is organize'd as follow.

I.Ik'

dissertat ion. The* re'inainde'r

Chapter 2 provides a general literature re^view of MEMS ohmic switches and
the state of the art of works in literature related to MEMS switches held with more
orie'iitation on ohmic contact switches and their reliability issues. This part does not
intend to recite all the knowledge in the held, but to give an overview of research
activities and the motivation in the held. Some induced failure mechanisms and
design considerations are reviewed in this chapter. An extensive literature reviews
for relevant topic is presented inside each chapter.
Chapter 3 looks at the design of a typical cantilever MEMS ohmic switch. This
cha[)ter investigates the pull-in instability of cantilever switches with partial elec
trode. A generalized model of the pull-in voltage is presented here. The developed
models are validated by comparison with commercial Finite Element Model (FEM)
simulations results and are also compared with models from previously published
works.
Chapter 4 develops the guidance for no pull-in instability switch design. Follow
this guideline, th(' switch closes to the contact before the instability occurs, therefore
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the contact speed and force can be considerably reduced. The FEM validations are
carried out to confirni the accuracy of the model.
Chapter 5 describes the development of simplified 2-D model of MEMS ohmic
switch. A multi-asperity nonlinear contact with adhesion are considered and inte
grated into full dynamic switch model. Based on this model, the dynamic perfor
mance of the switch is simulated using the Finite Difference Method (FDM). The
develoi)ed model is used to simulate the deformation of the contact, the switching
speed, the tip displacement and the bouncing behavior of the switch. The model
assists evaluation of the switch dynamic behaviour including contact bounce and can
allow evaluation of the contact physics of material. Contact resistance and contact
bouncing behaviour are experimentally validated. It is also used to investigate the
creep degradation effect of the beam. It provides insight into the contributions of
various mechanical factors to the measured changes in switch performance.
Chapter 6 shows an energy-based control design approach to adaptive pulse
shaping in HF MEMS ohmic switches. A closed-form solution for sha])e a wavc'forni to minimize impact spewed of the switch at the contact point is develoi)ed. The
method can easily adapt to the variance of pull-in voltage by ini])erfect manufactur
ing or during opcu’ation. The method rc'sults are validated simulation experiment
for a set of cantilever switches.
Chapter 7 is a concluding summary of the work. It assessevs the contribution
of the research i)rogrannne and looks ahead to future directions for reliability im
provement.

Chapter 2
RF MEMS switch and its
reliability - State of the art
One who develops future intelleetual pursuits by understandmg the researeh and
works created by notable thinkers of the past
Unknown
Radio freciiieiicy (RF) switching devices are now extensively used in network airplications. For the next generation of high-end RF switching networks applications,
it is essential for new switching technologies to have of low power, low insertion
loss, high isolation, high linearity and potential for integration. RF MEMS switches
have emerged as an excellent candidate for this requirement. In this chapter, a brief
overview history of MEMS switch technologies is presented. This is followed by a
review of reliability issues on MEMS switch, with a particular focus on the ohmic
contact switch and its reliabilitv.

2.1

RF MEMS switches

MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical Systems) are micro-scaled integrated devices or
systems that combine electrical and mechanical components. The term first ap-
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peared in the niiddle of 80s, however the technology history began earlier. A gold
resonating MOS gate device fabricated in 1967 [5] is generally accepted as a first
MEMS device. Its excellent electrical signal characteristics attracted many research
institutes and universities to this topic [6]. After a longer than anticipated devel
opment cycle the technology matured and was commercialized at the end of the
90s, with the development of a stable fabrication technology. MEMS devices such
as sensors and actuators can be co-fabricated with control and readout circuits on
the same wafer. Since then research on MEMS has emerged in broader applications
such as sensors, communications, biotechnologies, etc.
MEMS switches are MEMS devices which have the same oi)erating principle as
the simi)le mechanical moving switch to achieve a short circuit or an open circuit
in a transmission line. It inherits the exce])tional RF characteristics of mechanical
switch('s but in the micro-world. It comprises two distinct parts of the actuation
(mechanical) secdicjn and the electrical section. TIk' movement can be vertically
or laterally depending on the layout. Th('re are several methods to actuate the
beam such as electromagnetic [7], magneto-static [8], thermal [9], electrostatic [6].
Of these, electrostatic actuation stands out to be the most promising method as it
com])atible with current integrated circuit (IC) fabrication technology [10]. In this
work, only electrostatically actuatcxl MEMS switches are considered.

2.2

What does the RF application need

Radio fre(piency (RF) switch refers to tlie devices that are used for switching and
manipulation of RF signals ranging from 300 kHz to 300 GHz. The RF character
ization of switch is defined by the S-parameters (scattering parameters) of the RF
signal passing through them. They describe the efficiency of the operation of the
RF switches. Some Figure-of-merit parameters are described as below [11].
Insertion loss is specified when the switch is in the ON state. It is the
transmission coefficient S'21 (dB), between input and output terminals when
signal is transmittc'd though. This param('t('r (|uantifies th(3 })ower loss and
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voltage attenuation caused by parasitic capacitance (Cov), inductance and
resistance {Ron) of switch. Capacitance varies with frequency, therefore the
I)araineter is frequency dependent feature. The lower the insertion loss the
better the operation of the RF switch.
• Isolation is defined as the inagnitude of a signal that gets coupled across
switch in the open state. Siinilarly to the 521 parameter as for insertion loss
but measured when the switch is in the OFF state. Isolation also depends
on frequency. It is mainly due to the j)arasitic capacitance {Cqff) between
conducting parts. The good switch should have high isolation factor.
• Switching speed represents the transition time for toggling between switch
states (ON-OFF). It is the time recpiired for the switch to luspond at the
output due to the change in control voltage. High switching speed is expected
for a better iierforniance of tlu' RF system.
• Bandwidth is the frecpiency limitation that the switch can carry with ac
ceptable signal (luality. Th(^ losses due to parasitic: capacitance and rc’sistance
are frcxiuency deiiencFcl and are the main causes limiting the performance at
high frecpiencies of the switch.
• Power handling is the power levcd that switch can handle without early
noticed damages.
• Actuation voltage is the miiiimnm voltage should be applied to toggle the
switch between states. Low voltage level is recpiired for compatible with the
r(\st of the circuits in the system.
• Lifetime refers to their ability to survive either a large number of cycles
or a long-term stress without signihcant degradation of both mechanical and
electrical performances.
Among the switch technologies used in RF systems, electromechanical (EM)
relays offer the l)est high frequency performance in terms of high isolation, low in
sertion loss, and good power handling (up to several watts), but are large, slow
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(milliseconds), expensive, and lack durability. Solid State (SS) switches, for exam
ple PIN diodes and FETs, offer chip level integration, small size, fast switching,
excellent durability, and low cost, but do not meet the performance requirements
of today’s communication system, because of the high insertion loss (on resistance),
poor isolation and high signal distortion. Even for the latest technological improve
ment, their RF signal performances still decrease drastically for frequencies above
IGHz, where the limitation in terms of isolation, insertion loss and signal distortion
have been shown [10]. RF MEMS switches appear to be an excellent candidate to
hll the gap of the two aforementioned switch types.
The hrst MEMS switch was fabricated in 1978 by K. E. Peterson [12], showing
the potential promising applicability of such devices. The switch is characterized by
its good [)erforniance in terms of low insertion loss, high signal linearity, near zero
])ower consumption and small size all of which are {)erfectly suited in radio frecpiency
(RF) a])plications.

2.3

RF MEMS switch types

RF MEMS switchers allow the propagation of an RF signal from an input to an
output in one state and block it in t he other state. Stability in one or both of states
is achieved by an external energy source.
So far, a variety of switch concepts with many interesting features have been
published. In the past decades, the R&D in both industry and academia has mainly
focussed on packaging, material, i)rocess scaling, device inte^gration and control solu
tions to improve the reliability and signal (|uahty of RF MEMS switches. Depending
on the conhguration MEMS switches can be divided into two types: Ohmic switches
and capacitive switches according to the nature of contact between the movable
membrane and the underlying transmission line.
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Figure 2.1: Side-view sclieiiiatic of a typical MEMS ohmic switch

2.3.1

Ohmic switches

All ohmic switch has a metal to metal contact to conduct the switches signal in the
closed position. It is also called a metal-contact switch.
Figure 2.1 shows th(' basic structure of an ohmic RF MEMS switch. It consists of
a conductive beam susiiended from an aiidior over a break in the transmission line.
The normal condition is usually OFF. Metal to metal contacts switches are used in
s{'ri('s switdiing. Suihcii'iit })ot('ntial bi'twcu'ii th(' ('h'ctrodi' and th(' Ix'am jiiills tlu^
beam down-ward to the closed position. Ty])ical Figures of merit are the values of
the contact resistance Rq^ and the OFF state capacitance Cqff- hi which,
F
expected to minimize insertion loss, wherc'as Cqff d expected to be high for high
isolation factor.
In the ON-state, the metal contacts are formed as the path of signal propagation.
There are some configuration types, for the ty])e drawn in Figure 2.1, the signal
enters the anchor, travels across the beam length through the metal contacts to the
pad. The RF ranges for ohmic switches is DC to lOOGHz. The limit frequency is
decided by the parasitic capacitance between the metal contacts.
To date, a variety of RF MEMS switch designs with interesting features have
been ])ubhshed. The first MEMS switch specifically designed for RF application
was developed by L. K. Larson [13] in 1991. The technology is compatible with
conventional GaAs fabrication techniques. The switch was proved to have good
RF signal performance. Its insertion loss was less than 0.5dB and its isolation
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Table 2.1; List of state-of-the-■art RF MEMS ohmic sw itches
Published
Year
1991
1995
1997
1999
2000
2000
2001
2001
2004
2007
2008
2011
2011

Ref.
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]
[20]
[21]
[22]
[23]
[24]
[25]

Pull-in
(V)
100
28
30-400
19
25-60
5
35
30-60
29
68
90
61
85

Switching
speed (ps)
N/A
30
N/A
300
200
500
1
N/A
N/A
N/A
5
6.4
30

Rq
(U)
N/A
0.22
1-1.5
0.5
0.3-0.4
10
1-2
N/A
1.6-4.5
N/A
1
1-3.8
0.2

Insertion
loss (dB)
0.5
0.12
0.15
0.5
0.15
1
0.1-0.2
0.3
0.8
0.4
0.1
N/A
0.56

Isolation
(dB)
35 @45GHz
50 @4GHz
40 ea4GHz
54 @0.9MHz
36 @40GHz
40 @lGHz
N/A
50 @2GHz
20 @13GHz
25 @20GHz
30 @2GHz
21 @6GHz
51.4@T2GHz

was grc'ater than 35(113 up to 45GlIz. IlowcuTr, tli(' reciiiired actuation voltage was
very high at lOOV. Since then, iiiany types of switches have been developed with
different structures and methods. An incompk'te chronological list of RF MEMS
ohmic switch(}s can be seen as in Table 2.1.
It is interesting to note that, even the high reciuirement of actuation voltage
is considered to be one of the drawbacks for device integration, reducing the pullin voltage is not the main purpose of MEAIS switches design. No clear trend of
pull-in voltage reduction is found for switches citcxl in Tal)le 2.1 for the last two
decades. Full wafer level integration does not seem to be the trend but is now
towards a system in a package solution allowing integration of high voltage charge
puni]) die from an optimised DMOS/LDMOS process with a MEMs switch die from
an optimised MEMS process.
In 1995, a Si()2 cantilever switch with gold contacts was introduced by Rockwell
Science Center [14]. It showed very good characteristics on insertion loss (().12dB)
and insolation (5()dB) up to 4GHz frequency.
In 1997, Northeastern University and Analog Device Inc. published an electro-
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Camilever

(a)

1

(b)

F'igure 2.2: (a) Electroplated nickel cantilever switch, Analog Ekwice, 1997 [15]. (b)
Electroplated gold cantilever switch, Analog Device, 1999
plated nickel cantilever switch, Figure 2.2(a) [15]. Further development of this work
d('inonstrated a gold MFUMS switch in 1999 as shown in Figure 2.2(b). Desi)ite a
narrow contacts gap, the isolation was (piite good (4()dB at 4GHz) and a low contact
resistance (l-1.5()hin) resulted in very low insertion loss of 0.15dB.
In 1999, Komura eA. al. [16] introduced a micro machined relay (MMR) consist
ing of a glass substrate' and a movable element made of single crystal silic-on with
s})uttered ge)ld adopted as contact material. The switch showed some of promising
characteristics such as the drive \x)ltage was only 24V, the i)ower consumption was
().()5niW and good BF pe'rformance' up t,o a few GHz. llowe'vc'r, tlu' swit(4iing sjx'e'd
was very low at 3(){)//.s.
In 2000, authors from KAIST presented an interesting switch for very low pullin voltage (~5V) without sacriheing device performance [18]. It utilized torsion
springs and leverage techniques to reduce the actuation voltage. The similar pushpull concepts to reduce actuation voltage are also found in various independent
works, such as [26].
A system-on-a-package (SOP) integrated solution was presented by [20] in 2001.
An electrostatically actuated cantilever switch (~50V actuation voltage) with very
good RF ])('rformanc(' was integrat('d with a charge' })ump ('k'ctronic chip into oik'
package. The signiheant progress demonstrated the integration of RF MEMS switches
and drive circuits in a i)ortable wireless application.
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In 2008, Costa et al. [23] published a liigli perfonnaiice/liigli power RF MEMS
contact switch based on a 0.18/0.5 RF CMOS thick Silicon-On-Insnlator (SOI)
technology. The silicon SOI technology also includes the integration of a solidstate RF switch, and a RF power LDMOS transistor with good linear and saturated
RF power characteristics in the freciuency range between 0.8GH - 2.4GHz.
In 2011, authors from UCSD [24] presented an electrostatic RF MEMS switch
that deploys tethered cantilever topology to achieve low sensitivity to stress gradi
ents. The pull-in voltage was 61V and an actuation time was 6.4/is. The design could
be used for automated testing equipment and high-performance switching networks.

2.3.2

Capacitive switches

Cai)acitive switches have a similar actuation scheme as ohmic switches, but a di
electric material layi'r is designed to isolate two conducting electrodes This switch
type is generally us('d in a shunt switch conliguration. The RF signal is shorted to
ground by variabk' capacitors. The Fhgures of iiK'rit of this capacitance switches is
the ratio between ON and OFF state capacitance, Cqn/Cqff.
At rest position, the beam is in the up position, the capacitance is of the order
of fF (high iniiiedance), which translates as the switch in the OFF state. When
sufficient voltage is applied, the indiu’ed electrostatic force pulls the beam down.
Acting as a shunt capacitor on the coplanar waveguide with capacitance increased
to pF levels , which is low impedance for high frequency RF signals, the RF signal
is shunted to gronnd and the switch is in the OFF state. The bandwidth is limited
by the capacitance ratio between the ON and OFF states and capacitive MEMS
switches are generally applied for RF application ranging from 10-120GHz [3].
Table 2.2 shows characteristics of RF capacitive shunt switches since 1998 till
recently. Figure 2.3 shows some SEM micrographs of RF MEMS capacitive switches.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 2.3; (a) Raytheon, US, capacitive shunt switch [28]. (b) Unive^rsity of Michi
gan, US, capacitive shunt switch, (c) IMM-CNR, Italia, shunt capacitive switch
[30]
Table’ 2.2: List of state-of-tlie-art RF MEMS ohmic switches
Published
\ ear
1T)8
1998
2()()()
2000
2001
2002
2004
2008
2010
2011

2.4

R('f.

Pull-in (V)

Cqn / (^OFF

127]
[28]
[29]
]30]
]31]
]32]
[33]
]34]
]35]
[36]

14-10
30-50
9
8
25
N/A
20
30
00
15-20

N/A
80-100
N/A
000
^7A
450
17
5
9
19

Insertion
loss (dB)
0.2
0.25
0.1
0.08
0.3
0.07
N7A
1.0
0.27
0.8

Isolation (dB)
30 ((440011/
35 @35GHz
50 @lGHz
45 @25GHz
33 @77GHz
25 @15GHz
N/A
N/A
20 G)25.7GIlz
40 @30GHz

RF MEMS switches advantages and disadvan
tages

The attraction of MEMS switches is that they offer the performance of EM switches
with the size and low cost of SS switches. As the MEMS switch employs a purely
mechanical element between state switching, there are a number of advantages that
cannot be found with conventional SS, especially on the requirements of modern
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Table 2.3: Comparisons of the performance of Electromechanical relay (EMR), Solid
State switches and MEMS switches [3]
Parameters
Actuation voltage (V)
Current (inA)
Power consumptioid (niW)
Switching time
Isolation
Power handling (W)
Size
Cutoff frcciuency (THz)
Unchides driving circuit

EMR
3-24
15-150
~400
>lnis
Very good[
10
Small
0.005

PIN diode
3-5
3-20
5-100
1-lOOris
Medium
<10
Small
1-4

EET
3-5
0
0.05-0.1
1-100ns
Low
<10
Very smalli
0.5-2

RE MEMS
5-80
0
0.05-0.1
1-300/is
Very good
<1
Very large
20-80

coininunicatioii systeins. Si)ecifically, their advantages include: (1) high linearity;
(2) low insertion loss; (3) low j)ower and compatibility with integrated circuits that
enables complete system-on-chip RF front-ends. More details of the characteristics
and coni])arison are shown in Table 2.3.
dypical performances for RF MEMS switches can be described as:
• Extrenudy low loss: Insertion loss smalk'r than IdB and return loss better
than 36dB have been demonstrated up to 40GHz [17].
• High isolation: They offer high isolation at RF frequencies, around -5()dB to
-60dB at 1 GHz and rising to -20 to -30 dB at 20 GHz [3].
• Power consumption: Near zero dissipated for operation (except driving cir
cuitry). It is equivalent to FET switches if the driving circuit is included,
which is less than O.lniW.
• High linearity: HP3 higher than GOdBin. RE MEMS switches are 20-50dB
better than GaAs or GMOS devices on handling identical input powers [37].
• High Q-factor: The quality factor is around 50-400 at 2-lOOGHz [38].
• Power handling: Quite low for metal-contact switches, 500niW [38]. Better
for capacitive switches. The power up to 5-lOW have been demonstrated for
capacitive [39].
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Table 2.4; Advantages and disadvantages of RF MEMS switch
Disadvantages
High actuation voltage
Low speed
Low power handling
Price
Sj)ecial packing required
Reliability

Advantages
Low insertion loss
High linearity
High isolation
Zero power consumption
Miniaturization
Large bandwidth
Batch fabrication

• ()i)erating voltage: Need high voltage to actuate the mechanical parts, usually
at 5-l()0V depending on structures.
• H('rnietic ])acking: To ])rotect RF MEMS switches from emvironmental effects,
th('y all recpiires a hermetic package which tends to increase the cost [40].
• Switching speed: Since MEMS switches involve mechanical movement it is in
trinsically slowca' than electron mobility in traditional SS devices. The switch
ing speed is in th(’ order of a few //,s [24].
The typical {lerformances show that there are some limitations specihc to RF
MEMS switches affecting the usability of this promising device. Table 2.4 shows
both t h(' potc'iitial ix'iformanci' and coimiK'rcial Ixuadits and tlx' conci'rns for RF
MEMS switches
As there are clear advantages of RF MEMS switches, the market potential of
the device is significant [3]. Therefore the devices are attracting a lot of attention
from both academic and industrial researchers with the goals of improving the char
acteristics such as: signal quality, switching speed, jiower handling and life-time
performance and reliability.
With the involvement of mechanical movement, MEMS devices are intrinsically
slower than tradition SS switches. The switching time is in the order of few /rs,
whereas it is only tens of ns for FET switches. Furthermore, the requirement for
high voltage for switch actuation is another factor that has slowed down the usage
of RF MEMS in handheld devices.
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Among those disadvantages presented in Table 2.4, the life-time and degradation
issues are two of the biggest obstacles that block the usability of the RF MEMS
switch in commercial products. In other words, reliability is the main focus that
iKH'ds to !)(' ])ut on MEMS switch conc(a-ns. The difficulty is that all the failure;
mechanisms are strongly correlated to each other, and involve multiple physical
domains [41]: mechanical, electrical, thermal, electro-thermal. The demonstration
of high reliability is the key factor for a commercially successful RF MEMS switch.
At this point the author would like to emphasize that the goals of this work
are developing methods (analysis and controlling) to reduce the degradation factors
so as to improve the life-time of an electrostatically actuated RF MEMS ohmic
switch. Therefore hereinafter, the discussions and development mainly focus on
MEMS ohmic switchers.

2.5

RF MEMS switch applications

The two states switching can be used to connect/disconnect the electrical poten
tial/current of the incoming and the outgoing signal of an antenna or subsystem
allowing software controlled RF front-end reconfiguration. Depending on the re(luired frecpiency, either metal contact or capacative switches are preferred for certain
applications [1].
Metal contact (ohmic) switches are suitable for extremely large bandwidth ap
plications (from DC to a few tens of GHz) with high signal quality. The switching
speed and the i)ower handling are less important [42]. Capacitive switches with a
capacitance ratio of 20-150:1 are usually used for applications with RF frequency
of 2-lOOGHz with narrow bandwidth [39]. Whereas, switched capacitors with an
ON/OFF capacitance ratio of 4-10:1 are ideal tuning devices for RF frecpiency ranges
0.5-lOOGHz [34][43].
With its outstanding isolation and insertion loss at ultrahigh frequency, it can
replace convention SS witches in cellular phones resulting in much lower power
consumption, thus achieving longer battery life. It is also an outstanding candidate
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for satellite applications and next generation of wireless systems such as multi-mode
T/R modules. The switching subsystem such as: Transmit/Receive (T/R) switches
[44] [25], phase shifters [45] [46] [47], matching network reconfiguration [48], tunable
lilt(a' [49] [50], etc.
Example of Single Pole n Throw (SPiiT) and switching matrices can be found
in [51]. It can also be used to realise multi-frequency antennas, where the antenna
physical dimensions are changed by controlling a MEMS switching bank [52].
Recently research on MEMs switches has focussed on their potential application
in digital computation [53]. Publications have also reported usage for micro-scale
mechanical computing systems serving in high radiation areas where tradition SS
switclu's cannot ojx'ralc' (4f('ctiv('lv. A MEMS bas('d iiK'dianical logic (switch) with
a near-zero leakage current, nearly ideal on-off state current ratios, sharj) voltage
to current relationship slopes and potential for intrinsic immunity to radiation have
been fabricated [54] [55].

2.6

Reliability issues of RF MEMS switches

For all presented ap])hcations, especially for military and space purposes, the switches
reliability is a critical factor. Some certain criteria related to isolation, insertion loss,
linearity arc factors to evaluate the hgure of merits of a good RF MEMS switches.
MEMS switches reliability refers to their ability to survive either a large number
of cycles or a long-term stress without significant degradation of both mechanical
and electrical i)erforniances. Furthermore, operational eiiviromnental conditions
such as temperature, shock, high power signal also contribute to the assessment of
RF MEMS switches. The required switching cycles and long term stress are generally
in the order of tens of billions cycles for years. There is no dehned standard for RF
MEMS switches reliability. However, a good RF MEMS switch for next generation
wireless systems generally should meet a set of hgure of merits such as:
• Life-cycle: Number of repetitive ON-OFF switching (in the order of tens of
billion) without any sort of failure or with small degradation.
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• Long-stress Hfe-Ume: In some application, the switch miglit be actuated and
kept in stressed state for a long time (in the number of years). The switch is
needed to restore to the released state when required.
• RF-signal performance: isolation, insertion, RF power handling must be stable
over the required lifetime.
• Temperature range: Range of temperature that the switch can operate.
The defined A'ahies of these jjaranieters vary depending on the target api)lication
and are differeiiT on produces from different manufacturers. The example of an ohmic
switch as shown in Figure 2.2(b), was developed at Radant MEMS, Incorporated
[42]. Some of the performance characteristics include lifetime of 10**’ cycles for cold
switching and 10' cycles for hot switching with on-resistance variation less than
().2()hm and current handling capability of lA. RF characteristics of ().32dB and
33(113 of insertion loss and isolation ix^spectively at 2GHz.
St abk' p(a’formanc(^ for long-term reliability is still an open (gu^stion for MEMS
devices in general and RE MEMS switches in particular. The characteristics and
ai)plications prospc'cts of RF MEMS switches for future autonomous wireless com
munication systems are seen. However, the pr(\sence of mechanical parts introduces
more reliability issues (compared with traditional SS switches. Eailure of RE MEMS
devices relate to many factors such as processing residue, humidity, packaging, di
electric, RF power, material degradation, creep, fracture. Therefore, there is no
defined standard for the evaluation of RF MEMS switches reliability and many
issues are yet to be resolved [56].
Typical failure mechanisms of MEMS ohmic switches can be divided into four
classes: i)ackaging, electrical, mechanical and environmental phenomena. Some
failure phenomena are interrelated due to the physical nature of the problem.

2.6.1

Packaging induced failures

RE MEMS switches usually require fully hermetic conditions to avoid external hu
midity. forces or contaminations. Eor this reason, packaging, the process responsible
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for liermeticity, is designed to improve the reliability of MEMS devices. Ironically,
the encapsulation process might create some additional failure factors on MEMS
switches such as stiction, contamination risks, corrosion [57] [58] [59] [60].
Traditional packaging techniques for integrated circuits have proved to be inef
fective for RF MEMS switches. It is recognized that on-wafer hermetic packaging
techniques are most suited for RF MEMS switches [3]. The typical process steps
are; MEMS switches are first released, packaged on-wafer, and then scribed into in
dividual units. Many problems related to these process steps remain for RF MEMS
switches and include:
• High temperature (250-500°C) is required: This is not suitable with the release
of thin and long structures (such as the switch beam which is usually desigiK'd
at 0.5 to 2/an thickness and hundreds //m in length). Temperature may bend
the iiK'mbrane by I-5//,m, making the switch unstable.
• Most bonding techniques outgassing organic materials inside the MEMS cavity
due to wetting compounds. This i)rocess might create serious detrimental
effect on the reliability of both metal-contact and capacitive switches [3].
Reliability issues before and after packaging might differ drastically. It is thought
to be one of the main reasons blocking the commercialized RF MEMS switches
products into market [10]. The realization process of packaging should minimize the
mechanical stresses on the switch die and avoid surface absorption of coiitaminants
and moisture which cause stiction.

2.6.2

Electrical induced failures

Electrical-induced failure modes relate to the propagation of the RF signal through
MEMS switches and the localized electric field effects. The major problems related
to ohmic switches are the micro-welding and electro-migration that degrade the
metal contacts layer, whereas for capacitive switches, the dielectric charging is the
main failure cause.
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•

Dielectric charging effect:

This is the injection and trapping of electrons in the dielectric layers of MEMS
switches during operation. Charging can happen both when the conducting
signal metal layer touches (in contact) the dielectric due to charging current
flow or also from charge separation when high held is applied across the di
electrics without contact [61] [62]. Factors such as operating temperature, di
electric' material and its ciuality also affc'ct the si)eed of charge accumulation
[63] [64]. This effect leads to a built-in potential voltage that shifts the actu
ation voltage of the switch. The charging phenomena might be positive or
negative. The i)ositive shift causes an increase in the pull-in voltage, whereas,
the nc'gative shift, if strong enough, holds the beam in the down-state position
when the actuation voltage is removed. Similar with other MOS devices, diekx'trics in MEMS switchc's will break down when the electric field goccs beyond
a ccu'tain value. This is major failure cause of capacitive switcdies.
•

Micro-weldnig:

The impact forces between the top and bottom metal contacts of ohmic switches
involve a very complex interaction of ])hysical phenomena. As the surfaces of
contacts are rough, when the switch is in the contact position, very few micro
spots are in intimate contact between the two surfaces. Therefore, the RF
current is concentrated on these spots. As a secpience, the temperature in
creases, leading to a non-reversible degradation of the materials [65]. Further
more, it also damage the contacts causing pitting and hardening of the metal
layers under repetitive impact. These phenomena affect the equivalent contact
resistance, which is strongly related to the insertion loss of RF switches.

2.6.3

Mechanical induced failures

MEMS switches involve repetitive and fast mechanical movements. With time,
mechanical degradation mechanisms might appear and impact significantly on the
performance and lifetime of switches. The high impact force during switching, which
is around 3()()//N [66] for step input, aggravates other electrically induced failure
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iiieclianisins. Creep, fatigue and fracture are some of the most failure modes directly
related to mechanical movement.

•

Creep:

Creep is the slow permanent deformation of material under mechanical stress
over a long period of time [67]. In case of the switch, The beam is deformed per
manently (plastic deformation), thus at relaxed position (no potential voltage
applied), the value of Cqff reduced which means the isolation is reduced.
This plastic deformation will eventually lead to the stuck-down failure of the
switcli. Creej) is also a temperature-dependent phenomenon. Creep is not to
be confused with viscoelastic mechanical behaviour which has been reported
for MEMS [68].
•

Fatigue and Fraeture:

Mentals or alloys beams are d('grad('d by material fatigue when subjected to a
larg(' number of repetitive mechanical loads. During the switching operation,
concentration of stress occur at the anchor (or hinge) areas making these
points have a high probability of degradation. The cycling load may lead to
the formation of micro-fractures that reduce the stiffness of the beam material.
It is widely documented that thin films exhibit much less fatigue than bulk
material. The MEMS switch beam is fabricated as a thin film. However, the
occurr('nc('s of fatigue' in se've'ial iiK'tal thin films have' be'e'ii re'])e)rte!el, silve'r
[69], copper [70], aluminum [71] and gold [72].
Fracture occurs when the stress is greater than the ultimate tensile strength
of the material. It is a serious reliability concern. Furthermore, the impacting
surfaces have the potential to create debris, fracture components and induce
cracks. In relation to the MEMS switch, such failure modes are highly depen
dent on the approach velocity and contact forces [73]. Asperities on roughness
surfaces may break off during impact. The beak-out debris or contaminations
will alter the contact properties. This concern combined with hot switching
at high RF power result in accelerated contact degradation. Ohmic switches
with metal-to-metal contacts are at high risk of these types of failures.
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Data for fatigue and fracture failure inecliaiiisiiiy are affected by the structure
design, materials and fabrication process. Therefore, investigation of these
failure inodes is device-dependent [74],

2.6.4

Environmental induced failures

The surrounding enviromnental conditions could contribute a vital role to the failure
modes of RF MEAIS switches. Temperature, humidity and radiation are the most
significant environmental aspects.
® At high temperatures, plastic deformation or material melting can be in
duced [65], e.g. melting {loiiit of Gold is 1()6()°C. Furthermore, the residual
stress of the deiiosited thin films (the beam) may significantly change due to
temjK'rature variation. Cantilever beams can curl positively or negatively due
to stress gradients altin'ing th(' switch performance [75]. The pull-in actuation
voltage is observed to be reduced by 0.13 V/°C and the critical buckling stress
is reach at 9()°C for aluminum alloy membranes [75]. This is especially preva
lent during manufacturing and packaging. At critical valuers of stress, bucking
of suspended beams may occur. Material and structure designs are important
factors [76] and need extensive studi(’s to optimise the switch tolerance with
temperature variation.
• Humidity increases the adhesion forces between contact surfaces. Therefore
it affects switch functionality, and might lead to stiction of the beam with the
contact pad. Hermetic conditions created by packaging can help to protect
RF MEMS switches from humidity factors.
• Small variations of electrical parameters (actuation and release voltages) have
been reported on RF MEMS switches under radiation conditions [77]. RF
performances have been found to be impaired. This is a particularly critical
factor for space applications.
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2.7

Operational failure mechanism of MEMS ohmic
switches

As discnssed in the previous section, both ohmic and capacitive switches share sev
eral common failure mechanisms such as fatigue, creep, stiction. However, due to
the presence of metal-to-metal contact, ohmic switches have their own failure modes
strongly related to the metal contacts, whereas in capacitive switches, the reliability
is mainly due to the dielectric charging problem. The main operational failures for
RF MEIMS ohmic switches are discussed in the following sub-sections.

2.7.1

Contact degradation

The metal contacts are the most crucial part of RF MEMS oliniic! switches. Tlu^y
determine the ON state resistance which is directly related to the insertion loss of
the RF signal. They also determine the currc'iit handling capal)ihty which represents
the kwel of RF power that can be switched.
The high impact velocity is one of tin; main issue affects to the degradation of
metal contacts [78] [79]. It is highly depemkmt on the cycling mode [80] and power
handling. This failure mode is ick'iitihed by measuring the change in resistance over
time phenomenon. Furthermore, the switch may bounce a few times before making
permanent contact. The repeated instantaneous high impact and the high current
concentration on a few asperities can cause wear, melting, welding, hardening or
pitting of the contact material and distort the crystal structure of the contacts
[81] [65]. One or more of these mechanisms in combination can cause material to be
transferred between the contact surfaces. The situation is exacerbated by the high
contact force and hot switching mode operation. As a result. Contact resistance can
either increase or decrease, both undesirable effects.
This leads to degraded performance of RF signal, e.g. high insertion loss, there
fore the lifetime of the switch is limited due to low quality performance.
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2.7.2

Beam degradation

This inechaiiisiri also relates to the cycling effect of the switch. Cracks or fractures
coiiiiiionly appear near the anchor (hinge) areas due to high stress induced to this
area. Experimental results in [72] [82] were observed this degradation for gold beam
switches. The fractured part leads to catastrophic failure of the switch. The fracture
on the contact areas might create some debris or contamination on the surfaces.
If the stress concentration near the anchor higher than the ultimate tensile
strength, it can result in j)lastic deformation of the beam. The beam is gradu
ally tilted down to the contact. It reduces the isolation at OFF state of the switcli.
d'his effect eventually leads to failure' as the closed state is permanent since the
restoring force reduces as the beam actuation gap is reduced.

2.7.3

Stiction

This failure mode can be induced in various ways. When the sacriheial layer is
removed in the etching process, a numiscus can be formed between substrate and
moving parts. In wet etching, during removing licpiid, surface tension forces may i)ull
the beam into contact resulting in a stuck-down or stiction failure. Another cause is
plastic deformation due to overstress induced on the beam resulting in a permanent
tilting of the beam (creep). Furthermore, stiction happens as a combined mechanism
of contact and beam degradations. The repeated instantaneous switching might
lead to fatigue induced on the beam. The restoring force is reduced. The contact
degradation phenomena as mentioned can result in undesirable surface smoothness
which in turn causes an increase in the adhesion forces (capillary forces, hydrogen
bridging, van der Waals forces) between two metal contacts. If the restoring force of
the beam is smaller than adhesion force between contacts, the beam cannot restore
back to its original position [83].
All the general observed operation failures are exacerbated by some extreme
conditions such as: imperfect fabrication process, high power switching, humidity
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effects, tem])erat\ire changes, etc. Tlie rules and combination mechanisms of failures
are very complicated and need more investigation.

2.8

Some considerations for electrostatically ac
tuated RF MEMS ohmic switches

RF MEMS switches operating on electrostatic actuation are the most commonly
pursued designs in terms of integration and reliability. The realization of an electro
static actuation MEMS switches for RE application relates to many aspects. This
work has focussed on some selected, typical design problems related to operational
asp('cts.

2.8.1

Design

This section addresses soiik' ty})ical design problems on the device level of electro
statically actuat(Hl metal-contact switches. There are several parameters such as
actuation voltage, restoring forces, contact resistance, switching speed, gap and re
liability that are tightly coupled to each other. A good switch design is therefore
a compromise between some of these conflicting goals. Eigure 2.4(a) is a side-view
schematic of a simple electrostatically actuated cantilever switch, and Eigure 2.4(b)
shows its ecpiivalent simplihed model for cantilever-spring and electrostatic force.
The overall goal is to balance these parameters to achieve the desired switch perfor
mance, ex])ressed in the actuation voltage, switching speed, on-resistance, isolation
and the reliability.
The electrostatic force (F^) and the restoring spring force (F^) are given by [3]

F. =

a

epAV^
2(</ - yf

=
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Figure 2.4: (a) Schematic side-view of a cantilever based ohmic switch, (b) Simplili('d spring-mass niod(’l
where
is the permittivity of free space, ^ is the initial gap, V is the potential
betwc'en the ek'ctrode and the l)eain, /y is deflection of the mass, A is the electrode
arc'a. A: is the sj)ring constant reflecting the mechanical stifliiess.
The switch is closed if the electrostatic force is larger than the mechanical restor
ing force. Due to the (jiiadratic dependence of the electrostatic force on the gap
height over the linear increase in mechanical restoring force of the beam the beam is
pulled down and the beam-to-electrode gap decreases. The pull-in instability point
is the moment at which the attractive electrostatic force exceeds the mechanical
restoring force and the stability of the equilibrium is broken. This critical distance
is always at y = l/3_ry for the sirnplifitxl model shown in Figure 2.4(b) [3]. This point
is called pull-in instability position. Thus, the pull-in voltage of the switch can be
estimated by

8A',g^

Vn

27fnd

(2.3)

Ecpiation (2.3) shows that the pull-in voltage can be predicted and estimated
in the design phase. Currently, the pull-in voltage of electrostatic switch designs
are between 5-l()()V to achieve sufheient performance. However, the voltage level
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Table 2.5: Some design considerations of RF MEMS ohmic switch
Items Parameter
Desired
1
Actuation voltage Low
2
Restoring force
High
Size
Low
3
4
Contact force
High
Gap
High
5
Isolation
High
6
Switching speed
7
High
Contact resistance Low
8
Contact reliability High
9
*Items numl)er in the first column

How
1(2.5),t(3)
t thickness
t(l). 1(2)
t(5)
t(l),l(2,5)
t(4)
1(4.7)*

For
Compatibility
Avoid stiction
Integration
8
6
Performance
Performance
Performance
Performance

Against
2,3,5.7*
C7
1
1,2
1,7
7
1,2,5,9
1,9
4,7,8

currently applied in electronic devices is less than 5V. Therefore, additional driving
circuits (amplifiers) are generally reejuired for RF^ MEMS switch actuation. Ideally,
V/u ii^ recpiired to he as small as i)ossihle to reduce the' com])lexity of these driv
ing circuits. According to (2.3), the pull-in voltage can be controlh'd by reducing
the cantilever-spring constant, decreasing the gap or increasing the electrode area.
However, the contradiction appears in this r^xpiirement. Cantilevc^r-spring, A:, also
drives a restoring force of the switch. To prevent stiction problem, a high value
of A: is desired. The initial gap, g-, should not be very small to avoid fabrication
errors and to achieve RF isolation s])ecifications. Increasing elec'trode area means
increasing the size of the switch and also decreases RF isolation. Furthermore, high
contact force (F).) is desired to reduce the contact resistance (reduce insertion loss
for RF signal). This recphrenient calls for high actuation forces, which is contrary to
the previous target. In addition, as the contacts degrade at faster speed if they are
intensively stressed, high force value affects the contact reliability. Table 2.5 shows
some design considerations of a typical RF MEMS ohmic switch.
Based on th(^ previous analysis, the most important switch performance param
eters are listed in Table 2.5 with their desired objectives and methods of achieving
those objectives. The last two columns in Table 2.5 show the design motivation of
each parameter objective and highlights the contradiction between those realizing
objectives. For example, the objective is to have a high switching speed to improve
the performance of the system. High actuation voltage, T’. low restoring force, ’2’,
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and small gap, ’5’, are expected to contribute to realizing this objective. However,
modifying these parameters to optimize switching speed is contrary to the desired
objective as si)ecified for them. Furthermore, high speed switching creates high im
pact force, which is one of the main reasons leading to contacts failures. Therefore,
it conflicts with the contact reliability objective. Thus, to have efficient RF MEMS
ohmic switch design, the compromised parameters should Ire carefully calculated.
It is different from design to design and is based on the requirements of the overall
systems.
Items 8 and 9 are not only contradicted in contact forces and switching speed
but also in material metal used. Low resistance, high conductivity metal (i.e. gold)
is usually soft therefore its reliability is sensitive to the contact force level applied.
Table 2.5 reflects that it is not easy to create an effec'tive switch design with low
actuation voltage (for system coinpatibility), reasonable restoring force (for stiction
avoidance), small size (for integration and cost), high initial gap (for high isolation),
high contact force (for low resistance). The RF MEMS switches designers are aware
of th('se i)roblems and many concepts have l)een proposed:

•

Cwied Caritilever/rriernbinne:
This is the most popular design and can be found in many works [15] [19].
Figure 2.2 shows an example of cantilever design.
Advantages: low actuation voltage; large contact distance.
Disadvantages: difficult to control residual stress.

•

Push-pull:
The design includes two separate push and pull actuations. The additional
electrode can be designed on top [27], the other sides of the rotational axes
[18], or separate contact [84].
Advantages: active closing, opening; low actuation voltage.
Disadvantages: fabrication complexity.
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Figure 2.5: Sclieniatic view of the curved electrode actuator [85]
•

Curved or stepped eleetrodes:

This structure, Figure 2.5, is tyi)ically used in lateral actuators because of its
simple fabrication [85].
Advantages: suitable for lateral actuators, increase contact distance.
Disadvantages: not applicabk' for vertical actuators. However, it is not a
problem for switch design.
•

Free-rnomng membrane actuator:

The switch is designed with completely unsupported membrane moving be
tween electrodes [29]. Therefoia^, theoretically there is no restoring spring
energy.
Advantages: very low actuation voltage.
Disadvantages: complex fabrication, friction and stiction i)roblenis.

2.8.2

Pull-in instability and closing speed

For siniphfi('d spring-mass nioch'l as shown is Figure 2.4(b), the instability point,
where the stability of the equilibrium is broken, is found at one-third of the gap
regardless of design geometries. However, the idealized spring-mass model does not
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account for nonlinearity aspects of the geonietr}^ therefore the actual instability
I)oint is not always at 1/3 of the gap. Petersen [12] employed a square-law beam
shape to obtain a pull-in position close to 0.5 (half of the gap) under a fully dis
tributed ek'ctrostatic force. The value of 0.45 to 0.47 of the normalized pull-in
position was confirmed by Finite Element Method (FEM) simulation in [86] for the
full electrode case.
Wlierever the pull-in instability is present, this phenomenon creates a high imI)act force at closing. It is highly detrimental to the performance and lifetime reli
ability of the devices. The leveraged bending effect can be used to achieve full gap
travel without reaching the pull-in instability point [87]. This method is not only
useful for switches to reduce contact force, but also useful for extending the travel
rang(? of analog-tuned MEMS devices. No general analytical model to accurately
calculate the pull-in instability point of partial (dectrode designs was found in litera
ture. A suitable model was develoi)ed in this work and was a{)plied to switch design
to actuate without occurrence of j)ull-in instability.
Switches designed for actuation with the i)ull-in instability have higher closing
speed and contact forces than the no pull-in instability design. However, for many
fabricated devices without i)ull-in instability the closing speed is still high and has
created sevcu'al problems [88] [89]. Due to high impact forces on closure, the switch
bounces backward several times, interrupting the output signal and increasing the
device closing time. The high impact forces and repeated closures are believed to
be the main factors in contact degradation. To achieve the required performance
for commercial applications, control technicpies can be used to improve the MEMS
device actuation characteristic.
Many works on both open-loop and closed-loop control approaches have been
reported. In terms of cost and complexity with limited space and power consumption
in industrial applications, the open-loop (pre-shaping) method is preferable. Openloop methods based on tailoring the waveform actuation mainly employ the dual
pulse technique [90] [66]. The method comprises two pulses. The actuation pulse has
a high voltage but short duration which provides the necessary amount of energy to
actuate the structure to the contact with near-zero velocity The hold voltage is then
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Table 2.6: Some potential contact metals, alloys for RE MEMS switches [91]
Metal

Symbol

Gold
Gold Nickel
Rhodium
Ruthenium
Iridium
Tungsten

Au
AuNi5
Rh
Ru
Ir
W

Resistivity
{liil.cm)
2.2
12
4.3
7.1
4.7
5.5

Hardness
(MPa)
250
1600
2500
2700
2700
>3000

Melting
point (“C)
1060
1040
1960
2330
2460
3420

Process
complexity
simple etch
simple etch
difficult etch
difficult etch
difficult etch
simple etch

applied upon contact closure to keep the switch from opening. No bouncing issue
and near-zero closing speed have been demonstrated. However, current approaches
on tailoring the waveform are non-exi)licit (numerical or semi-numerical) methods,
which are difficult to apply from an engineering perspective. An analytical closedform solution for shaping a waveform to minimize inij)act speed of the switch is
desirable for practical fields. The method developed can easily adapt to the variance
of |)ull-in voltage by imperfect manufacturing or during oioeration.

2.8.3

Contact material choice

As discussed in tlu' previous subsections, the contact requirements are high conduc
tivity, stal)le and high reliability. The selection of contact material depends on the
hardness, resistivity, yielding point, melting point and even process difficulty. Soft
metal like Gold (Au) has good conductivity even under low stress, but the yielding
and melting points are low. The clean pure Au contact was reported with several
issues such as plastic deformation, pitting and hardening damage under repetitive
impact [3] to make it not very reliable for MEMS switches. Several other metals
were extensively researched on evaluating the desirable trade-offs. Table 2.6 shows
several potential metals and alloys could be used for RF-MEMS switches [91].
Figure 2.6 shows the experiment results presented in [91] of contact resistance
versus force of several metals. It is observed that AuNi alloy is a good candidate that
can compromise adequate conductivity, stability while maintaining high hardness
and simple process complexity.
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Figure 2.G: Contact resistance as a function of contact force for several potential
metals in Table 2.6 [91]
An emerging approach using carbon nanotnbe (CNT) and gold coating have been
tested for MEMS contact by McBrick' et al. [92]. Experiment results show that
th(’ electrical i)roperties are comparable to An-An contact whereas the reliability is
ini])roved manifold.

2.9

Summary

In this chapter, the fundamental of RE MEMS switches have been studied. A brief
historical review and some comparison between switch types have been described.
The state of the art regarding RE MEMS switches reliability has been presented.
The review was focused more on MEMS ohmic switches as this type of switches
will be the main object for the later works of this dissertation. From this review,
the contact and beam degradation effects appear to be most vulnerable issues re
lated to the operational reliability of MEMS ohmic switches. Besides, the design
considerations for an effective switch have also been discussed. Finally, the analyt
ical models on pull-in instability and control methods to reduce the closing speed
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have been reviewed. Extensive reviews of pull-in instability, simulation models and
control methodologies will be provided throughout this dissertation within relevant
sections.
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Chapter 3
Generalized closed-form models
for pull-in analysis of micro
cantilever beams subjected to
partial electrostatic load
Physics is mathematical not because we know so much about the physical world, but
because we know so little; it is only its rnathema.tical properties that we can discover
Bertrand Russell, British scientist, (1872-1970)
This chapter i^resents a new approach for tlie pull-in analysis of micro cantilever
beams subjected to partial electrostatic actuation. A novel generalized closed-form
model for the pull-in instability position and pull-in voltage of a cantilever beam
with partial overlap of the beam and fixed actuation electrode is developed. The
model includes the effects of non-uniform loading and fringing electric helds. The
model is validated with 3D Finite Element Method (FEAI) simulations and against
other existing empirical and analytical models and is demonstrated to be of equal
accuracy with a more generalized model framework.
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3.1

Introduction

As discussed in the Cliapter 2, actuation voltage (or pull-in voltage) is one of the
most important factors in the design of a MEMS switch. In MEMS electrostatic
actuator design the well-known pull-in phenomenon must be taken into account
when choosing structural materials, device geometry and actuation schemes [45].
Pull-in occurs as a result of a higher rate of increase of electrostatic forces than
the mechanical spring force as the ga]) between the fixed and movable electrodes
decreases. The instability point is the i)osition at which the attractive electrostatic
force is dominant over the mechanical restoring force, the stability of the equilibrium
is broken. It is fundamental to the operation of electrostatic MEMS devices as it
reduces the stable range of motion in some tuning applications and it creates high
impact force\s for contact switching applications.
Modeling and simulation of electrostatic MEMS devices plays an important role
in the early design phase in j)redicting the devic'e characteristics including the pullin instability. A number of options are available for device simulation. Using finite
element method (FEM) analysis with tools such as CoventorWare or ANSYS pro
vides high accuracy results but it is very time consuming and requires the user to
learn how to interact with the software tools. Furthermore, even the results of FEM
analysis are very accurate, they have implicit physical meaning and therefore do not
easily enhance the designers understanding of the role of different design parame
ters on the design goal. Therefore, analytical expressions are needed for a better
insight into the physical characteristics of general devices. Pull-in analysis has been
extensively studied in the literature for cantilever beams.
Nathanson et al. [5] simplified a resonant beam as a lumped model and derived
the normalized pull-in point at one-third of the gap regardless of the beam structure
and the gap distance. This closed-form expression of the pull-in voltage based on
the 1/3 (one-third of the gap) is widely used for tutorials introductions to the pull-in
instability in MEMS [3].
However, as the general MEMS structure is highly non-linear, the situation is
more complicated than a simple lumped model. Petersen [12] employed a square-law
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beam shape to obtain a iiorinalized pull-in position close to 0.5 (half of the gap)
under a fully distributed electrostatic force. The pull-in expression for a cantilever
beam with electrostatic forces applied along the entire length was validated with
experiment data. However, the measured normalized pull-in position result was
around 1/3 of the gap.
An empirical expression presented by Osterberg et al. [93] was developed by
applying data fitting technicpies to a large number of data sets. The accuracy is
within 1.5% of FEM results under certain conditions. However, the closed-form is
based on the crude 1/3 position in accordance with the fitting parameters. The real
pull-in position was not analysed and the partial electrode was not considered.
Pamidighantam et al. [94] })r('S('nt('d a niod('l that inchuh's th(' ('liects of par
tial eleclrode configuration into the expression to determine the j)uli-in voltage for
cantilever beams. The obtained results have Ix'en com])ared with ConventorWare
software' with deviation of 3.4% to 11.1% on some cantilever configuration cases.
However, the' effective stiffiu^ss was a])proximated based on uniform load along the
beam length although it is in fact non-uniform for electrostatic forces. The pull-in
position was not analysed but assumed to be 0.45 for all cases of partial lengths
which ])rol)al)ly causes some additional error.
A capacitance-based analysis [86] was carried out to analyse the static behaviour
of rigid and deformable electrostatic actuators. Normalized pull-in position and
voltage was analysed with partial electrode on rigid torsion actuators. However,
the similar analysis on deformable actuators with partial electrode was not consid
ered. Normalized pull-in position of cantilever beams with full length electrodes was
modeled to be in the range of 0.454 to 0.472 which agreed well with FEM simula
tion. Furthermore, the pull-in voltage expression for the deformable cantilever was
not explicitly determined due to the presence of the second derivative of a complex
capacitance expression.
Chowdhury et al. [95] developed a simple efficient closed-form model which
achieves high accuracy even for the case of extreme fringing field effect (narrow
beams). The approach includes a factor of 0.93 to compensate the linearisation
analysis and crude 1/3 pull-in position. However, this compensation factor might
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only correct for the fully distributed electrostatic force as it is studied in this case
as the effect of partial electrode was not considered.
Recently, several works have been reported to extend the pull-in voltage calcu
lation on a wide range of electrostatically actuated cantilever beams, such as micro
curled beams [96], cantilever beams under residual stress gradients [97] or tapered
cantilever beams [98]. To the best of authors’ knowledge, there is still a lack of work
on the pull-in position and voltage analysis of partial electrode cantilever beams
which have been found in many devices, especially MEMS switches
In this chapter, a correlation between the pull-in position and the partially dis
tributed ekxtrostatic force over the length of a cantilever beam is determined. The
('xprc'ssion is d('riv('d by nuiiK'rical calculat ion of tlu' load-dcflc'ct ion characteristics
of the cantilever beam under non-uniform electrostatic force. It is shown that if
the fringing field effect is neglected the pull-in position is inde])endent of effective
stiffness, as for the lumped model case which is proven in [96]. The drawback of
using a uniform load for estimating effective stiffness is addn^ssed. A closed-form
expression for the ])ull-in voltage of a partially distributed electrostatically actuated
cantilever beam is derived based on a high accuracy approximation for implicit inte
gral. The model takes into account non-uniform electrostatic force, effects of partial
electrodes and fringing held effects. The developed pull-in analysis will provide
valuable' information and ('flicic'ut su])])ort for ])rototy])ing (k'sign.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 describes the
theoretical-based on the formulation of pull-in phenomenon. Section 3.3 presents a
numerical analysis on evaluating the developed formulation. A generalized closedform model is established in Section 3.4. Finally, model validations and discussions
are presented in Section 3.5.
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3.2
3.2.1

Theoretical study
Effective stiffness

Cantilever beams with partial electrodes have been found in many devices [3], and
of particular relevance to this work in MEMS switches [89] [66]. Accurate modelling
of the beam deflection and electrostatic force between the beam and electrode is
the basis for accurate i)rediction of the pull-in behaviour of the devices and this is
addressed in this section.
As discussed in the previous section, the approach adopted in the majority of
jiublications has ('inpkw'd a liiuvir ('Ih'ctivi' st.ilfiK'ss wIk'II ('stiniating the pull-in
\'oltage. The effective stifl’ness is considered constant over the whole deflection of
the beam. I'he effective stiffness was generally derived by one of two methods: using
an analytical formula for uniform load [93] [94], or using FEM simulation for small
deflections [86]. For both cases, the effective stiffness is considered to be independ(mt
of the deflection of the beam whereas in practice a certain amount of stiffening occurs
and ('an be a significant fac'tor in beam behaviour. In the former method, the load
is considere'd uniform, r/o, along a [lartial electrode length as shown in Figure 3.1.
The partial load is starting from the tip.
'FIk' ('ff('ctiv(' stiffiH'ss for ])artially distributc'd uniform load
of the beam is givcm by [94] [100]

linear
K eff

force
deflection

q{)b

y{L)

2 Ewt^

3

3
8 — 6a: +

scm'ii

at the fr('('-('nd

(3.1)

where w, t are width and thickness of the beam, a is ratio of electrode length (/g)
over beam length (L). The effective Young’s modulus E is ecpial to F’/(l —
u is
Poisson’s ratio, for wide beams (ic > 5f), and ecpial to E for narrow beams.
For this estimation, at a given value of alpha (a), the effective stiffness is con
sidered constant at any deflection. However, at deflection y(L), the electrostatic
force is non-uniform along the distributed area. This fact will lead to some level
of ('iror in the' final ap])roxiniation of the' pull-in voltage which uses ('(|uation (3.1).
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Figure 3.1; (a) Lumped model of a MEMS structure subjected to electrostatic load
ing. (b) Schematic view of a cantilever beam under partially distributed uniform
load
Th(^ ('rror becomes higlKU' as the gap betwe('ii the electrode and the beam increases.
Hence, including the effect of non-uniform electrostatic force into the calculation
will ini|)rove the accuracy of the analytical method. The schematic of non-uniform
distributed loads on a cantilever beam is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The start point
is from the beam tip.
At any position x along the beam and over the electrode, the concentrated load
has a magnitude of

(/elec (^)

e()W\ r2
2{<y -

-dx

y[x)f

(3.2)

where Eq is the permittivity of free space, g is the initial gap, V is the potential
between the electrode and the beam and y(x) is the displacement at location x.
The deflection at the free-end due to this concentrated load (3.2)is found as [100]

dy{L)

(7eiec(3:)x2(3L - x)
6EI

where I is the second moment of inertia (/ = wE/12)
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y(L)

Figure 3.2: Sclieiiiatic view of a cantilever beam under partially distributed nonuniforin electrostatic actuation load
By integrating over the region of tlu' load, the total deflection is

y(L) = / dy{L)

£()wV‘^ f x'^{3L — x)
dx
V2FA ./ {g-y{x))‘

(3.4)

L —a L

Similarly, integrating c(|uation (3.2) over the electrode region, the total force is
found as

£qIvV‘^
=

y qe\ec(x)dx
I

2

J

L—ocL

{g- y{x)y

■dx

(3.5:

The effective stiffness, defined as the total force over the total deflection, at
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deflection y(L) for non-linear stiffness analysis is derived as
1

K

non-linear
eff

force
deflection

F,
y{L)

6EI

rdx

L-aL- (n - y(^))‘

^ x'^iSL — x)
J —---- —dx
L-aL {g - y{x)y

(3.6)

where y(x) is the deflected shape of the beam (also referred to as a shape fimction
of the beam by some authors [94]). It is seen in ecpiation (3.6) that the effective
stilfiK'ss is non-liiK'ar funct ion of tin* dellection of tlu' Ix'ani.

3.2.2

Pull-in instability

Ecjuating the electrostatic attractive force with the restoring force due to beam
stiffiK'ss, th(' stationary ('(juilibrium ('(iiiatioiis of tin' systcun can b(’ (h'scrilx'd as:

F(, — K^.ily{L) — 0. Solving this ecpiatioii, a static equilibrium relationship between
appli('d voltage and displacement y(L) can be obtained for both linear and non-linear
elective stiffm^ss as
Lineor effective stiffness:
Ely(L)

V

iF) J

(3.7)
1

n

\

3£qicL^^(8 — Ga +

---------------------------- ;

:dx

L-aL {g - y(x)y

Non-linear effective stiffness:
V2Ely{L)

\

^

Cow

/

x^{3L — x)
------------------------ ^dx
(g~y{x)f

(3.8)

The shape function y(x) of the beam can be approximated by a number of
functions which have been widely used in literature, such as:
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Square-law curvature [12]:

y{Q

y(x)

(3.9a)

Cosine trial function [94]:
TT.r
y(x) = (1 ~ cos — ) y{L)

(3.9b)

FEM extracted function [86]:

y(x) =

2.56 -

16.127

4(271 + 0.00185)^6.2786

y{L)

(3.9c)

The order for full electrode is arranged from low to high accuracy.
Theoretically, taking the derivative of equations (3.7) and (3.8) with respect to
the beam deflection and scdting it to zero ^7^ =" 6^, the instability position can
be calculated. Substituting this value back into eciuations (3.7) and (3.8), the pull-in
voltage can be found [5] [3].
However, the derivatives are conq)hcated and an explicit solution cannot be
found for the shape functions y(x) listed in expiations (3.9).
As the integrals inside eciuations (3.7) and (3.8) are complicated and cannot be
computed analytically for the shape functions listed in equations (3.9), a numerical
analysis is used to find the voltage and deflex'tion relationship, as described below.

3.3

Numerical analysis

Xumerical integration is used to compute an approximate solution of the definite
integrals in equations (3.7) and (3.8). A preliminary CoventorWare [101] simulation
was carried out to evaluate some shape functions presented in equations (3.9). Eval
uation of the effect of mesh size on the result accuracy showed that with tetrahedral
mesh lower than 5/mi, the accuracy does not improve while increase the simulation
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Figure 3.3: Beam shapes comparison between CoventorWare simulations and 3
shape functions in (equations (3.9).(a) rv=l. (b) rv=0.1
signiheantly. Therefore, 5//ni tetrahedral iiK'sli is used in this work. Figure 3.3
shows two examples of rv=l and a—0.1. Parameters of the CoventorWare model are
shown on the figure. With the defiec;tion at the beam tip {y(L)) found from Coven
torWare, the deflection along the beam from shape functions in (3.9) are calculated
and j)lotted to compare with beam deflection from FEM simulation results. It is
s('('n in Figure' 3.3 that at fv=l, the' be'aiii d('fl('et-ion from Cove'iitor is vc'iy close' te)
sha})e function in (3.9c). Whereas, it is cle)ser to shape function in (3.9b) for a—0.1
dflie absolute errors between CewentorWare simulatie)n and the shape functie)ns
of (3.9b) and (3.9c) are shown in Figure 3.4. It is she)wn that with a small length
electrode (a=0.1), the error between calculated shape function and simulation is
higher for (3.9c), but error from (3.9b) is higher at («=!).
Figure 3.5 shows the a\'erage errors of 2 shape functions versus simulation results
at different values of a. It is seen that at the high value of cy (rv >0.23), error of
shape function in (3.9c) is smaller than (3.9b). To reduce the actuation voltage.
th(' ('l(H-trod(' h'ligth should Ix' (h'sigiK'd large' (a closeu' to 1). Th('r(4bre, a FEM
extracted shape function for a full length electrode (3.9c) is used in this calculation.
If the structure is designed with smaller electrode (cv <0.23) the shape function
shown in (3.9b) should be used for higher accuracy.
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Figure 3.4: Absolute error between CoventorWare simulations and two shape func
tions in ecpiations (3.9).(a) q=0.1. (b) a—1

Figure 3.5: Average error between CoventorWare simulations and two shape func
tions in equations (3.9) versus a.
To demonstrate that the model is general, a range of Young’s modulus values
from 57 to SOGPa. common with the materials used in MEMS, is considered in the
next analysis. To determine the normalized pull-in position, the tip displacement is
swept from g to 0 and the voltage corresponding to that displacement is calculated.
The point at which voltage is not increasing anymore and the solution enters a phys
ically unrealistic region (dashed lines in Figure 3.6) is the pull-in instability point.
This point corresponds to the maximum value of the voltage over the tip-gap range.
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Figure 3.G: Graph of stable ('quilibriuni voltage versus detieetioii. Coiiiparisou be
tween linear and non-linear effective stiffness analysis for full load cantilever beams.
Proi)erties of tli(' system are shown on the graph.
Figure 3.6 shows an exam})le of ])lotting the ti}) deflection versus ap])hed voltage at
('v=l for both eciuations (3.7) and (3.8) by the described numerical approximation.
It is seen in Figure 3.6 that the pull-in position {ypi) and voltage (Vpi) for linear
effective stiffness are higher than the counterparts for non-linear effective stiffness at
rr—1. For this full length electrode, the normalized pull-in position is found as 0.442
with non-linear effective stiffness, whereas, it is 0.535 with linear effective stiffness.
The pull-in voltages are found as 4.96V and 5.78V for non-linear and linear stiffness
analysis respectively.
A comparison of the normalized pull-in position and the pull-in voltage using
ecpiations (3.7) and (3.8) as a functions of electrode length are shown in Figure 3.7
for two different MEMS cantilever designs.
Figure 3.7 shows that the discrepancy between equation (3.7) with linear /ieff and
ecpiation (3.8) with non-linear Abff is biggest at full load (a:=l). As o; approaches
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a

(a)

Figure 3.7: Comparison between linear and non-linear effective stiffness analy
sis for different electrode lengths of cantilever beams, (a) £'=57GPa, z^=().33,
g=lfim, re=5()/mi, L=100/nn, t=6fim. (b) £'=80GPa, j/=0.06, ^=2.5/mi, re^lOpm,
L=200/mi. ^=l/mi.
zero the solution converges to the point load solntion, as expected.
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Figure^ 3.8: Example of 3-D CoventorWaire simulation of cantilever beain with half
electrode })ositione(l at the tip end. B('ani dcdlection is presented Ijy c'olor.
lnt(a’esting to note from Figure 3.7 is that the normalized pull-in position curve
does not change for different properties of tlu' system. The normalized pull-in posi
tions vary around 0.333 (at o ~ 0) to 0.442 for equation (3.8) or 0.535 for ecpiation
(3.7) (at a=l) regardless of the beam properties. This result agrees with the exI)hcit solution for the lumped system as described in [3] [5] that the pull-in position
is independent of spring stiffness.
Apart from that, as seen on Figure 3.7, in both cases, the pull-in voltage drops
signiheantly as a increase's from 0 to 0.5. However, from u=0.5 to Q'=1, the pullin voltag(' slightly inen'ases for liiK'ar stiffiK'ss analysis, whik' it is still dropping,
gradually, with non-linear stiffness analysis. The results from linear stiffness analysis
for values of a between 0.6 and =1 do not make sense as the longer the electrode
(or the bigger the electrostatic force) results in higher the pull-in voltage.
Figure 3.8 shows an example of a 3-D view of a cantilever structure with a drive
electrode half the cantilever length by CoSolve FEA in CoventorWare 2010. The
electrostatic forces actuate the beam moving downward. The deflection is shown by
color bar.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison between analysis based on proposed models and FEM
simulation for different electrode lengths of cantilever beams, E'=57GPa, z/=0.33,
g—2fim, 7c=50/mi, L=200/nn, t=3/mi. (a) Pull-in position, (b) Pull-in voltage.
Figure 3.9 shows the pull-in position and pull-in voltages calculated by the FEM
analysis and numerical calculation using equations (3.7) and (3.8). The pull-in
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voltages and positions are derived by perforining CoSolve FEA for different electrode
lengths. The FEM pull-in position data is not smooth which is believed to be due to
the meshing and input voltage resolution of the CoSolve FEA. However, the FEM
])ull-in position follows th(' trend of tlu' non-liiu'ar stiffiu'ss analysis.
It is observed tliat the largest error is found in the analysis using linear effective
stiffness method as approaches unity. The drawback of linear effective stiffness
approximation is seen clearly in Figure 3.9. The assumption of a linear effective
stiffness leads to a physically incorrect perception that, the pull-in voltage at cv=().5
is lower than the pull-in voltage at r> = l. This method also leads to a high error in
the prediction of the pull-in position, especially for tlie full length electrode case.
calculation using a non-liiK'ar ('ff('('tiv(' stilfiu'ss agr('('s w('ll with I.Ik' FEM
data for both position and voltage analysis. As it improves the model accuracy, a
non-linear ('ffective stiffness will be assumed in the remainder of this work.
l'h('

A small mismatch found between this analysis and the FEM results is believed
to be due to the fringing field effect [93] which was not included in ecpiation (3.8).
Fringing effect is the magnetic characteristic caused by the shape around directly
opi)osing the magnetic surfaces. With the presence of fringing field effect, higher
(h('ctrostatic force on the beam is generated at certain voltage, therefore the pullin voltag(' is reduced. The pull-in position is also changed accordingly. With the
fringing li('ld ('ffect iK'gh'ctc'd, tlu' curve' of normali/e'd i)ull-in position ijpi/g versus
a is fixed regardless of beam properties. The fitted cur\'e for non-linear A'eff analysis
is:
ypi

0.3333 + 0.2125a + 0.0623a2 - 0.3315a^ + 0.1672a^

(3.10)

9

As equation (3.10) is derived using the FEM extracted shape for a full length
electrode (3.9c) some error is expected due to the slight changes in the real shape
of cantilever beams with different partial electrode lengths (a). Furthermore, the
fringing field effect also affects the pull-in position [86]. However, equation (3.10)
would provide a reasonably good approximation of the pull-in position for a device
with partial electrode overlap. It is seen that, at a very short electrode length a —>
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0.48:-

Figiiro 3.10; Effect of fringing field on piill-in instability position for eantilever beam
0, the pnll-in position approaches 1/3 of gap which is similar to the parallel plate
capacitor model [5].
Fringing field effect:

For large w/g ratio, the fringing fields can be neglected. However, when the
w/g ratio is below 3 {w/g <3) the fringing held component should be considered.
An empirical formula for the capacitance between VLSI on-chip interconnects as
employed in [95] would accurately quantify the fringing field effect between the
(dectrode and the beam. The expression is too complicated to apply in this analysis
and a sinii)lified approximation by changing the effective beam width is employed
in this work.
The fringing held approximation expression is given by [93] [94]
(

U’eff = W

1 4-11 rr^^~yW}/9)9

[ 1

(}.d5

W
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(3.11)

3.4 Generalized closed-form model

Adding this fringing field effect (3.11) into equation (3.8), it now becomes

nEly[L)
^ x‘^{‘SL - x)
JaL (g-y{x)f

(3.12)

An analysis of the effect of the fringing field on pull-in position is shown in Figure
3.10. The w/g ratio variation from 16 to 2 causes 5% variation in pull-in position.
It is shown that if the beam is very narrow or the gap is very large (small w/g ratio),
the normalized pull-in position is increased U]) to 0.475 or higher.

3.4

Generalized closed-form model

As described in the ])revious section, ecpiation (3.10) is a good approximation to
detec't the pull-in position (ypi) of the cantilever beam with a partial electrode.
Using the value for ijpj obtained from ecpiation (3.10) in ecpiation (3.12), the pull-in
voltage [Vpi) can be found. Solving e'quation (3.12) numerically is not a big chal
lenge in Matlab or any other programming language (C, Fortran, etc.). However, a
closed-form expression is desirable to reduce calculation time, simplify the calcula
tion and give a cpiick analytical insight in to the influeiice of design parameters on
the cantilever pull-in.
\\4t h th(' FEM ('xtract('d shape' function, it, is difhcult to find an ('X])hcit solution
for the integral term in ecpiation (3.12). On the other hand, this integral can be
accurately approximated by using a Simpson’s 3/8 rule, which is given by [102]

f(x)dx

b — a /(«) +

) + f{b)

+ 3/ f ^
3

3

(3.13)

The error of this approximation depends on the function f(x) and the length of
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interval [a, 6], Accordingly, higher error is expected as the electrofle length increases.
Api)lying the Sinipson’s 3/8 rule, equation (3.13), in equation (3.12) as the inter
val b — a equals to electrode length (/g), or a — L — aL and b = L. In addition with
(jpj obtained from equation (3.10), a closed-form expression for the pull-in voltage
of a cantilever beam with partially distributed electrostatic force can be found as:

l2EIyp
Vpi

=

aL

\

fiL) + 3/

/3L - 2aL\
f ‘SL - 2aL\
----- ------ +3/ ----- ------ + /(L - aL)
3
3
(3.14)

where
= r/(().3333 + 0.2125O + 0.06230^ - 0.3315o^ + ().1672o'^)

1

C’eff =

IV

, nrr(^ ~ VW/9) ^

1 -f 0.55-----------------w
x^['iL — x)

/(^) = i.a-y(x)f

ui'V = Vpi

2.56

10.127
4:{x/L + 0.00185) +6.2786

The proposed closed-form model (3.14) of pull-in voltage is validated and dis
cussed further in the next section.

3.5

Model validation and discussions

Figure 3.11 shows a comparison of the new closed-form model developed in this
work with FEM simulation using CoventorWare and the model presented in [94]
for various lengths of electrode. The comparison shows that the proposed model
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Figurr 3.11: Pull-in voltage c()nii)arisoii for difference electrode length.
agrees very well with the data obtained by FEM simulation. Both models converge
when the electroch^ length becomes shorter. However, at the values of a from 0.6
to 1, the model ])resented in [94] deviates from the FEM sinmlation. The pull-in
voltage gradually reduces as the electrode length increases from 0.6 to 1, while it
is predicted to increase slightly in the model in [94]. A similar effect was observed
in the previous sectit)n of this work and was attributed to linear effective stiffness
analysis. Hence, the calculation of effective stiffness based on uniform load which
was employed in [94] is believed to be the cause of this deviation.
The error found from when comparing this model to FEM simulation results is
du(' to th(' fringing 3D ('ffect and th(' ('rror of shape function as shown in Figure 3.3a.
However, the trend of pull-in voltage versus a is predicted very well with developed
model in (3.14).
The influence of the beam length on the pull-in voltage at several partial loads
is shown in Figure 3.12. It is noted that the pull-in voltage does not increase
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Fillin' 3.12: Pull-in voltage' at ditlcn'iil, Ix'aiii le'iigtli for various r> using ('(luatioii
(3.14).
siguificaiitly as the partial electrode size is reduced from full length (o=l) to half
length (o=0.5). Figure 3.11 in accordance with Figure 3.12 could i)rovide a useful
insight for the initial design phase of MEMS device. For electrode lengths from
0.5 to 1 of the beam length, the pull-in voltage does not change significantly. The
pull-in voltage' incre'ases significantly for o <0.5
Three cases of cantilever beams with wide beam and full electrode are compared
with the results obtained from the new model are shown in Figure 3.13. An excellent
agreement is found with the previous models [93] [94] [95]. The values determined by
the new model develoi)ed in this work are within 1.7% deviation from the FEM
results published in
Table 3.1 shows several case studies for cantilever beams. A comparison of the
r('sults from th(' ik'w niod('l and the rc'sults publislu'd in [93] [94] [95] for Tabk' 3.1
are shown in Figure 3.14. Cases 4 and 5 are not available for Ref. [93] and [95] as
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Figure 3.13: Coiiiparison of pull-in voltage calculated using various models. A wide
width beam full length electrode with common parameters: E = 169 GPa, w =
5()//ni. t =3//ni, g =l//ni. Case 1 (Z/=l()()//m, i^=().06). Case 2 (Z/=100//.ni, z/=0.32).
Case 3 (L=150//ni, /y=0.06).
Table 3.1: Five easels for comparison in Figure 3.14 of cantilever beams (wide and
narrow beam, partial electrode), with common parameters E = 77 CPa, //=().33
Case
1
2
3
4
5

L(/nn)
300
500
300
300
300

w{fjm]1
50
50
0.5
50
50

t(fim)
1
1
1
1
1

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

a
1
1
1
0.5
0.1

these models are only for a full length electrode configuration.
Excellent agreement between the new closed-form model and the CoventorWmre
data is found in case 1. In case 2, the new model predicts similar results with
models in [93][95]. Case 3 is an extreme case of fringing fields (narrow beam), the
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Figure 3.14: Pull-in voltage coiii|)aris()ii of 5 cases in Table 3.1.
error is 6.6% coiiii)ared with FEM simulation. The model in [95], which employs an
empirical formula for the capacitance betw(3en VLSI on-chip interconnects, achieves
the highest accuracy for this narrow beam case. For cases 4 and 5, partial electrodes,
the new model determined values are within 3% and 0.75% respectively of the FEM
simulation results. From Table 3.1, it is evident that the new closed-form model
results are in good agreement with the FEM results for various partial electrodes
and on both wide and narrow beams.
Figure 3.15 shows the comparison of this work with the models in [94] [95] for
different gap to beam thickness ratios, lliere is negligible difference between the
pull-in voltages determined by this work and the model presented in [95]. As the
ratio increases, the results predicted by model [94] begin to deviate from the other
two models.
The shape function y(x) used in (3.14), which was extracted from FEM simiila-
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Figure 3.15; Pull-in voltage eouiparison for (liU'erent ratio of ga]) yi)a('e to the beam
thickness {(j/t).
tion in [86], is for full electrode case (o —1). In the FEIVI simulations of this work, it
is observed that the beam shape slightly changes as a reduces. The shape function
is closer to Cosine function (3.9b) as rv closes to 0, as seen in Figure 3.3. Therefore
in the case that a is small, the Cosine function (3.9b) can be used for y(x) in (3.14)
for a higher accuracy result.
Furthermore, the method to derive (3.14) can be employed for any other cases
that have different beam shapes under electrostatic actuation. If the beam shape
function is known, a normalized pull-in position ypi/g similar to (3.10) can be found.
Then, ecpiatioii (3.14) is changed accordingly for the closed-form solution.
For narrow beams with extreme fringing field effects, higher errors relative to
FEM results are found in this wxjrk compared to the model in [95]. This is believed
to be due to the employment of an approximation of the effects of fringing fields in
the system as a strip line conductor with zero thickness over infinite ground plane
[93]. A higlK'r a])})roxiniation of fringing h('ld ('ffi'cts, i.('. tin' ('inpirical formula used
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in [95], niiglit be included in the future work to improve the accuracy.

3.6

Summary

This cliapter presents a new approach for the pull-in analysis of micro cantilever
beams subjected to partial electrostatic actuation. A novel generalized closed-form
models for the pull-in instability position and pull-in voltage of a cantilever beam
with partial overlap of the beam and fixed actuation electrode is developed. The
])ull-in position is mnnerically calculated and interpolated to obtain an empirical
formula for normalized pull-in position as a function of partial electrode length. The
closed-form pull-in voltage expression is derived by employing Simpson’s 3/8 rule for
an implicit integral. The model accounts for non-uniform distributed electrostatic
force, partial elec'trode configuration and fringing field effects. The model is solely
an analytical expression with no comj)(msation factors required as have been used
in i)revious works.
It is found that the pull-in stability position is independent with the beam struc
ture, but varies with the electrode length. At full electrode length, the nominal
pull-in i)osition is around 0.44 while it reduced to 0.33 at short electrode positioned
near the tip end of the beam. The analysis shows that with the variation of the
})ull-in voltage and pull-in position are very small as the electrode length varies from
half to full length of the beam.
The developed model exhibits high accuracy for the pull-in voltage calculation
in wid(' and narrow b('anis with ])artial (4('ctrod(' ovcula]). This is th(' hrst rc'search
work focused on analysing both pull-in position and pull-in voltage on cantilever
with partial electrode. The accuracy of the model is validated through comparison
with Finite Element Method (FEM) simulation results and correlation to within
6.6% error is obtained. The model is also validated against other existing empirical
and analytical models and is demonstrated to be of equal accuracy with a more
generalized model framework.
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Chapter 4
Design to avoid pull-in instability
of MEMS ohmic switches
Thej'e aj'e no facts, only interpretations
Friedrich Nietzsche, Geniiaii philosopher, (1844-1900)
Pull-in Instability is one of the key issues affeeting the lifetime of the ohmic
switch. This cha])ter presents a thorough analysis of the i)nll-iii instability phe
nomenon and develoi)s guidelines for the j)ractical design of MEMS ohmic switches
without pull-in stability issues. The i)roposed closed-form analytical model is then
validated by FEM simulation results with high accuracy. The proposed design apj)roach is intended to reduce the contact velocity; and subsequently to improve the
contact reliabilitv factor.

4.1

Introduction

In general electrostatically actuated MEMS structures, especially sensors, the pull-in
instability phenomenon restricts the stability of travel range of the movable struc
tures. For MEMS ohmic switches in particular, the pull-in instability phenomenon
leads to a very high contact velocity that creates high impact forces between the top
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and the })ottoni metal contacts. Pitting, hardening and some other types of contact
degradation occur faster at higher impact force and this can significantly affect the
contact resistance and lead to contact failure (sudden increase in the resistance).
This metal contact interaction mechanism is not well understood and is currently
under investigation by many industrial and academic researcli groups [79] [80].
The contact reliability depends strongly on the contact metals used and can be
imi)roved by several methods. Designing a MEMS ohmic switch without pull-in
instability during actuation is one possible option to reduce the switching contact
velocity and thus reduce the high impact forces that are detrimental to the device
reliability. The main objective of this chapter is to provide a thorough analysis and
derive guidelines for the design of MEMS ohmic switches without pull-in stability
issues.
To extend the stable range of travel so as to achieve full range (without pull-in
instability), several methods have been demonstrated in the MEMS held:
• Geometry lev(‘rage: Leveraged bending effect can be used to achieve full gap
travel [87] [103]. The method reejuires longer cantilever beam or should be paid
by increasing actuation voltage.
• yVddition of a constant capacitor: An additional series capacitor is employed
to provide stabilizing negative feedback thus extending the effective electrical
gap of the MEMS device [104].
• Switched-capacitor: The amount of charge on an electrostatic actuator is con
trolled via a number of switched-capacitors for increasing the stable range of
motion [105].
• Current driving; The charge level on the actuator is controlled by means of
current driving to achieve the recjuired amount of charge to fix the position of
the movable ]rlate [106].
• Tailoring the actuation waveform; The actuation is not a single step function
but conij)rises two pulses. First a short pulse provides the necessary amount
of energy to actuate the structure to the contact with near-zero velocity. The
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second pulse is then applied upon contact to keep the switch from opening
[90] [107] [108],
All fi\'e methods have been proved to mitigate the pull-in instability issues to
a certain extent. Only the first method relates to mechanical design, the other re
maining methods relate to electrical parameters and additional circuits are generally
needed. The first four methods are used for applications where the stable range is
an important factor such as sensors.
For MEAIS switches, the stable range is not important but minimizing the con
tact \'elocity is critical for reliable operation. Therefore the first and last methods
(leverage and controlling actuation waveform) are more applicable to MEMS switch
applications. Tailoring the actuation waveform to reduce the impact force is a con
trol process not considered at the devic(^ design stage and will be considered in
Chapter 6 of this dissertation.
In fact, if the tip-to-contact gap (or tip-gap) is within the stability region, the
pull-in instability is i)revented. This type of design was found on several fabrications
[15] [109], however, the analytical method for switch design was not disclosed. There
are two methods that can be used to design a MEMS switch without the pull-in
iiistabihtv:
Leveraged bending method [87] [103] is based on applying electrostatic
force to only a portion of the cantilever beam close to the beam’s support.
The rest of the beam is used as a ’’lever”. The tip of the beam can move the
entire gap distance, even though the actuated portion only moves less than a
half of the gap.
— Advantage: High initial tip to gap distance, hence high isolation for RE
signal
— Disadvantage: High actuation voltage
Reduce tip-to-contact gap (tip-gap) by adding a dimple on the tip or
heightening the pad level (see Eigure 2.1 Chapter 2). The tip-gap is designed
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to be smaller or equal to the displacement for the pull-in instability, therefore
the switch closes before the pull-in instability appears. Unlike, the leveraged
bending design the electrode can be moved to the free end of the beam thus
reducing the actuation voltage.
— Advantage; Low voltage actuation
— Disadvantage: Low initial tip gap might reduce the isolation factor
It is seen that each method has its merits and limitations. The combination of
both methods in one design could yield a combination of the merits of both while
overcoming the inherent limitations.
In this Chapter, a design process to avoid the pull-in instability in cantilever
MEMS switch('s is considered. The optimized length of the leveraged bending ele
ment and the tip-gap will be evaluated systematically for the first time.
The r(miaind('r of the chapter is organized as follows: An analysis and develop
ment of design without pull-in instability is described in Section 4.2. FEM valida
tions on the develojied analytical are presented Section 4.3.

4.2

Design analysis of electrostatic MEMS can
tilever switch without pull-in instability

Figure 4.1 shows a cross-sectional view of a cantilever based MEMS ohmic switch.
The structure is similar to the structures shown in Figure 3.1 and 3.2 in Chapter 3
with an addition of the L2 portion, dimple and contact pad. When the actuation
voltage' is applie'd t,o the' ('k'ctrode, ('h'ctrostatic fields at the' gap betweem the' beam
and the electrode generate an electrostatic force along the beam length,
This
causes a vertical beam displacement as shown in Figure 4.2 where the dimple is
neglected.
As the mass of the beam is considered zero, and there is no electrostatic force
applied on the L2 beam section, the BC segment (shown in Figure 4.2) is only
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tAdi
dimple
Tip-gap

L
FiguiT' 4.1; Cross-sectional view of a tyi)ical cantilever beam switch design.

\^BC
T

V

L

Figure 4.2: Superposition analysis of cantilever beam deflection under partial elec
trostatic force, with dimple neglected.
acting like a lever. Therefore the analysis of the cantilever structure in Figure 3.2
can be used for the cantilever beam switch shown in Figure 4.2 for the AB segment,
where A is anchor point and B is the edge point of overlapped area with the drive
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electrode. Equation (3.14) can be used to calculate the pull-in voltage whereas the
pull-in position is discussed below.
As discussed in the Chapter 3, the shape function of the beam portion Li, can
be approximated by equation (3.9c). It can be rewritten for this case as

2.56

16.127
4 (i:/L + 0.00185)"-f 6.2786

Vb

(4.1)

where ys is the deflection at point B.
Integrating equation (4.1), the angle ip at point B can l)e found as ip
The value of p is simplified, with error less than 0.01%, as:

p=

1.22

(4.:

■yB

In MEMS structure's, 1,h(' de'fle'clion ijb is usually very small (less than l//,ni)
coniparc'd with the beam length (tens to hundreds of /nn), hence tan((^) ~ p. The
defic'ction of BC segment is approximated as
hfic

=

t-di\(p)L2

=

l.22^yB

(4.3)

The total deflection at the tip of the beam (point C) is

jjc — yB + ^^Bc — yB

+ 1-22

Li

(4.4)

The analysis of the pull-in instability position at the tip of the beam in Chapter
3 can be used here to calculate the instability position at point B of the beam
in Figure 4.2. Neglecting the BC segment, from equation (3.10) in Chapter 3 the
pull-in instability position of point B can be found as

yB.pi =

.g(0.3333 + 0.2125tti + 0.0623q2 _ 0.3315^? + 0.1672a^)
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with Qi =

Le/Li

As established in Chapter 3, the normalized instability position at point B varies
from 0.33 to 0.44 depending on the value of O]. Substituting (4.5) into (4.4), the
total d('fi('(:tion at tlu' tip of th(' b('ain, wIk'ic' the pull-in instability oeenrs, is

yc.pi

=3(0.3333 + 0.21250, + 0.062.3o? - 0.3315o^ + 0.1672o;){l + 1.22^) (4.6)
Li

If the pull-in tip deflection predicted by (4.6) is less than the tip-gap distance,
the pnll-in instability appears before the contact dimple touches the contact pad. To
avoid the pull-in instability the tip deflection at pull-ni instability should be at least
ecpial or larger than the total gap, or yc^pi > fj- The following condition should be
satisfi('d to ])r('V('nt the i)ull-in instability issiK' for Figure' 4.2.

L
(0.3333 + 0.2125oi + ().0623frf - 0.3315a-’ + 0.1672a;)(l + 1.22-^) > 1

(4.7

In practice, the dimple is usually added to achieve contact without the pull-in
instability with a shorter beam length as shown in Figure 4.1. Another dimple
design purpose is to add another material other than the beam material to improve
certain design objectives. For example, a gold beam has good resistivity but very
low hardness and melting point which reduce the reliability of the contact, Table
2.6. A harder material like Ruthenium can be used as a dimple to improve the
contact reliability under impact force. For that reason, the tip-gap, tg, is reduced as
tg = g — fidrrnpie- Tlicii coiiditioii (4.7) should also be changed according for practical
dimple added design as

<

(0.3333 + 0.2125ai+0.0623oP0.3315a^ + 0.1672y)(l + l.22^)3
L\

(4.8)
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Based on the analysis shown in Figure 3.11, the value of O] must vary within
0.5 to 1 to achieve a low actuation voltage and high deflection at pull-in. Therefore,
with the goal of reducing actuation voltage,
is designed within this range. Then,
tlu' norniali/ed pull-in ])osition does not diaiige significantly (around 0.44), hence;
the condition from (4.8) can be simplified as

T,
^^2

ty = g -

< {)AAg[l + 1.22

(4.9)

Equation (4.9) shows the relationship between the tip gap and the dimple height
versus the ratio of L2IL\ for a no pull-tn design. It is shown that if the ratio T2/T1 >
1.05, the dimple is not necessary to be added to achieve no pull-in behaviour for
full range tip-ga}). For higher accuracy rc^quirement and for the cases that ai < 0.5,
('(Illation (4.8) should be used for a lietter ('stiniation.
Tliese above analysis can be us('d as ck^sign guidelines for cantilev('r MEMS
switches opc'rating without the i)ull-in instability. FEM simulations are used in the
following section to validate the developed analytical method.

4.3

FEM comparison

Figure 4.3 shows a comparison between CoventorWare FEM simulations and analyt
ical calculations for the structure described in the figure caption. Here, L] is fixed at
lOO/iin, 0=1 = 1. The length of the 'deveF' L2 is varied from 0 to 18()/zm. It is shown
that the FEM simulations are in good agreement with the calculations in both pullin voltage and tip deflection at pull-in. The imperfect EEM evaluation trend is due
to the resolution of the voltage step in the pull-in detection on CoSolve FEA. The
normalized pull-in position increases linearly from 0.44 to 1 as L2 increases from 0
to lOO/aii. As L2 goes beyc^nd lOO/mi (or L2IL\ > 1), the tip touches to the contact
pad before the pull-in instability occurs. Figure 4.3 also shem^s that as long as the
ti}) deflection at pull-in is within the gap range, the length of L2 has no effect on
the pull-in voltage.
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Figure 4.3; Coventor FEM siinulatioii (markers) and ealenlation (lines) of pnll-in
voltage (right, axis) and Iravc'l distance' (h'ft axis) ve'rsns h'ligtli of "h've'r” L2 (for
Li = l{)()//ni, = F=77GPa, f = l//ni, r/=2.5//,ni, w=50//ni.
The pnll-in voltage is slightly reduced as L2/T1 > 1 becanse the switch is closed
before instability. The longer the length of L2, the shorter the deflection of point B
as seen in Figure 4.3. Applying the known })oint B deflee'tion as yn into equation
(3.14) in Chapter 3, the pnll-in voltage can be ])redicted. The trend agrees well with
th(' FEM validation as shown in Figure' 4.3.
Figure 4.3 shows an additional FEM simulation for the case of (^i=0.5. It is
seen that the tip deflection at pull-in does not change signihcantly as .^1 is reduced
from 1 to 0.5. This result has been previously predicted by observing Figure 3.7 in
Chapter 3.
To avoid the pull-in instability with a short length of L2, the dimple is added
with the height {lidtmpie) to satisfy the condition: tip deflection at pull-in +
dimple height > total gap. For ('xaniph': for the structure' shown in Figure' 4.4
with L2=20//ni, the dimple height she)ulei be elesigned at the she)rtest of hdimpie =

(iO
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Figure 4.4: Coventor FEM simulation (markers) and ealculation (line) of pull-in
travel distance versus length of "lever” L2 for two eases of v^i = l and (/:i=0.5. (for
fixed Li = 10()//ni, F=77GPa, t = lfnn, r/=2.5//ni, i/;=5()/an, h(iirnpie=^'ifini)- It shows
the minimum hdimpie should be designed to avoid pull-in stability at L2=20/mi
l.l//in to avoid pull-in instability issue.
Figure 4.5 shows the trade-off between pnll-in voltage and travel distance for
various ratios of Li/L with the total length (L) fixed.
=
For larger Li/L,
tlu' pull-in voltage is r('due('d, but tlu' ti]) d('fl(!etion at j)ull-in is incrc'asc'd. Tin;
prediction of ecpiations (3.14) and (4.9) are validated by the FEM results. It is
seen that the optimal ])oint would be at Li/L=().5. The full gap travel is achieved
while minimizing the actuation voltage. The actuation voltage can be reduced by
increasing Li, however, a dimple should be added to avoid the pull-in instability.
Figure 4.5 shows a clear guideline for engineers on designing MEMS switches (or any
other general MEMS structures) operating without pull-in instability. The design
ni(4hod h(4ps to nalucc' th(' contact vcdocity by removing the pull-in instability,
therefore it is loelieved to improve the contact reliability of MEMS switches.

4.4 Summary

I’lgur*' 4.5: C{)V('iit()r
siiiiulat.ioii (iiiaik('rs) and calculation (liiu's) of ])ullin voltage (right axis) and travel distance (left axis) versus length of Li with total
beam length (L) is fixed (L=2()()//ni. ip\ = \, E^TTGPa, ^=l/yin, f/=2.5//,m, rc=50/yni,
diiri'i)lr

4.4

O/Zlll).

Summary

In this {4iapt('r, an analytical a})proa(4i to (h'sign of a MEMS cantih'vc'r swit(4i
without the pull-in instability is ])resented. Following this guideline, a switch can
be designed such that it will close contact before the instability occurs. This in
turn will translate into a reduced contact speed and force. The results based on
the pro[)osed analytic-al method were validated and found to agree well with FEM
simulation results. The proposed guidelines can be instrumental in general MEMS
devices design where the stable range of travel is an important factor. The analytical
closed-form model for leveraged bending method (4.9) assists the design of switches
with a full travel range without suffering instability. It is shown that if the electrode
is ])osition('d iK'ar th(' anchor with tlu' hmgth ('(pials to half of bc'ani length, tlu'
cantile\'er structure can travel the full gap without instability effect. Howe\'er, the
full range travel is paid off by the pull-in voltage. The optimal design can be found
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Ijy plotting a combined graph which shows pull-in voltage and tip deflection at pullin which a relatively fast and straightforward procedure form a MEMS designer’s
prospective.
Furthermore, the developed analytical method can also be applied for other elec
trostatic MEMS designs, such as sensors, where the travel distance is an important
parameter.
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Chapter 5
Dynamic model for contact
mechanics and model-based
analysis of switch degradation
effects
Science, in the veey act of solving problems, creates more of them.
Abraham Flexner, American educator (1866-1959)
This cl]a})ter presents a novel nonlinear dynamic model of an ohmic IMEMS
switch to investigate the switch deformation, bouncing behaviour and contact me
chanics. The model is based on dynamic Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and take into
account the effect of squeeze-film damping and contact mechanics interaction. A
low-complexity formulation based on Finite Difference Method (EDM) is employed
to solve the model equations in the time domain.
A multi-asperity contact model which accounts for fully elastic, rough surfaces
with adhesion is developed. The dynamic model is integrated into the full 2-D switch
model as a boundary condition for contact interaction. The contact resistance is
modeled through the dynamic interference of the beam into the contact.
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The proposed methodology is validated using fabricated single-pole single-throw
(SPST) ruthenium contact radio frequency (RF) MEMS switch. This contribution
is intended to provide an accurate yet reasonably uncomplicated analytical approach
for analysis of MEMS switch contact bc^haviour and switch (h^gradation ('fleets.

5.1

Introduction

When a sufficiently large actuation voltage is applied, the resultant electrostatic
force pulls the switch armature to the closed position on the contact pad. With a
sinii)le step actuation voltage, the electrostatic force increase's continuously as the
contacts approach each other and th(‘ beam approaches the contact at a considerable
spe('d, e.g. ().38ni/s for switch presented in [110]. Especially, for the switch in which
the i)ull-in instability is pre^sent, this effect results in higher impact forces. Under
the high impact bctwecai the ti}) and the ccmtact pad, the switch rebounds several
times before making perniaiient contact. It has be('n exp('rimentally observed in
many works that ohmic switchers bounce several times before making permanent
contact [111][112][113][114].
The bouiK'ing behaviour increases the effective closing time of the switch. The
high contact force is believed to be the main contributor to mechanical failure of
the switch. This instantaneous impact induc(\s local hardening or pitting of contact
materials [115]. Accumulation of thc'se effects results in two major failure modes:
stictiom which causers fail-to-open malfunction and resistance degradation, which
incr('as(' th(' insc'rtion loss to tlu' RF signal. Th('s(' dynamic Ix'haviour an' significant
factors affecting the life-time of the switch. Several experimental results report
that adhesion, welding, melting and contact resistance have been found which may
lead to the switch failure [81] [115] [116] [117] . Contact resistance tests were done at
Northeastern University [81] on gold-on-gold contact switches which showed that, in
the early life, contact resistance reduced. However, resistance increased progressively
after 10^ cycles. Switches have eventually failed in by either high resistance or
adhesion. A shorter lifetime was observ(xl on hot switching devices.
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The failure inechanisin which relates to contact bounce and the impact force of
the contact during operation is not fully understood as the underlying physics is
extremely complex. Reducing the bouncing effect is crucial not only for shorten
ing the switching time but also to improve reliability and performance. In order
to achieve these goals a deeper understanding of the physics of micro level contact
interaction is required. Therefore, it is fundamentally important to thoroughly anal
yse this dynamic characteristic of the vibro-impact phenomenon. A development of
a full dynamic model accounting for contact mechanics is iKxessary to investigate
this behaviour.
A dynamic contact model is required in the system model to interact with the
beam during impact. It would allow to accurately capture the bouncing behaviour
of the switch. It would also be useful in understanding failure mechanisms and assist
choosing mo.st efficient api)roaches for improving the reliability of the device. A lot of
research has been undertaken on this subject. The first analysis of elastic contact of
two bodies without adhesion was well developed by Hertz in 1882 [118]. The contact
area and deformation models develoi)ed by Hertz have been widely adopted. The
JKR and DMT models are two successful extensions of th(' Hertz model to include
contact adhesion. The .lohnson, Kendall, and Roberts (JKR) model [119] assumes
that adhesion only exists inside the contact area, therefore both compressive and
tensile stresses can only exist in the contact area. Another model, by Derjaguin,
Muller, and Toporov (DMT) [120], adds attractive interactions outside the area
of contact but do not deform the profile. The contact profiles are assumed to be
identical as in Hertzian contact.
A simple analytical model of elasto-plastic and fully plastic deformation with
adhesion was developed by Majumder et al. [81]. The model was developed based
on the assumption that only elastic deformation may occur on both loading and
unloading. Kogut et al. [121] developed a finite element model (FEM) to study
elastic-i)lastic contact between sphere and a flat surface with adhesion. A simple
curve-fit equation of force vs. displacement and contact area was developed. The
details of unloading for the residual radius of curvature and residual interference
after the sphere is completely unloaded without adhesion were described in [122].
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The work by Kadin et al. [123] found that plastic deformation does not only occur
for the first cycle of unloading but also the subsequent unloadings.
A Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation method was introduced in 2006 by Song
and Srolovitz from Fh’inceton University [124]. This method describes the interaction
of individual atoms in nano-scale structures. It is found that the magnitude of
plasticity is positively proportional with adhesion energy during unloading. The
movement of atoms occurs mostly from the side with the bump to the flat substrate,
whereas a very small number of atoms transfer from the flat side to the bump.
Some of the methods mentioned above accurately capture contact behaviour.
However they only consider static contact interaction (stress-strain curve). For
the dynamic interaction under the switching conditions of MEMS switclies, more
attention should be {)aid to the integration of many other factors such as: squeezedfilm dam])ing, (lectrostatic force, beam structure to achieve a full dynamic MEMS
model.
In MEMS switchers, in order to refluce the actuation voltage, the distance between
beam structure and substrate is minimized, whereas the area of the electrode is
maximized in MEMS switches. Under such conditions, the so-called squeezed-film
danii)ing is a ])ronounced effect. Under actuation, the beam creates a movement
of the fluid (air) underneath and the movement is resisted by the viscosity of the
fluid. Th(' ])i-('ssur(' is distribut('d und('rn('ath tlu' Ix'am and may act as a s])ring
and/or damping forces. Recent studies show that the damping force dominates the
spring forces at low mechanical frequency, while the spring force dominates over the
damping force at high mechanical frequency of the beam [125].
Accurate dynamic modeling of electrostatic MEMS switches structures is very
challenging due to the mechanical-electrical coupling effect and the nonlinearity of
the structure, electrostatic force and air damping effects. A number of models have
been developed to investigate the dynamic operation of the switch and contact be
haviour. Some review papers [126] [127] present an overview of the existing models
for the electrostatically actuated MEMS. These review papers summarise the funda
mental knowledge on the nonlinear behaviour of the switch, including beam theory.
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(lainping effect, contact interaction, etc. In more detail, McCarthy et al. [88] pre
sented a dynamic model which is a one-dimensional finite difference dynamic model
based on Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, squeeze-film damping and a linear contact
spring to simulate the dynamics of an ohmic contact RF MEMS switch both before
and after contact. The work included the bouncing features of the switch but the
contact mechanics behaviour such as (deformation, adhesion) were not taken into
account.
The dynamics and squeeze-film damping was calculated based on a lumped model
of a capacitive RF MEMS switch in [128]. The dynamic behaviour of a MEMS switch
using finite element method with electrostatic actuation was studied in [113]. The
s(iu('('Z('d-fihn damping and contact, int('raction w(T(' not tak<'n into account in tho.sc'
studies.
A number of works by Decuzzi et al. [129] [130] reported a model based on
Euku'-Bernoulli theory and theoretical bouncing dynaniics of a resistive switch. A
van der Waals term and linear si)ring were' enii)loyed to represent the interaction
forces (attractive and repulsive) between contacts. A dynamic fourth-order beam
deflection eciuation inode'l with the effect of the dynaniics of the switch on its opening
time was presented in [131]. That model included the adhesion force due to van der
Waals type forces and metal-to-metal bonds.
With its multi-physics capability, the Finite Element Method (FEM) is one of
the most comprehensive tools for MEMS switch modeling and analysis. In recent
years, a lot of research work employing FEM to develop 3-D models for MEMS
switches has been reported. A 3-D model of a micro-switch including structure and
electrostatic actuation but without mechanical contact and squeezed-hhn damping
was developed in [90]. The model does not include contact as the focus of the
work was to remove contact bouncing. Guo et al. [66] implemented a purely elastic
contact behaviour with the .IKR adhesion model integrated with Euler-Bernoulli
beam theory using a finite element method in AXSYS. Lishchynska et al. [132]
employed linear and piece-wise linear system identification techni(|ues to interpret
data extracted from a 3-D ANSYS model of the switch. Air damping and contact
mechanics were not considered by the authors.

5.1 Introduction

A brief literature review shows that the beam structure and electrostatic actua
tion can be accurately modeled by FD or FE methods, especially in commercialized
software like ANSYS. However, methods for scpieezed-film damping and contact
interaction modeling are not readily available. It is apparent that the majority of
dynamic microswitch models proposed to date do not incorporate the inherent multiasperity rough surfaces into the overall dynamic MEMS switch model. Presented
work intends to address this gap
In this chapter, the rough surface with multi-asperity height following a Gaus
sian distribution is employed into a nonlinear dynamic model of an electrostatic
ohmic-contact switch. Tlu' model comprises dynamic Euler-Bernoulli beam tlieory,
('k'ctrostatic forci;, s(pi('('Z('-hhn damping eflect, and nonliiu'Hr mult i-asp('rity contact,
mechanics. The model also takes into consideration the real geometry of the switch.
A time-transient finite difference analysis (FDA) [88] is used to model the dynamic
t)ehaviour of the electrostatically actuatc'd MEMS switch.
d'here are a numbc'r of factors that affect, th(' lifetime of the metal to metal contact
switch such as: contact degradation, stiction, wear, plastic deformation and fatigue
of the cantilever beams [133] [134] [72] [135] [136]. A number of studies have been
rei)orted on the lifetime evaluation of ohmic swit ches [72] [135] [82]. The devices were
characterized in terms of current handling, contact resistance and actuation voltages
during testing. A notable decrease of the actuation voltage of switches held for long
periods in the actuated condition was observed [72] [82]. This effect could be due to
spring constant reduction, plastic deformation or a combination of these processes.
An analytical method to identify degradation inechanisms in capacitive switches is
reported in [137]. Little information in the literature deals with the evaluation of
this effect for an ohmic switch. An analysis based on a lumped model which does
not take account of the real device sha])e might yield misleading conclusions, while
the evaluation based on a 3-D model is very time consuming.
A 2-D FDM model developed in this work is used to evaluate actuation voltage
drift under stress, with time. The contributions of possible mechanisms of mechani
cal degradation of the switch to the measured change in performance are determined.
The correlation found in simulation is used to create a model relating actuation stress
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L
Figure 5.1; Cross-sectional view of a typical cantilever beam switch design.
to eventual failure'. Follow that, the model to predict the failure i)oint of a device
liased on the correlation tre'iid found is presented. The evaluation of the maximmn
jieak stn'ss permissible to meet the lifetime criterion is demonstrated
It is foreseen that the j)ro])osed a])])roach will be instrumental in jiroviding a
better insight into the reliability of MEMS switches and will, ultimately, provide a
basis for developing and implementing control strategieis to maximize their lifetime.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 presents the
development of the dynamic model, Section 5.3 describes the MEMS ohmic contact
switch used to validate the model. Simulation and experiment results comparisons
are showed in Section 5.4.

5.2

Model description

Figure 5.1 shows the cross-sectional view of a typical ohmic contact-type RF MEMS
micro-switch. TIk' d('V('loi)ni('nt of th(' Fini1(' Diff('r('nc(' Mod('l (FDM) can b(' di
vided into four components. The main part is the beam which is modeled by dynamic
Enler-Bernonlli beam theory. It is combined with the electrostatic force equation,
s(|ueezed-fihn damping formulation and finally the contact boundary conditions.
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5.2.1

Beam deflection formulation

The modified beam is modeled using Euler-Berrioulli theory with a fixed crosssectional area along the length of the beam (Figure 5.1). The dynamic beam equa
tion consists of electrostatic force equation and sciueeze-filni damping formulation.
The equation of motion is

,

f

p

3^y

(5.1)

where E is effective Young's modulus, I is the second moment of the cross-sectional
area, (j{x,t) is the downward deflection of the beam, /g is the electrostatic force per
unit length, P,i is the dani[)ing force i)er unit length, and rn is the mass per unit
length of the beam.
Due to nonlinearities of electrostatic forc(' and the siiueezed-hlm damping (descrilu'd in the next sections), an analytical solution is impractical and a finite differ('iice solul ion is sought. Th(' oiK'-diiiK'iisional t iiiK'-transii'iit linit(' difh'n'iici' iiK'thod
studied in [88] is used to solve the governing eciuation (5.1). The accuracy of the
method is basixl on tlu^ chosen scale of the discrete elements and the time steps.
The standard central difference apjiroximations for d'^y/dx} and d^yjdE are
employed. The four siiatial boundary conditions are necessary to find a solution. The
clamped end of the beam has zero disiilacement and zero slope (^(0) = 0, i/{0) = 0)
while the free end has zero bending moment and zero shear force [M(L) = 0, V(L) =
0). These conditions allow (5.1) to lie expressed solely in terms of nodal deflections
(i =1. 2,..., N) as shown in Figure 5.2. The node 0, N+1, N+2 are image points
iKH'dial for th(' finiti' ditferiuici' approximations of the boundary conditions as
y(0) = 0 =y> .yi = 0,
y'({)) = 0 ^ .Vo = ;V2,

M(L) = 0 => Vn+x = 2;va^ — i/yv-i,
I'' (L) = 0

Vv+2 = ‘^Hn — 4,Vyv-i + yN-2)
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L
Figure 5.2: Schematic of cantilever beam switch using Finite Difference Method.

5.2.2

Electrostatic forces

For tli(' (deetrostatic actuation, it is assumed that tiie individual elements of the
l)eani and gate form a ])arallel plate eai)aeitor. The node which does not overlap
with the electrode has zero electrostatic force. The attractive electrostatic force
between nodes that overlap with the electrode area can be written as
SoV'^wl,
fe

2(.g - viy^

(5.3)

where Sq is the permittivity of the free si)ace, V is the electrical potential between
Ix'am and gate, w is width of th(' unifoi-ni b('ani, /j is tlu' h'ligth of tlu' node /.
The superscript ’F indicates that the deflection of node i, yi, is evaluated at time
t. Two nodes positioned above the electrode’s edge {istarend) are assumed to half
electrostatic force of above value shown in (5.3). Fringing field effect is neglected.

5.2.3

Squeeze-film damping

At atmospheric conditions, when the beam is moving downward or upward, the air
between the beam and the gate is s(pieezed out or in, respectively. This is called the
s(iueeze-fihn dani})ing effect. In general, the damping effect of a mechanical structure
in a viscous fluid can be analysed using the Navier-Stokes equations. In the present
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case where the gap between the beam and tlie substrate is small compared to the
lateral dimension, the Reynolds equation can be used

dx

pli

■^dp\
ax

^ f i3^p\
io
pfi' TT- = 12/i
oz \
oz
dt

(5.4)

where x, z are position over the length and width of the beam, p{x, z) is the gas
him pressure in the gap per unit area, p is the air density, h = g — y is the beamto-substrate distance and p, is the gas viscosity.
This equation (5.4) can be solvefl implicitly to determine the damping force
at each node and time step. Due to the absence of 2 dimension in (5.1), the 2dependence should be removed. Assuming that p and // are constant throughout
th(' lliiid and fi is independent of z. equation (5.4) can be rewritten as [88]
.dhdP
2wh^ — —

+

‘IwfPd^P

8/r
------ P(x)

1 ■;

(5.5)

where w is the beam width and P{x) is the pressure acting on the beam axis (2:=()).
The standard central difference aiiproximation for dP/dx.&^P/dx^ and dli/'dx
are used in this formation. The daniiiing pressure at time T’ is calculated based on
the beam conhguration at that time. Then, this value is used in (5.1) to calculate
the beam displacement at the next time step T + 1’. Thus, the beam configuration at
’t+h can be used to find the damping pressure at T+l’. The procedure iterates for
all time steps of the simulation. Due to this requirement, the backward derivative
approximation for dh/Ot should be employed in (5.5).
Boundary conditions should also be determined to solve (5.5). At the clamped
end, the air cannot escape (blocked by the anchor) and the air pressure at the free
end is the atmospheric pressure. Therefore, the boundary conditions are

—0

P() — P2 .

x=()

P{L) = 0

P/v' — d,
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Before the solutions provided in (5.5) can be substituted into (5.1), they must
be converted to the force per unit length by

(5.7)
And at initial position and time, ^=0, the damping pressure along the beam is
set e(pial to zero.

5.2.4

Multi-asperity nonlinear contact with adhesion

In practice, both the surfac'e of the beam and the substrate are rough surfaces [138].
The surface roughness is represented by asi)erities. Therefore, only a few asperities
on both surfaces make contact. The contact between the cantilever and the drain
tips are modelled as th(' intc'raction between a smooth rigid surface with a niultiaspc'iity rough surface'. Figure' 5.3 shenvs a scliematic rei)resentation of the contact
interactie)!! between cantilever beam with the elrain. The assumption of Greenwood
and Williamson [139] re^garding the statistical distribution of the asperities with
identical radius is use'd here. The whole height z probability density function which
is assumed te) be Gaussian is given by:

<^(z)
wlu're

G

1

G\p2^

exp

—

2

^ V 2*7^

(5.8)

is the standard deviation of asperity heights.

Figure 5.4 represents equation (5.8) showing the half bell curve of a Gaussian
distribution of asperity heights. Following this distribution law, around 68.2% of all
asperities are in the range from 0 to la, while only 4.2% of asperities have heights
higher than 2a. As the asperities have different heights, the beam only interacts and
creates deformation on several of the highest asperities. The number of asperities
in contact with the beam tip is:
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Number of asperities
Figure 5.4: Half bell curve of Gaussian distribution of asperity heights.

J

OC

n = DAn

(l){z)dz

where D is the area density of the asperities,
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is the noininal contact area.

(5.9)
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The interference of asperity i is defined as:

d

=

(5.10)

where d is the separation between the smooth surface and the mean of the rough
surface height.
As discussed a!)ove, the contact is a very complex plienomenon, i.e. elastic,
elasto-i)lastic deformation may be involved on each asperity. It is assumed that the
beam dynamics are most strongly influenced by elastic contact interactions and for
this model all asperity deformations beyond the plastic limit are taken as having
an elastic energy transfer inechanism [66]. During loading, the kinetic energy of the
beam is gradually transferred to the underneath contact, and stored in the elastic
deformation of the asperities. The elastic strain in elastically deformed asperities
acts like a spring and applies a pull-out forc(^ Pout^
the beam. As a result, the
Ix'aiii behaviour, during unloading, is not only defined by the restoring moment, M,
due to bending, but also influenced by the pull-out force. Pout, and adhesion force.
Fad- of asp('riti('s that an' in contact. Tlu' influ('nc(' of ('acli individual asjx'rity
depends on its own contact interaction, d^. The total i)ull-out force. Pout, and
adhesion force, Fad^ are obtained by summing individual asperity contributions using
a statistical ecpiation model:

Pout

=

PAi J

p{z - d)(l){z)dz

(5.11)

~ d)4i{zy\z

(5.12)

(i

Fad

= DA„ /

fad(z

where p{z — d) and fad{z~d) are the pull-out force and adhesion force of an individual
asperity.
Wdien the beam tip approaches the contact, the beam is no longer cantilevered
with free end, but is fixed at one end and contact-sui)ported at the other end.
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Therefore, the shear force described by (5.2) for boundary conditions is no longer
zero but now becomes

V{L)
111

=

-

F,,i) =

dx

dx^

5 13)

( .

which the derivation d^y/dx^ is solved by finite difference approximation

5.3

Device under test

Pdgiire 5.5(a) shows the top view of the SEM micrograph of a SPST ruthenium
contact RF-MEMS switch used in this work. The prototype is jirovided by Analog
Device Inc., Ireland with non-disclosed design and fabrication technologies. The
small cross-section beam ar('a iK'ar the anchor was (Unsigned to reduce the switch
actuation voltage. Stops on either side of the lieaiii with high contacts beneath
were desigiual to protect the beam from collajising to the gate. Figure 5.5(b) shows
the sid(' view of the switch. The switches were made of gold and the nominal
design dimensions of the switches are as follows: beam to gate gap is 0.6//in, ti])
height is ().2G/mi. The wide rectangular region, where the gate is positioned directly
beneath has length xwidth of 63 x 38//ni. Both small cross-section portions have
length X width of 14 x 14/mi. Ruthenium layers are designed to increase the hardness
of the contacts. The contact area is around 1.2/irrP. The structure looks like a
membrane but force is uniform along the length and high rigidity over cross-section
make it behave like a beam, e.g. no lateral deformation was observed, so is considered
a beam. The designed thickness of the beam is 6/,mi. The fabrication process of the
device has been described in detail in [109].
The simulation methodologies for electrostatically actuated cantilever structure
developed in the previous section are applied to this switch. The beam is fixed
at the anchor. The tip is free end of the cantilever. When the tip touches the
underneath contact (drain), the beam is no longer fixed-free cantilever. It becomes
a lix{'d-sup])ort('d Ix'ain with boundary conditions as showed in (5.13). In total 22
nodes, each node is 4.1/ini length, over the whole beam length and time step of Ins
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(a)

L

Source

Gate

(b)

Drain

Figure 5.5: (a) SEM inicrograph of the iion-iinifonii RF-MEMS switch.
Scheniatie side view of the switch.

(b^

are chosen in the model. Those values are selected based on a preliminary evaluation
on compromising betwt^en accuracy and simulation running time.
The two stops have small effect on the beam stiffness, therefore they are neglected
for simplification. As the model is 2-D, the beam is assumed to be rigid over the
cross-section.
Notice that the switch under investigation in this work has a quite complex geo
metrical structure which is challenging to model using the proposed finite difference
analysis (FDA). Since the beam consists of two different cross-sectional areas, four
artificial nodes are required. Two imaginary nodes to the right represent the ex
tension of the narrow beam, while two additional nodes to the left represent an
imaginary extension of the wider beam. The description of the method can also be
found in [881.
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Nominal designed dimensions with gold material for the beam (Young’s modulus
E — 78 GPa, density f)= 19300 kg/nP) were adopted in the simulation. On each
time step, based on the previous position of the beam nodes, the parameters in
(5.1) are calculated, then a new status of the beam is extracted. When the tip
height between beam and drain is zero (i.e. the beam is in contact with the drain),
the multi-asperity contact model which is discussed in Section 5.2.4 is used as a
boundary condition of the governing equation (5.1).

5.4
5.4.1

Simulation and experiment results
Contact resistance

In tlic' Section 5.2.4 the niulti-asj)erities nonlinear contact with adhesion was devel
oped. However, the real roughness of the contacts is unknown. The evaluation of the
multi-as})eriti('s parameters is presented in this section. Unlike the static method as
described in previous works [140] [81] in which actuation voltage needed to be conv(u-t(al into contact forc(', this work presents the dynamic contact resistance model.
The resistance can be ('xtracted directly from the known deformation and asperities
radius from full switch modeling.
Figure 5.6 shows the measured resistance of the switch under actuation voltage
for 3 cycles: 9^^', 84^^ and 327^^. The switch resistance includes contact, beam,
pads and connection resistances. Assuming that the beam, pads and connection
resistances are constant, the contact resistance is smaller than that measured and
the change of switch resistance is the change of contact resistance. The higher
the actuation voltage applied, the lower the resistance against the signal running
through th(' switc'h. TIk' hgur(' shows that th(' pull-in voltage is n'duced with cycles.
However, this phenomenon does not affect the trend of resistance. The reduction of
])ull-in voltage will be discussed in the next section of this chapter. The difference
between resistances at different cycles is observed. It is believed that this is due
to plastic deformation (permanent deformation) during cycling combined with a
change in overdrive force as shown in section 5.4.3. In more details, e.g. at 75V
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Figure T).!): Measured switch resistances under actuation voltages for 3 eyc'les.
actuation, the switch resistances are 1.46, 1.34 and 1.29()hni at cycle
and
327^^^ res})('ct,iv('ly. This phenoiiK'Hon is vdy coini)l('X but, th(' n'duction is small
after each cycle. For sinii)hcity. It is assumed that only elastic deformation occurs
during contact interaction.
In literature, the two widely used elastic contact models with adhesion are the
.Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (.IKR) [119] and Derjaguin-Muller-Toporov (DMT) [120]
models. The JKR model is the most ap[)ropriate for a large bump, high adhesion
energy, while the DMT model is best applied to small, more rigid and low adhesion
contacts [141]. The dimensionless parameter which was defined by Tabor [142] can
be used here to determine which model can be applicable for the switch shown in
Figure' 0.5.
Rw'^

1/3

(5.14)

//7- =

where R is the asperity radius, w is the adhesion energy,
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is atomic radius of
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material used, E* is the Hertz elastic modulus defined by:
1

1

1

where E\, E ,
are Young’s moduli and Poisson’s ratios of the two contacting
surfaces, respectively.
2

1^2

The switch was made of gold, but due to the low hardness characteristics of
gold, ruthenium layers were electroplated on both contact surfaces to improve the
reliability. As both contact surfaces are ruthenium, E^ = E — E.U] = U . The
ruthenium (Ru) material has Young’s tnodulus T’=414GPa, Poisson’s ratio i/=().3,
surface energy 7=4.2, adhesion energy w=2i and atomic radius 2;o=0.27nm. Sub
stituting these value with the nominal ^isperity radius is assumed to be /?=88nni
(Figure 5.7), //,7'=1.9 is found. According to .TKR-DMT transition work presented in
[143] the model used in this switch is lying in the transition area between .TKR and
DMT models. Following th(' adhesion maj) which is shown in [144], the adhesion
force is very close to .IKR model. Therefore, for simplihcation the Ru-Ru contact
can be assumed to be in .IKR regime.
2

2

Figure 5.7 shows the SEM micrograph of the contact pad of switch used in this
work. It is seen that the surface is rough with variety sizes and heights of asperities.
As ])reviously stated, contact is a very complex phenomenon. It may involve
elastic or elasto-plastic or even fully plastic deformations. The temperature, humid
ity or hot-switching conditions are also important factors to the operation of the
contacts. But for simplicity, it is assumed that no plastic deformation occurs and
the asperities recover to the original condition after unloading. According to the
law of conservation and transformation of energy, during contact, the energy that
the beam transfered to the bump on penetrating into the contact is now equal to
the elastic strain energy stored in the asperities. With the elastic deformation of
asi)erity b — d, elastic energy in each individual asperity reflects back to the beam
like a spring with a force p{z — d) used in (5.11) is

p(Zi

- d) 3/2

-d) =
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(5.16)
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Figure 5.7: SEM micrograph of contact pad.
Flic adhesion forces, fad, for one ruthenium-ruthenium contact as considered in
this work can l)e calculated via the JKR contact adhesion model as

/orf = 37r7/f

(5.17)

Simiming all the elastic forces and adhesion forces of all individual asperities, the
total contact forces can be found. This value is then used in (5.13) for the boundary
condition of the switch model.
For the given parameters of the switch described in the previous section, the
multi-asperities contact models are assumed as: the nominal contact area. An, is
l.2finA, the asperity density, D, is 20//m“^. Hence, there are totally 24 asperities
in the rough surface contact. Following the Gaussian distribution assumption, the
heights for 24 asperities can be roughly arranged as shown in Table 5.1.
ddi(' linit(' diffcrc'iicc niod('l (FDM) in sc'ction 5.2, whidi in('lud('s tlu' JKR reginu'
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Table 5.1: 24 asperities heights distribution
Height {z)
Number of asperities

0.5a
7

la
6

1.5a
5

2a
3

2.5a
2

3a
1

contact described above, is written in M-hles prograinming in Matlab, the scripts can
be found in Appendix A. The penetration of the beam into the contact (or contact
deformation) can be extracted by including the contact model into the whole switch
model.
All asperities are assumed to have identical radius, R. The highest asperity is at
3a. Al, 1 h(' initial ])has(' of t,h(' contact, th(' Ix'aiii t,ouch('s th(' higlu'st aspc'rity first.
The liigher the actuation voltage a})plied, the higher the interference of beam into
the rough surface. As the penetration iiKTeases the beam will make contact with the
lower asi)erities. Therefore, at a certain value of contact force (or actuation voltage)
only a f('w highest asperities will make contact with the beam.
Figure 5.8 shows th(' simulation of contact penetration, or displacement, under
actuation voltages at 3 asperity radii, R = 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2//ni. All other parameters
are k('pt identical. It is observed that the penetration is high at low asperity radius.
The roughly assumed asperities heights result in the trends of contact penetration
not being smooth. At /?=().05/mi, only the 6 highest asperities are in contact with
the beam at an actuation voltage of 80V.
Figure 5.9 shows a similar simulation for three different standard deviations of
the asperities heights, a=2, 4 and 8nni. It shows that the penetration is smaller at
lower standard deviation. The smaller difference between asperities heights due to
small values of makes the transition between asperities more smooth, therefore the
penetration is smoother than the cases of higher a.
The interference of asperity i can be found from the penetration of the beam
into contact. S, as

= V - (3cr - S)
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Figiiro 5.8: Siiimlatioii of contact ixnictratioii of Ru-Ru contact under actuation
voltages at 3 as])erity lauiii.

Figure 5.9: Simulation of contact penetration of Ru-Ru contact under actuation
voltages at 3 standard deviations.
If (\ is higher than zero (5^ > 0). the asperity has a physical contact with the
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beam. The contact radius of that asperity with the smooth surface (the beam) is

(5.19)
The resistance of contact asperities can be found by [81]

(5.20)
where p is material resistivity. Ip is electron mean free path of the material, /5 is a
slowly varying function of the ratio lp/r\, with /1(())==1, and /l(oc)=0.694.
Function (5.20) accounts for the full range of ratios between contact radius and
the elec'tron mean free i)ath of the material used.
Assnming that all conta('t spots are independent and conduct in parallel, the
contact rc'sistance, Rp, can be found from

R,

K

(5.21)

With the developed contact resistance models above, it is now possible to deter
mine the contact resistance from the known contact penetration as shown in Figures
5.8 and 5.9. From (5.18) and (5.19) the contact radius of each asperity in contact
with the beam can be found. Then, the equivalent resistance of the asperity is cal
culated by (5.20). Finally, the contact resistance of parallel asperities is found by
(5.21). Figure 5.10 and 5.11 show the variation of contact resistance with actuation
voltage for those cases. All parameters of the model are listed in the hgures. Figure
5.10 shows that the asperity radius has strong influence on contact resistance espe
cially at low actuation voltage. The reduction in contact resistance is initially very
fast as the actuation voltage goes higher than the pull-in voltage. At very high actu
ation voltages, the resistance decreases at a slow rate and the discrepancy is small for
variation of asperity radius. At 75V actuation voltage, the model predicted contact
resistances are 0.32, 0.21, and 0.14fl for 7?=0.05, 0.1 and 0.2//m respectively.
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Figure 5.10: Siiimiatioii of eoiitart resistance of Ru-Ru contact under actuation
voltages at 3 as})eritv radii.
Figure 5.11 shows that the standard deviation has low influence on the trend of
contact resistance. Because the number of as})erities is assumed to be identical, the
transition gaps b('tween as])erity heights are larger for the higher standard deviation.
In all cas('s tii(' high('st aspc'rity has the same' radius and th('ndbr(' at initial contact,
the contact resistances are identical. It starts to deviate when the beam interferes
to the next as])erities.
Figure 5.12 shows the comparison between the developed contact model (with
/?=0.()5//m) and the measured switch resistances. The switch resistances from Figure
5.G are re-plotted in Figure 5.12. The contact resistance model only predicts the
contact resistance value while the measured resistance is the whole switch system
resistance, which includes contact, beam, pads and wires. Therefore the contact
model value is smaller than the measured switch resistance. During actuation with
difh'ix'iit voltage' api)lied. only contact re'sistance' changers. The; re'sistance' of all other
parts (beam, pads, wires) are constant. The difference between measured switch
resistance and the contact resistance model at 75V is around ID Therefore it can be
assumed that the constant is ID, the shifted up contact model by ID is also plotted
on the Figure 5.12. The trend of the shifted contact model agrees well with the
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Figure 5.11: Simulation of eoiitaet resistaiiee of Ru-Ru contaet under actuation
voltage's at 5 standai'd (K'viations.
measured data therefore' the develoi)ed model i)redicts well the variation of contact
resistance under actuation voltage. There is a substantial variation in the contact
resistance, approximately between 14()ndl and 9.5f2 from 75 to 46V voltage applied.
Figure' 5.Id she)ws the' e e)niparise)n be'twe'e'ii nie)ele'l anel the' me'asure'el swite h re'sistances of 4 switches at cycle

It she)ws that even the pull-in \'e)ltages of switches

are elifferent but the trenels are eiuite similar te) each other. Anel the contact model
e)f 24 asperities with ielentie-al radius R=0.Q5//rn anel Gaussian heights elistribution
preelicts with high accuracy the Ru-Ru contact in the switch useel in this test. The
small discrepancy between the me)elel anel the measureel results might be elue te)
the elifference between the elistribution of the asperity heights of the real contact
surfaces e)r the asperities elifference.
In practice, the switch resistances (or contact resistances) are observeei to respond
diffe're'iit ly unele'r le)aehng anel unle)aeling e'e)nelitie)ns. Figure' 5.14 she)ws the' me'asure'el
switch resistances for several full cycles.
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Figure 5.12: C’oniparison Ix'tweeu contact rcsistaiicc model (with H “().()5//m) and
the measured switch resistances at three cycles. The shifted contact model line
shown on the hgure is the addition of contact model with a constant value of the
switch rc'sisl-anec' ol h('r t han eonlael.
is obscu’ved, this difference might bc' attributcal to permanent deformation of the
contact which would result in a smaller unloading resistance than the associated
loading resistance. Howe\'er. the resistances for subsecpient cycles are quite similar
to the prior c-ycle profiles.
The ])henonienon of loading and unloading difference are observed in classical
contact. iiK'chanics [118]. llowc'vc'r, in this MEMS switch d(3vi(‘(\ the pr('S('nc(' of
electrostatic forces might exaggerate the difference. The ineasurements indicate
that the difference due to loading and unloading might mainly due to the overdrive
effect which is higher at any given voltage pass Vpi as the actuation voltage decreases
and the nonlinear adhesion phenomenon but not due to the plastic deforniation. It
opens to the new research and development of the above model which can capture
the unloading behaviour of MEMS switches.
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Cycle 9 th

Figure 5.13: Comparison b(4,ween contact resistance model (with /?=().()5/an) and
the measmx'd switch resistances of 4 switches at cycles

Fdgiire 5.14: Switch resistances for full cycles: Loading (voltage increases) and Un
loading (voltage decreases).
The developed contact model captures accurately the loading behaviour of the
contact switch. The model can be used as a design tool to evaluate the performance
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Table 5.2: Physical model parameters of multi-asperities ruthenium contacts
Parameters
Young’s modulus
Poisson’s ratio
Surface energy
Asperity radius
Asperity density
Nominal contact area
Standard deviation of asperity heights

Symbol (unit)
E (GPa)
u
7 (Jm-")
R (fim)
D (/mi”^)
An(nni^)
a (nm)

Value
414
0.3
4.2
0.05
20
1.2
4

arid to improve the reliability of the micro-switch. The evaluation of dynamic per
formance will be presented in the next section.

5.4.2

Closing dynamics

Based on the previous contact resistance model (k'velopment, several necessary jiarameters for multi-asperity nonlinear contact with adhesion used in this dynamic
simulation are listed in Table 5.2.
Integrated the multi-asperities model as an boundary condition when the tip
d(‘ll('ction ix'aclK's to tlu' pad. TIk' full dynamic nuxh'l is (h'vidopi'd. The dynamic
behaviour of the model is evaluated in this section.
The model results of tip velocities at two actuation voltages (5(1 and 65V) are
shown Figure 5.15. It is clearly shown that the higher the actuation voltage the
faster the switch will initially close. Higher voltage also creates higher approaching
speed to the contact. At 65V, the tip velocity at initial contact is 0.48ni/s while
it is only ().26ni/s at 50V. The contact speed is strongly related to the contact
deformation therefore it is very important to the contact degradation effects. The
tip velocity trends in Figure 5.15 show that the damping acts like a spring back
force to reduce the beam velocity as it approaches to the substrate. This is due
to the narrow gap between the beam and the substrate. The beani-to-gate gap is
inncli smaller than the lateral dimension of the switch. It suggests that, under the
high speed of a switch closure there is little time for the gas to escape and the flow
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Figure 5.15: Tij) velocity of the switch at actuation voltage of 50 and 65V
hecoiiK's more' viscous. TIk' pi('s('nc(’ of this viscous daiii])ing sjniiig h('li)s to rc'dncc'
the speed at closing.
Figure 5.16 shows the sininlated tij) dis])laceineiits of the micro-switch as a func
tion of time at three different step actuation voltages: 50. 60 and 65V. The graphs
show that the initial closing time decreases as the actuation voltage increases. The
corresponding initial closing times are 1.40, 1.14, and 1.03/,/s at 50, 60 and 65V respecti\'ely. After initial contact, the switch bounces several times before settling. It
is observed that^ the actuation voltage level affects the bouncing behaviour: settling
time, number and amplitude of bounces, etc. As the actuation voltage increases,
th(' numlx'r and amplitude' of bounce's ele'ei'e'ase's. The're' are; abe)ut six be)unce^s fe)r
50V applied \'e)ltage whereas for V=65V, there are only three bounces. Simulation
alse) she)ws the settling time versus the actuatie/n voltage trend. It decreases from
17.5/i,s at 50V te) 14//,s at 60V and around 6.2//S at 65V.
A setup as she^wn in Figure 5.17 was used to measure the voltage across the
switch. The closed and open status of tlie switch is shown on the waveform recorded
from the oscilloscope. When the switch is open, the switch voltage is equal to the
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Figmx' 5.16; Tip (lisplaceiiieuts of the switch at actuation voltage of 50, 60, and 65V

Figure 5.17: Experiiiieiital setup for measuring the voltage across the switch as a
function of time.
power supply voltage of 500niV. Otherwise, the voltage is lower than 500niV based
on the contact penetration of the beam into the drain. The measurement results are
shown in Figure 5.18. The switch bounces with a single step voltage actuation, and
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Figure 5.18: Switch voltages iiieasiirtHl l)y oscilloscope for three actuation voltages
of 50, 60 and 65V. In each case, the step voltage was a})phed at 0/es
the iminber of bounces decreases with increasing magnitude of the actuation voltage.
It can be observed that there is an excellent agreement between the measured and
the simulation data with respect to caiduring the bouncing effect.
The number of bounces follows the same trend as in the simulation which is
reduced from seven times at 50V down to just three times at 65V before settling.
The initial closing times are around 1.5, 1.1, and l//s at 50, 60, and 65V respectively.
After going through several discontinuities, the beam makes permanent contact with
the drain to the settling period at about 17.1, 12.9 and 6.4/^is for the three applied
voltages.
Figure 5.19 shows a comparison between the numerical results (Figure 5.16)
and measured data (Figure 5.18) of the switch at tip-drain contact of initial closure
(Tfi), the beginning of the first bounce (T’c2) and the beginning of the second bounce
(Tcs). The simulation results show an excellent agreement with the experiment for
65V actuation voltage. The agreement for the initial closure is better than for the
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next bounce T(,2 which in turn better than for
The discrepancies call for further
improvement in the dynamic model of the switch and/or the contact to acquire a
better prediction of the bouncing behaviour.
The simulation results of the initial closing time, the number and duration of
bounces, the settling time and the elimination of bounces are in excellent agreement
with the experimental results. The consistency between simulation and experiment
proves that the developed model with mnlti-asperity nonlinear contact can be used
as a design tool to improve the performance and to evaluate the reliability of the
micro-switch.
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Figure 5.20: SEM micrograph top-view of tlie switch.

5.4.3

Model-based analysis of switch degradation effects dur
ing lifetime testing

This section n^ports on tlu^ transient analysis of the obs('rve(l decrease in the actua
tion voltage of MEMS ohmic switches, under a stress condition. Figure 5.20 shows
a SEM picture of a MEMS ohmic switch used in this work. Tlie metal cantilever
beam is fabricated from 8//ni thick electroplated gold. The gate actuation ekK'trode
is j)ositioned beneath the main beam area. The beam to gate gap and tip-gap,
illustrated in Eignre 5.5(b), are 0.6/yni and 0.3/ini respexdively. The beam is 100/mi
long and 60//ni wide. The fabrication process of the device has been described in
detail in [109].
Unlike cycling testing which has been reported in many works [72] [135], a hold
down test is designed to test the ability of the switch to withstand long term actua
tion. This is a key reliability factor for MEMS switches. A test was carried out in 26
days. The actuation voltage was measured at set intervals to o})serve the actuation
voltage through-out the hold-down seciuence. The measured actuation voltages were
observed to decrease with time. Similar observations were reported in [82]. Figure
5.21 shows the result data on a set of five switclies.
As seen in Figure 5.21, the actuation voltage dropped for all switches. Moreover,
it was observed that the decrease was larger for those devices with a higher initial
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Figure 5.21; Pull-in voltages versus time from a hold-down testing on 5 deviees.
actuation voltage'. A decreasing actuation voltage eventually leads to the stuckdemm failure of tlie devices. For the cantik'ver beam, two causes can account for
this ('ffect: (i) ope'ii state' gaj) re'eluehie)!! ehu' te) me'e'hanie'al (])lastie:) ele'fbrmatie)!!, e)r
(ii) beam stiffness reductie)n due te) fatigue. Te) evaluate the role e)f these factors on
the e)bserved pull-in voltage elecrease, a rnoelification of the 2-D FDM as described
abe)ve was used te) evaluate the ce)ntribution of each factor.
The beam stiffness is a function e)f its shape and material properties. The shape is
believeel to be unchanged during the he)ld-down test. For that reason, the effect of the
reeluction of the material Young’s moelulus is analysed to evaluate the contribution
of stiffiK'ss to th(' actuation voltag(' change's.
\\ hen mechanical deformation occurs, the open state gap is reduced. The beam is
tilted, as the deformation mainly occurs near the anchor [72] [82]. At the equilibrium
position, the effective initial tip-gap is shifted as: deff = d +Ad. With Ad is positive
for the upward curl and negative for the downward (Figure 5.22). The required
actuation force to pull the beam to the closed position is changed accordingly.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.22: Schematic of switch with different tip-gaps.

L

Source

Gate

Drain!

Figure 5.23: Schematic of the open state gap reduced simulation method.
It is difficult to include this phenomenon into equation (5.1) therefore an alter
native' 1,('chni(|U(' is ('inploye'd. TIk' slope' be'twe'e'ii the be^am anel the gre)und plane: is
createel by tilting the plane of the gre)und instead of the beam. Figure 5.23 shows
the approach adopted te) simulate the changing of the open state gap.
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0.4

60
0

Figni(' 5.24: Pull-in volta^i' ])iolil(' with two (l(’f>;iadati()ii nu'cliaiiisiiis of stiffiu'ss
and iiiocliaiiical deforiiiatioii.
As tho open state gap is redueed, the initial condition of the model is modified.
The tip-gap {tg) is also redueed accordingly. The initial distance g in equation (5.3)
is dilh'rc'iit from point to i)oint- of finite' suhint ('rvals along t Ik' Ix'ain above t Ik' Gate
area.
A simulation code for equation (5.1) is ini{)lemented in MATLAB. Two degra
dation mechanisms, stiffness change and tip-gap change due to plastic deformation,
are taken into account. The static actuation voltage is found by gradually increasing
the applied voltage until the tip reaches the drain. Figure 5.24 presents the results of
the FDM analysis of the static pull-in voltage as a function of the two degradation
mechanisms. It shows that the ])ull-in voltage depends more on tip-gap than on
beam stiffness.
Tip-ga]) nKaisurc'iiK'iits w('re carri('d out during th(' t('st. 44i(' tip to substrate' gap
was measured using a Zygo White Light Interferometer at the open state (no voltage
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Figure 5.25: C()ini)arison b(4\vecii iiK'usured data with simulation analysis on two
degradation mechanisms.
ai)plied) and at the closed state. The experiiiKuital tip-gap is the difference between
the two measuremients. A strong correlation was found between actuation voltage
drift and the measured tip-gap. Figure 5.25 shows the experimental data and the
eoni])arison with a simulation of actuation voltage versus tip-gap and stiffness.
Under actuation, stress is induced in the beam. If these stresses exceed the yield
stresses of the material, permanent deformation can occur. Over time, these de
formations reduce the tip-gap and opening force of the beam, leading to reduced
performance or eventual failure to open. This is particularly a problem with MEMS
structures manufactured on soft metals such as copper or gold where plastic defor
mation is generally the first material failure to occur in the beam [82]. It is evident
that under hold-down testing, the tip-gap is reduced resulting in the observed de
crease of actuation voltage. It agrees well with plastic deformation near anchor
points seen using SEM analysis as reported in [72].
There is a good agreement for the data in the case of the theoretical Young’s
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Figure 5.26: C()iiii)aris()ii between measured data with 2-D simulation and 1-D an
alytical between measured data with simulation analysis on two degradation mech
anisms.
modulus which demonstrates that the pull-in voltage decrease is mainly due to
the mechanical deformation. The contribution of stiffness is small and for lifetime
prediction it is assumed to be unchanged during the test.
Figure 5.26 shows the comparison of a 2-D simulation, a 1-D lumped element
moded (as used in [137]) and experimental data on actuation voltage versus tip-gap.
If the evaluation is merely based on this 1-D lumped model which does not account
for the real shape of the beam, the conclusion might suggest that there is a reduction
of stiffness as well tip-gap during hold-down testing. The presented 2-D model which
takes account of the real shape of the beam is believed to achieve higher accuracy
with exi)eriniental observations and indicates that mechanical deformation is the
dominant contributor to the actuation voltage change.
Based on this observation, the tip-gap change can be determined from the mea
sured actuation voltage decrease shown in Figure 5.21 using the simulation result.
A curve based on theoretical Young’s modulus {E=7S GPa) in Figure 5.25 is used
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Figure 5.27: Interpolated tip-gap versus time.
in this interpolation. TIk’ interpolated tip-gap is drawn in Figure 5.27. It shows
that the switch with larger initial gap exhibits a bigger gap change.
Converting the reduced ti^vgap trend in Figure 5.27 into tip-gap change data,
another graph as shown in Figure 5.28 is obtained. In log-log scale, a strong linearity
trend of tip-gap change over time is observed. This correlation indicates that a model
could he (Fwadoped to predict these behaviour, for both stress dependence and time.
The standard creep equation relates stress, time and other factors such as tem
perature and material properties was given by [145] [82]
-Q

£ = creep strain =

exp RT

(5.22)

where Aq is a littc'd gain constant,
and
are stress and time variables, where
m and n are constant. Q, R and T represent activation energy, Boltzmann’s con
stant and absolute temperature. As temperature is constant during testing, the
temperature exponent term is constant.
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Figure' 5.28: Converted tip-gap versus time (log-log seale).
Table 5.3 shows the aetuation voltage' aiiel eepiivalent pe'ak stre'ss applieel e)ii each
testeel switch. The peak stress, which is tensile fbre-e ewer the anche)r area, was
extracteel by using Finite' Element Analysis [82].
Fitting eepiatieni (5.22) te) the converteel data in Figure 5.28 anel peak stress
values in Table 5.3, expiation (5.22) feir this stuely now bex*onies

(5.23)

Agap =

Table 5.3; Initial actuation vedtages anel peak stress.
Switch No.
1
2
3
4
5

Actuation [V]
40.7
45.6
49.3
51.1
47.2
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Peak stress, ex [MPa]
26.3
31.8
36.18
38.42
33.7
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Sw. 1, (j =26.3MPa
Sw. 2, f7=31.8MPa

Figure 5.29: C^onverted Ti{)-ga}) versus time and the fitted model (log-log scale),
with in = 4.01,7/ = 0.202, .4i = 2.7 x
The high str€\ss dependence, m=4, suggests that small changes in the stress,
will result in large reductions in the gap. The gap decrease with time coefficient is
n-0.202.
Applying equation (5.23 with the peak stress values from Table 5.3, measured
and simulated tip-gap values versus time are shown in Figure 5.29. It shows a good
fit between the model and measured data. These strong correlations with early data
suggest the model can be used to extrapolate the long-term behaviour of the switch.
It is shown that the lower the peak stress, the higher the expected lifetime. The
developed model (5.23) can be used in the inverse way to estimate the maximum
peak stress acceptable to meet the expected lifetime criterion. For high reliability
ohmic switches, it is anticipated that a maximum tip-gap change of 10% of the initial
value can occur in 10 years. For the switch considered in this work, this implies a
tip-gap change of 30 inn.
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A horizontal line in Figure 5.29 shows this criterion. It shows that all the tested
switches do not meet the criterion. At 26.3 MPa peak stress, the tip-gap change
exceeds the criterion after just 30 days. However, if the peak stress is reduced to 20
MPa, the line model falls within the expected lifetime criterion. The model predicts
that, for less than 10% tip-gap change after 10 years, the peak stress applied on this
particular MEMS cantilever switch must be less than 20 MPa.
It is seen that by reducing the peak stress by 24% (from 26.3 to 20 MPa) a huge
improvement can be achieved in the lifetime expectation of the device (from 30 days
to 10 vears).

5.5

Summary

In this chai)ter, th(' dynamic behaviour of an ohmic-contact electrostatic MEMS
switch, including bouncing behaviour, has bcnui inodekHl. The })roposed model takes
into account the real switch geonu'try, squeeze-hhn damping effect and nonlinear
elastic-plastic contact with adhesion. A high accuracy multi-asperity nonlinear con
tact with adhesion model was developed to simulate the coni})lex interaction during
closure of the contact on the drain. Tlu? model was used to simulate the deformation
of the contact, the contact resistance', switching speed, the tip displacement and the
bouncing behaviour of the switch. The simulation results of the contact resistance,
initial closing time, the number and duration of bounces and the settling time are
in excellent agreement with ('xperiniental results.
The analysis on multi-asperity contact model showed that the contact roughness
can be modeled as a number of as[)erities with identical radius and the asi)erities’
heights follow Gaussian distribution law. The evaluation between asperities’ radius
and standard deviation on the contact resistance has been carried out. It showed
that the asperities’ radius have more influence on the initial contact resistance than
the deviation between asperities.
The EDM ap])roach presented in this work was used to analyse the effect of
differc'iit d('vic(' yc'oiiK'tric's on lih'tiiiK' and n'liabilitv which could not be; doiK' on
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the basis of an empirical fit or analyses based on existing analytical models. The
proposed method is less time consuming than a full 3-D model possible with Finite
Element Method or Molecular Dynamics. The work demonstrates that the me
chanical (plastic) deformation of the switch is the dominant factor in the actuation
voltage degradation.
The relation between degradcition mechanisms and peak stress condition has
been identified. A fitted model is developed based on the measured data to predict
the lifetime of a particular gold cantilever beam design. It shows that the peak
stress is an important factor in the relialhlity of the switch in long-term actuation.
The consistency between simulation and experiment prove that the developed
model with multi-asperity nonlinear contact can be used as a design tool to im
prove the performance and to evaluate the reliability of the microswitch. The small
discrepancies call for an improved model that comprises the elasto-plastic contact
mechanics and process variance should be developed in the future works.
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Chapter 6
Energy-based approach to
adaptive pulse shaping control
EverytJmig should be made as simple as possible, but no simpler
Albert Einstein, physicist (1879-1955)
This chapter presents a closed-form analysis to design a pre-shaped open-loop
driving actnation waveform to reduce the honncing effect while maintaining fast
switching of a MEMS contact switch. A single-degree-of-freedom model and the
principle of energy conservation were utilized to design a shaped voltage waveform
to close the switch with low impact speed. The method can easily adapt the volt
age waveform to the variance of pnll-in voltages due to imperfect mannfactiiring
and to observed i)nll-in voltage drift during operation. The analytical calculations
of the actnation pulse and the closure time of the switch with near zero velocity
are compared versus sinmlation results and are validated experimentally on a set
of cantilever switches. It is further shown that the analysis is also applicable for
electrostatically actuated devices with more general geometries.
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6.1

Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 3, electrostatically actuated IMEMS devices exhibit a dy
namic instability point, referred to as the pnll-iii instability, which results in rapid,
unstable collapse of the switch to the substrate affecting the lifetime of the system
[134] [3]. Furthermore, due to high impact forces on closure, the switch bounces
backward several times, interrupting the output signal thus increasing the switch
ing time. To achieve the recpiired performance for commercial application, control
techniques can be used to improve the MEMS device performance characteristics.
From a control point of view, MEMS devices can be controlled in open-looi)
and closed-loo|) systems [146]. Both approaches have their relative advantages and
disadvantages, noiu'theh'ss both are challenging since the time responses involved
in MEMS device's are often several ordc'is of magnitude' faster than of macro-scale
devices [147]. In the o])('n-looi) control approach, the input driving waveform is
t ailorc’d basc'd on tlu' spe'cilicat ions of tlu' dewice' and t lu' re'epiire’d dynamic jx’rformance. This method recpiires fewer additional circuits than the closed-loop metliod
but suffers from low robustness to variation of the parameters of the system due to
fabric'ation inconsistencie's and lifetime drift. On the other hand, the feedback con
trol approach [148] [149] is significantly less sensitive to changes in system parameters
and so produces a better dynamic performance output. The practical realization of
a feedback control for MEMS is problematic since it requires additional sensing and
control elements to be integrated with the MEMS device on the integrated circuit
chip. In terms of cost and complexity with limited space and power consumption in
industrial applications, the open-loop (pre-shai)ing) method is preferable and is the
subject of this work.
The open-loop input shaping technique [150] [151] which is based on the derived
parameters of the system luis been widely and successfully used in controlling lin
ear or linearized systems. The method, which is also called ’’Posicast controk’, has
been deployed in MEMS systems to remove the residual vibration [152]. However
this method is only applicable to types of linear actuation MEMS devices, such as
comb drives. For a DC-contact switch and other MEMS applications with nonlinear
actuation, this method is no longer applicable. The possibility of using soft-landing
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of input shaping and system response for nonlinear actuation
DC-contact switch.
waveforms to actuate nonlinear MEMS devices to enhance i)erforniance has been re
ported in various works [153] [154] [107]. The effectiveness of the method was proven,
but the methods used a coni])lex analytical-numerical solution and not a sinii)le
analytical one as })resented here.
An oi)en-loop control approach which is bcised on energy conservation for elec
trostatically actuated MEMS has bec'ii ind('pendently developed by Czaplewski et
al. [90] and Chen at al. [155]. The method comprises two pulses as shown in Eigure
6.1. The actuation pulse has a high voltage but short duration which provides the
necessary anionnt of energy to actuate the structure to the contact with near-zero
velocity. The hold voltage is then applied upon contact closure to keep the switch
from opening. The method has been demonstrated in both simulations and exper
iments in recent papers [66] [156]. However, from an engineering perspective, it is
dillicult to apply th(' analytical-nnnKaical approadi, wliidi is us('d in [107][90][156],
or semi-analytical approach with implicit elliptical integral, which is used in [155],
to an industrial application. In other words, an explicit solution would provide a
better basis for the application of the control system in a commercial MEMS switch.
Guo et al. [66] introduced a comprehensive solution to calculate the timing of the
pulses, however, the method is based on the assumption of a fixed actuation force.
To the best of our knowledge, a closed-form solution for voltage levels and timing of
the pulses has not been introduced in the nonlinear MEMS field yet. In this work I
propose a closed-form solution for waveform parameter definition which may make
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the pulse shaping control method sufficiently simple for deployment in a commercial
application environment.
The open-loop method is sensitive to the variation of the switch [90] [66]. To
accommodate this system variation, Blecke et al. [157] developed a simple learning
control algorithm whereas Ou et al. [158] employed an online tuning scheme to
vary j)arameters of the above mentioned input shai)e. Both methods are efficient for
handling uncertainty and damping. However, basically these are closed-loop control
methods; it either needs a smart chip to run the algorithm or requires several manual
steps to adapt the w'aveform, making it unattractive for real world application.
In this chai)ter, a closed-form analytical energy-based method is presented to
accurately shape the ini)ut to eliminate bouncing while maintaining fast switching
for the device. Furthermore, in order to bett(U’ control parameter variation, an
adai)tive control which is based on iiK'asured pull-in voltage to modify the timing
and amphtuck's of pulses is (kweloi)ed in this work. Ex})eriniental measurement
on a single contact cantik'V(U' MEMS switch has been carried out to evaluate the
developed methods.
The remaiiKka of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 describes the
dynamic o])eration of the switch with bouncing under normal step control. Section
6.3 presents an one-dimensional model and mathematical development of the input
shaping technicpie. An adaptive control method to cater for process uncertainty and
operational drift is presented in Section 6.4. Finally, experimental comparisons are
presented in Section 6.5.

6.2

MEMS switch contact bounce

The electrostatically actuated ohmic contact RF-MEMS switch as shown in Figure
5.5(a) is considered. It is shown again here in Figure 6.2 for more convenience. The
cantilever beam is fixed at one end and has one contact point at the other end. To
reduce the threshold ^'oltage, the beam near the fixed end is designed with a smaller
cross-section area than the driven area. The electrostatic force to close the switch
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Figure G.2: Top-view, SEM micrograph of the MEMS switch.
is generated iw a voltage applied between the beam and the area on the substrate
directly beneath the wide rectangular region. The swdteh is made of gold.
When a sufficiently large voltage is ap])hed to the actuation electrodes, the re
sultant electrostatic force pulls the beam toward the contact joad. With a ste^)
actuation voltage, the continnous applied electrostatic force makes the beam apl)roach the contact at a very high speed. This results in high impact forces between
the tip and the contact pad. Conseciuently, the switch rebounds several times before
making {)ernianent contact [88] [66].
The measurement setup shown in Figure 6.3 is used to observe the signal across
the switch dnring the switching operation. Figure 6.4 shows the 500mV DC signals
across the switch at two simple step actuation voltages, 50 and 6()V. It shows that the
bouncing phenomenon increases the settling time of the switch. At 50V, the initial
contact occurs at around 1.5//.S, but the switch bounces 7 times before completely
closing at around 17/rs. Due to the bouncing problem, the signal is interrupted and
the closing time is extended signihcantly.
Another side effect of the large impact velocity is the local deformation at the
contact points. The deformation level can be observed as the voltage level at the
output. The higher the deformation at the contact points, the lower the on-resistance
between two contacts, thus giving lower voltage drop across the switch. The switch
voltages in Figure 6.4 show that the higher the voltage applied, the higher the
deformation created, especially at the initial contact. This deformation is believed
to be one of the main contributors to the mechanical failure of the switch. In
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Power supply
500mV
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amplifier
(x50)

100 Ohm

Switch
Figure 6.3: Experiment setup for measuring signal running across the switch.
general, there are two major failure modes; (i) stiction, which causes a fail-to-open
malfunction, and (ii) contact degradation, which introduces high contact resistance.
This irregular dynamic behaviour is a significant factor affecting the life time of
the switch. The goal of this work is to eliminate bouncing by reducing the impact
velocity while maintaining the minimum closing time of the switch.

6.3

Energy-based control

6.3.1

One-dimensional model

Figure 6.5 shows a schematic and a lumped element model of the switch in Figure
6.2. The detail was described in Chapter 5. The mass-spring-damper system as
shown in Figure 6.5(b) was created as a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) model
to approximate the actuation motion of the tip of the beam. At the equilibrium
position, the iiuiss to substrate distance is the initial distance between the tip and
the drain pad, d. The force exerted, Fg, on the mass is the electrostatic force created
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Figme 6.4: Experinioiit setup for iiK'asuring signal ninniiig across the switch.

Figure 6.5: (a) 3-D angle-view schematic of the switch, (b) Spring-niass-damper
model.
by beam-to-gate potential voltage as shown by the row of downward arrows in Figure
6.5(a).
As the tip is displaced a distance x, the electrostatic force is the integral along
the beam from li to li -f I2 as shown in Figure 6.6(a). The result of this integral
calculation jirovides a good approximation of the real force. However, the high
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b)

a)

Figure 6.6: Electrostatic force, (a) Integration analysis, (b) Simplified analysis.
conipi('xity inak('s it diflicnlt for future' analysis. To simplify the' calculation, the'
force is assumed to be concentrated in the middle of the gate, Figure 6.6(b). With
the dimensions of the switch used in this work, this force is defined by [3]

F. where'

£0

is the' ])('rniittivity e)f air,

V'

2 [g ~ x/2f

(6.1)

is the area of the energizeel l)eani which is

equal to the' gate area, V anel g are the [)e)tential voltage and the initial gap between
beam anel gate respectively, x is tlie instantanex)us deflect ie)n of the mass (or the
tip) towarel the substrate.
At the' e',le)S('el pe)sitie)n, the' e'rre)r be'twe'e'ii the' simphfie'el aiiel the' inte'gral analysers
is at a maximum value, anel is 3.6% for this switch. Fe)r this wide beam switch, the
adelitional force elue to fringing field is less than 1% [93]. therefore it is neglected.
With this evaluation, the simplified appre)xiniation of (6.1) is acceptable and it is
used for future analysis.
The stiffness. A’/,, anel natural frequency of the beam were obtained by Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) of a full three-dimension (3-D) model of the switch. The
commercial FEA software package ANSYS was used for this purpose. The displace
ment of the cantilever is small (maximum at ().26/./ni) compared to the length, so
kb is assumed to be linear, of 32()N/ni. The static pull-in voltage of the model is
4E6Y. The effective mass, m. is extracted from the stiffness and natural freciuency
analysis based on harmonic oscillation theory.
The beani-to-gate gap is much smaller than the lateral dimension of the switch.
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It suggests that, under the high speed of a switch closure there is little time for
tlie gas to escape and the how becomes more viscous. The motion of squeezed-hlm
damping with compressible gas between two movable plates is governed by Reynolds
lubrication equation [66] [125].
Darling et al. [T25] used a Green function method to solve Reynolds equation for
various boundary conditions. The method can be extended to derive the squeezed
damping forces (damping and elastic force) for a cantilever by assuming one edge is
closed (no venting) and the beam has a parabolic dehection. Adopting that method
to this switch, the normalized squeezed air forces versus mechanical freqiienc}^ can
be found as shown in Figure 6.7. It shows that the cut-off frequency is 481kIIz where
gas compression starts to be dominant over viscous energy dissipation. Estimation
using Siniuhnk provides that at 45-7()V actuation voltage the switch oscillates at
around 450 to 60()kHz. while it oscillates at a natural frecpiency of 2()0kHz when the
voltage is removed. As th(' moKfianical freciuency of the beam varies with actuation
voltages, the dani])ing coefficient and viscous damping spring are not constant. For
this reason, the values used in the simulation are estimated based on the prevailing
oi)erating conditions.
Furthermore, tlu' preliminary estimation from (6.1) and Figure 6.7 provide that
the maximum i)ercentages of squeezed-film damping forces over the electrostatic
force range from 6% at 70V to 14% at 45V voltage applied. At high actuation
voltages, the damping is neglected to simplify calculation. The equation describing
the lumped system dynamics under electrostatic force is expressed as

rnx -f C(ix -F (A:/, -0 k\i)x

eoA,V‘
2 (,9 - x/2f

(6.2)

where
kd, m, are beam stiffness, squeezed air damping stiffness and effective mass
respectively and Cd is the damping factor of the system.
Several necessary parameters for the model are listed in Table 6.1
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Figure G.7: Maximuiii sciueezeci-filiii (Elastic) and viscous dainping (Dissii)citive)
force' due to air around the cantilever beam as a function of oscillation freciuency.

6.3.2

Pulse shaping mathematical development

The method of pre'-shaping the actuation voltage waveform to minimize the impact
force' anel ('limiiiate' the' heeunciiig e'fleet te) improve' the' e)pe'ratie)n anel re'liability e)f
the switch has been widely reported [107] [90] [155]. The idea of a eiual-pulse voltage
waveform te) achieve a ’’soft laneling” and ”no bouncing” of the switch is she)wn in
Figure 6.8.

Va

is the applieel voltage, which must exceeel the pull-in voltage of the

switch. For this applied voltage, the pulse wielth,

ta

is calculated to create enough

momentum to actuate the switch to closure with zero velocity at the substrate after
the time E. At this moment, the holding voltage 14 E applied to keep the switch
from restoring back to the open position. The force created by 14 should be higher
than the pull-back force of the spring, thus 14 must satisfy

Vh > (g - d/2)
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Table 6.1: Physical model parameters of one-dimensional model
Parameters
Permittivity of air
Gate area
Beani-to-gate gap
Tip-gap (mass travel)
Beam spring-constant
Effective mass
6.3.2.]

S^mibol (unit)
5o(F/ni)

Ag (piiF)
g (/mi)
d (/mi)
h (N/in)
rn (kg)

Value
8.85xl0-‘2
2.4x10^
0.60
0.26
320
2x10-’^

Ideal input waveform

Tli(' i)nrpose of tli(' mathematical development is to achieve near-zero velocity of the
switch at the point b;- As observed in Figure 6.8, the applied voltage is OV from
time ta to tc- The equivalent SDOF dynamics, with negligible damping, from 0 to
i(. can be rewrittcm as

nix + A:.r — \ 2(fy — .t/2)^’
0,

for t < ta

(6.3)

for ta < f < ta

where a = EoAgV]f, k is the effective si)ring constant of system.
The switch accelerates and moves toward the drain when a constant voltage Va
is applied. At ta, the electrostatic force ceases and the switch continuous to move
downward due to its momentum. From ta to t^ the kinetic energy of the mass is
gradually transferred to potential energy in the spring. At time ta, x = d, the mass
velocity is expected to be zero, therefore the system energy is entirely potential
energy. Based on the law of energy conservation, the work done on the system by
the electrostatic force Fg is the energy of the system at this closed position

2{g - x/2f
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(6.4)
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F'igiire 6.8; Schematic of the ideal dual-[)ulse waveform input,
is actuation voltage
and is usually higher than the holding voltage 14, 4 denotes the width of the
actuation voltage and is the closing time.
Solving (6.4), .t„ can be found as

\
Xr,

=2

k(P

To determine equivalent time ta at position
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a

(6.5)

(6.3a) is considered. At any
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instantaneous position, .x, between 0 and x„ the work done by the electrostatic force
on the switch over the distance x is dehned as

vr =

./ 2(s-C/2)2
0

ax
,9(2.</ - x)

(6.6)

Based on the law of conservation of energy, the sum of kinetic and potential ener
gies at the position x of the switch must equal to the work done by the electrostatic
force on the switch from 0 to x. Therefore, one obtains

-kx^ -\—rrnr = U’
9
9

(6.7)

By replacing (6.6) into (6.7) noting that v = dx/dt, (6.7) can be rewritten as
1
2

,,

1
2

/ (lx \ “
ax
= —--------- \ (It)
g{2g - x)

— kx“ -|- — Jll I --- I

(6.8)

Solving (6.8) for dh it can be found as

(It

(0.9)

:dx

ax
rri \^()[2g — x)

2

kx^

And time ta at position x„ can be found by integrating both sides of (6.9)
ta

tn =

/ (it =

idx

2 f
ax
.
\ rn y ()(2q — x)
—

6.10)

(

1
2

—----------------------------- ----------------

The integration in (6.10) can be solved by using elliptical integrals which is cphte
complex or nimierically using mathematical tools (e.g. Matlab). It cannot be solved
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explicitly. To obtain an analytical solntion, suited to adaptive control, (6.10) can be
nianipiilated to achieve an approximate solution with a small error resnlting from
the approximation.
Looking back to (6.6) and (6.10), one can observe that the variable x in the
denominator of (6.6) makes it difficult to solve (6.10). To eliminate this variable
in the denominator, (6.6) is expanded using a Taylor series approximation in a
neighborhood of x = 0 to obtain

U'

ax
g(2g - x)

ax
ax
+^+
2r;2
4/y^

....

(6.11)

Replacing (6.11) into (6.7) and ignoring the higher order terms of the Taylor
expansion, (6.10) now becomes

tn

zdx

=

6.12)

(

2 / ax ax^
1
A — I —^ d-----7---- kx‘^

\ m yig^

V

2

The integral in (6.12) has a form of

tn

1
=

\/ Ax‘^ + Dx

d.T

(6.13)

with

A

2 m g'^

B =

rng^

Ecpiation (6.13) can be solved explicitly to yield the closed-form solution of
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as a function of Xa as

\\A\Xa

sin -1

sin ^(1)

+

(6.14)

To find tc, (6.3) is considered. Due to the input voltage ceasing at ta, the system
oscillat('s under free movement from
to tc- The switch reaches its maximum
displacement with zero velocity at the substrate, heiic'e tin' amplitude of the motion
equation is d. The sinusoidal motion equation of (6.3) can be described as

x{f) = dsin

(6.15;

t + (p

where 0 is the phase of the system, which is determined by the initial condition:
t = 0,.r(()) = Xa- The phase 0 can be found as

0 = sin'

6 16)

( .

The holding time between fa and
is given by: th = i'c ~ bi- When the mass
arrives at the substrate, it reaches the maximum displacement, given l)y x{tfi) = d,
therefore

sill I \

m

-f sin'

.1 j
=

~d

1

(6.17;

Following the trigonometric function, one obtains

-th + sin

1 I

—
dJ

TT
2

The time that the switch needed to travel from Xa to d (substrate),
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(6.18)
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Voltage V [V]
d

Figiir(' 6.9; Comparison hotweoii analytically and nnmcrically calculated values of
f,j and tc with an ideal input waveform at different actuation voltage, ly.
fonnd iris

(6.19)

tc - tc

In conclnsion, time ta and C can be explicitly calculated for any actuation voltage
using (6.14) for ta and (6.19) for tcTo evaluate the developed analytical formulation, a Siniulink model is con
structed using (6.3) to sinndate the behaviour of the switch. The explicit value
is calculated for C input to th(' Siniulink niodid and niodifi(;d as rinpiired to achi(!ve
near-zero velocity of the simulation system upon closing. This gives a measure of
the error associated with the Taylor series approximation in the explicit solution.
Figure 6.9 shows the comparison between analytical calculation with damping ne-
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Table 6.2; Pulse width comparison of calculation and simulation with damping
K

(V)
45
50
55
60
65
70

Analytical,
1.084
0.868
0.715
0.601
0.513
0.443

ta

(//s)

Simulation,
1.144
0.916
0.754
0,633
0.541
0.466

ta

(/is)

Error (%)
5.6
5.5
5.4
5.3
5.5
5.3

glcctcd and numerical simnlation with and without damping for various actuation
voltages,

Va.

The excellent agrc'cment between the analytical model and the Siniuhnk simula
tion without dani{)ing (error is less than 0.27%) shows that the approximation using
the Taylor series in (6.T1) is sufficiently accurate. With a constant air damping
ratio addt'd into the Siniuhnk model, higher errors are found between analytical and
Siniuhnk. Table 6.2 shows the pulse width errors between calculation and simulation
with damping included at six actuation voltages. Higher errors between analytical
and numc-rical simnlation are observed for smaller input voltages, however, the errors
are relatively hxed around 5.4%.

6.3.2.2

Practical waveform

In practice, the ideal waveform developed in the previous part cannot be produced.
Intrinsic parameters, such as capacitance, inductance and resistance inside the signal
generator, amiihher and the switch affect the speed of the signal, e.g. some amount
of time is recpiired for the electron charging or discharging of the specific capacitor.
Figure 6.10 shows the shape of the ideal and practical actuation pulses.
In the previous part, the conservation of energy was used. The energy of the
voltage signal is transferred to the system by the electrostatic force as shown in (6.1).
The force is proportional to scpiare of voltage. Here, again, the law of conservation
of energy can be used to evaluate both signals. The energies of both ideal and
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Figure 6.10: Schematic of the ideal (left) and practical (right) actuation pulse,
non-ideal waveforms are
ta

tnp + tf

'2

7,

/

V{df =

ir2

V^dt

(6.20)

0

In most cases, the rise time,
and fall time, tf, are equal. Assuming a linear
rise and fall prohle, the i)ractical actuation time tap can be found from (6.20) as
1
^ap

1

““

2^^

6.4

Adaptive control

6.4.1

Tip-gap versus pull-in voltage

(6.21)

The experimental data in [82] show that there is a large variation in the observed
I)ull-in voltage of switches after manufacture and during operation. This variation is
attributed to plastic deformation of the switch hinge area, where the highest stress is
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(a)

(b)
Figure (i.ll; Sclieinatic of switch with different tip-gaps.
concentrated. This results in the })eain to drive electrode gap varying across switches
from a single wafer and also varying ov(a' the operational lifetime of the switch. The
paper reports a strong relation between pull-in voltage and tip-gap of the switch.
The switch presented in [82] is slightly different in design and dimensions from the
switch used in this work, however both were fabricated by the same process. Thus,
a similar pull-in versus tip-gap relationship is expected to exist in the switch used
in this work.
At the ecpiilibrium position, the effective initial tip-gap is shifted as: deff = d+Ad.
With Ad is positive for the upward curl and negative for the downward (Figure
6.11). Consequently, the initial position of the mass to the substrate in Figure
6.5b is deff. The recpiired actuation force to pull the mass to the closed position is
changed accordingly. The relation between the pull-in voltage and the tip-gap with
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Fi<2,ui('

Tip-gfij) vc'isus piill-iii voltage'.

uii(;liaiig('(l si)riiig-(‘oiisiaiit in this ease is (h'seaihed as

2{g - r//2)2

=

kh(L
/giofr

(6.22)

Figure' 6.12 slie)ws the' e'e)iiiparise)n l)e4vve'e'ii (6.22) aiiel the' e'liipirieal toriiiula ])reseiited ill [82]. Equation (6.22) is in gooel agreenient with the empirical formula.
Idle eonstant error is believed to be due to the design differences between the two
switches.

In fact, the spring-constant might slightly change due to deformation,

however the similar trend between (6.22) and experiment shows that the pull-in
variation is mainly due to inherent stress variation. The tip-gap variation is domi
nant over the spring-constant variation. Therefore, the change in spring-constant is
n(!gl('ct('d.

6.4.2

Proposed adaptive control

Based on the observed relation between tip-gap and pull-in voltage, a simple adap
tive' control iiK'thod is })ro])os('d Inu'e' for which a flowchart is shown in Figures 6.13.
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First, a static pull-in voltage is measured by gradually increasing the input while
observing the continuity across the switch. Second, the effective tip-gap is calculated
by (6.22) with the measured pull-in voltage. The effective beam-to-gate gap is found
.^/cfT = 9 -'r Ad/2, Ad is th(' diffen'iice between calculated and expected tip-gap.
Third, the energy-based control method developed in previous part is utilized. The
parameters of input shaping are explicitly calculated using the effective gap using
equations (6.5), (6.14), (6.19) and (6.21). N is a set number of cycles for every loop
of reshai)ing. The duration between two reshaping runs (N) is determined by rate
of change versus number of cycles. The proposed method can be applied to other
cases, if the spring-constant and/or tip-gap variations are known in relation to the
pull-in voltage.

6.5

Experiment evaluation

The mefisurement setup shown in Figure 6.3 was used to evaluate the developed
methods. TIk' rise and fall times of this measurement setup are tj. = tj ^ 0.2/cs.
The measurement method is limited as the observed signal across the switch could
not give the exact displacement with time. However, it provides accurately the
impact time, impact kwel and the bouncing behaviour of the switch. Furthermore,
unlike the displacement dynamics measurements using laser Doppler vibronietry
system [107] [90], this setup does not require removing the zero level encapsulation
of the switch and therefore the test condition is as in normal switch operation.
The calculations are based on the SDOF model derived for an ideal switch and
therefore it is not a perfect match to the real fabricated switch. Hence, the calculated
parameters of the input waveform have to be tested and refined with experiment to
achieve near-zero contact velocity with bouncing eliminated.
A set of hve actuation voltages of 45, 50, 55, 60 and 65V were chosen to exper
imentally evaluate the developed theory. Using (6.5) and (6.14), the applied pulse
width, ta. is computed for each actuation voltage based on the data in Table 6.1. The
actuation pulse signal as shown in Figure 6.10 was applied to actuate the switch. By
observing the signal output, especially the initial contact, of the switch, the impact
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Figure 6.13; Flow chart of the proposed adaptive control.
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Figure ().14: Switch voltages output at five one-pulse actuation voltages of 45, 50,
55. 60 and 65 on a 41V pull-in switch. Arrows point out that the beam closed to
the drain at a very low speed before re^storing back.
level can be evaluated. If the closing speed of the beam is high a low voltage is
obs('rv('d at lh(' switch voltagx' outi)ut as contact d(3formation is sigiiihcant dn(' to
the high impact force. When the beam contacts the drain at a near-zero velocity, a
slightly reduced voltage peak is observed in the switch voltage output. The lowest
observed peaks are recorded to compare with tc calculated using (6.19).
As mentioned above, a small change in the calculated pulse duration is expected
to be required for the calculated one-pulse actuation voltage to work experimentally.
Figure 6.14 shows the measured switch voltages at five actuation voltage of 45, 50,
55, 60 and 65V on a 41V pull-in switch. In each case, the hrst (upward) and second
(downward) peaks are created by the coupling effect due to the rising and falling
('dg('s of the oiK'-pulsc' actuation voltage'. This plK'noiiK'noii was explaiiK'd briefly in
[66]. The lower the actuation voltage, the longer the duration of the pulse required
to supply enough energy to close the beam. When the duration of the pulse is
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long enougli the beam is closed in contact with the drain before restoring back, the
third peak (arrow pointed) was observed at the output. As explained previously,
the shorter the peak observed, the lower the speed of the beam when it contacts the
drain. The small third peaks in Figure 6.14 show that the switch was closed with
the near-zero velocity. The one-pulse was applied, there was no second pulse to keep
the beam in the closed position so the beam is released immediately after touching
the drain.
Figure 6.15 shows a comparison between the applied experimental pulse widths
and measured contact times for near-zero velocity impact and values calculated
using the energv-lrased control method, with and without squeezed-film air forces,
for a zero velocity impact. The values of
and
are derived from (6.14), (6.19)
and (6.21) with = ().2//,s. The calculated results show a good agreement with the
expcrinumt. In the case with scpieezed air forces neglected, the higher the actuation
voltage th(' better tlu' accuracy of
between calculation and experiment, the
erixjrs ar(' 12.2% for all five cases com])ar('d with experiment. The error trend is in
excellent agreement with the preliminary prediction in Section 6.3.
tap

tap

44ie estimated viscous and scpieeze-film damping forces for the switch as a func
tion of frecpiency were shown in Figure' 6.7. During the period from 0 to A, these
forces combine with th(' spring force of the beam to oppose the electrostatic at
traction force. Using the data from Figure 6.7 the combined damping forces in the
time from 0 to
where the oscillation frequency is 450-600kHz (45-7()V voltage
applied), can be estimated at 14/iN. This is included in the model as an additional
spring constant of 50N/m. Similarly, from to b., the beam oscillates with natural
frequency (2()0kHz), and the estimated spring constant is 25N/ni. The model-based
result including damping forces is shown in Figure 6.15. The higher
accuracy
with experiment is found with squeezed-hlm air forces included in the calculation.
tap

The error is now reduced to 4.5% at 45V and 6.4% at 65V input
As shown in Figure 6.14, the switch approaches the drain with a near-zero ve
locity at b- Applying the second pulse at this moment, the switch is maintained in
the closed position. Figure 6.16 shows the exi)eriniental results of dual-pulse control
at a 55V actuation voltage. The hrst pulse is kept similar to the one pulse exper-
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Zap. /c calculation with squeezed air forces
45

50
55
60
Actuation voltage [V]

65

70

Figure 0.15; Comparison between experiment and calculation of duration
of the
pulse to achieve near-z('ro velocity landing at 0: with different actuation voltage
on a 41V pnll-in switch.
tap

Va

inient shown in Figure 0.14. The second pulse voltage is just needed to provide
enough force to keep the beam in the closed i)osition. Compared with the simple
step voltage actuation in Figure 0.4, the bouncing issue is eliminated. Closing time
is reduced sevenfold from 15/is down to 2/is. There are some small changes in the
measured switch voltage after applying the second pulse, but the beam is not com
pletely released from the drain. Slight oscillation of the beam still persists around
the contact, however the primary bouncing issue is removed.
I)u(' to ini])('rfections in th(' fabrication ])roc('ss, the switch charactc'i'istics differ
from device to device. Measured pull-in voltage varies from 35V to 48.5V, while the
expected pull-in voltage is 41.6V for the described system. As previously discussed,
the pull-in voltage and tip-gap relation is approximated by (6.22). Equivalent ef
fective gaps were recalculated from the measured pull-in voltage. The dual-pulse
parameters Vjz,
oi’ C ^.s shown in Figure 6.8 can be varied accordingly with
measured pull-in. Practically, it is more feasible that the actuation voltage is kept
iap
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Figure 6.16: Dual-pulse control to eliminate bouncing
constant. For this j-eason, new times
and 6- of the dual-pulse shape were re
calculated with a hxed actuation voltage by (6.14). (6.19) and (6.21). Since the
ac'tuation voltagx' has to b(' at least (xpial to the highest pull-in voltage measured,
55V is chosen.
tap

Again, a small change on the calculated pulse duration should be carried out
for the calculated one-puls(' actuation voltage to work experimentally. The value
of calculated
was rehned to achieve near-zero landing by observing the switch
voltage output. The experiment was implemented on 16 switches with pull-in voltage
varying from 35 to 48.5V. Figure 6.17 shows the comparison between calculation and
ex])eriment on the set of switches which have different pull-in voltages. The theory of
adaptive control based on tip-gap versus pull-in voltage model is in good agreement
with the experimental data.
tap

For any switch the pull-in voltage is observed to drop over millions of cycles of
step input actuation. The adaptive input shaping technique was tested on such a
switch by calculating and measuring the voltage pulse width based on initial tip
deflection estimates, then actuating the switch with a step input for millions of
cycles to observe a significant drop in pull-in voltage. The pulse amplitude is once
again computed and measured based on the new tip-gap estimate and this process
is repeated over a range of decreasing pull-in voltages. The comparison between
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Figure 6.17; Adaptive control calculation versus expcriiiient with near-zero landing
v(docitv on 55V actuation voltage on a set of switches.

Figure 6.18: Adaptive control calculation versus experiment with near-zero landing
velocity on 55V actuation voltage on a single switch with drifted pull-in voltage
during testing.
calculation and experiment on the switch with drifted pull-in voltage is shown in
Figure 6.18. The test was carried out for 500M cycles under cycling conditions with
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> 60

Figure 6.19: Oiu' (lual-puls(' input versus drifted [)ull-iu voltage on the original 48V
pull-in switch
frecpiency of 2()kHz and 59% duty cycle. A similar trend of tap and V is found as was
shown in Figure 6.17. This demonstrates that the proposed simple adaptive control
approach can be used to recalculate an oi)tinial ])ulse sha{)e by periodic measurement
of the pull-in voltage
One (piestion might arise; how often the three steps in adaptive control approach
should be carried out? To address this question, two experiments were carried out
on two switches. The dual-pulse control is designed for the initial measured pull-in
voltage'. K('('i)ing the' te'sting running with the' fixc'd sha])('d input. Se'veral switch
voltage outputs were recorded in between as shown in Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20.
The first switch data in Figure 6.19 show's that at around IV drop in pull-in voltage
bouncing appears. Whereas at 2V drop in pull-in voltage, no bouncing is observed
on the second switch (Figure 6.20). These output behaviour are not consistent. It
is believed that the contact interaction, wdiich is different from part to part, has an
important effect. This issue is outside the scope of this w'ork.
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Initial V =38.5
pi
3

4

5

8

9

Figure 6.20; One (liial-i)iilse control versus drifted pull-in voltage on the or
38.5V pull-in switch
Howev('r. if it is compared with the behaviour of the switch under step actu
ation input as shown in Figure 6.4, the dual-pulse control on 2-3V pull-in drifted
still improves the performance of the switch in terms of closing time and number of
bounces. The frequency of recalculating the actuation voltage pulse width depends
on the switching time specification, the rate of pull-in voltage change and the life
time benefits which accrue from minimising bouncing. Further work is also required
to determine a suitable method for measuring the drift in switch tip-gap as a func
tion of switch cycles. The complexity of this measurement will also contribute to
determining how frequently the actuation system should adapt the actuation pulse
for optimum [)erforniance. The frequency of recalculating input shape depends on
the output exi)ectation and the rate of pull-in voltage change.
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6.6

Summary

In this chapter, a closed-form analytical energy-based method was presented to
accurately shape the input to eliminate bouneing while maintaining fast switching
for a surface micro-macliined DC eontact AIEMS switch. It was shown that the
elimination of bouncing reduced switehing time from 15//S to 2//s and should also
improve switch reliability. An explicit solution for input shaping was presented for
the switch. The computation is based on the conservation of energy principle with a
Taylor expansion employed to generate an analytical solution. The analysis i)rovides
a ready to use calculation of the input shape of this open-loop control method.
Siniuhnk simulations and experimental results were found in excellent agreement
with the calculation presented.
Furtlunniore, in order tcj better control parameter variation, an adaptive control
method based on measured ])ull-in voltage to modify the timing and amplitudes
of pulses has been develojx'd in this work. A simple adaptive scheme has been
develo])ed and a])phed to the switch. This method uses a known relationship between
pull-in voltage and tip-gap distances for switches with {elastic deformation at the
hinge aiuTor. It has been shown to be beneficial to the performance of both post
process and in use switches with pull-in variation. The method can be expanded to
other eases when the relationships of the system parameters to the pull-in voltage
are known. It is expeeted that this explieit calculation and simple adaptive control
methods will be deployed in real applications to improve the signal output and the
life time of the switch.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and future work
/ would have written a shorier letter hut I didn’t have the time
Blaise Pascal French Scientist (1623-1662)
In this tlu'sis, I have demonstrated that a complex MEMS ohmic switch can
])(' modeled with an analytical model to predict instability phenomenon or a 2-D
model for dynamic evahiations. An efficient adapti^'e control, which is based on
hnnped model, was also can be established analytically. In this chapter, the general
conclnding remarks and direction for future research will be presented.

7.1

Thesis summary

The research presented in this thesis has focused on the development of models,
designs and control methodologies to reduce/reniove the pull-in instability effect and
high impact speed that have been reported as accelerating device failure mechanisms.
The thesis work was started by Chapter 2, which describes the state of the art
of literature related to MEMS switches and their reliability issues. In Chapter 3, a
novel generalized closed-form models for the pull-in instability position and pull-in
voltage of a cantilever beam subjected to partial electrostatic actuation was devel
oped. Chapter 4 inherits a model developed in Chapter 3 to propose an analytical
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a|)i)roach to design an electrostatically actuated cantilever structure without the
pull-in instability issue. A dynaniic behaviour of a MEMS ohmic contact switch
including multi-asperities contact mechanics was presented in Chapter 5. Finally,
the work of developing an open-loop and adaptive control based on lumped model
to eliminate bouncing while maintaining fast switching for a surface micro-machined
DC contact MEMS switch was demonstrated in Chapter 6. The principal outputs
of the work include:

7.1.1

General pull-in instability model

The pull-in position was numerically calculated and interpolated to obtain an em
pirical formula for normalized i^ull-in position as a function of partial electrode
length. The closed-form pull-in voltage expression was derived by enii)loying Simp
son’s 3/8 rule for an implicit integral. The model takes into account a non-uniform
distributed electrostatic force, ])artial electrode conhguration and fringing field ef
fects. The model is solely an analytical exi)ression with no compensation factors
rcxpiired as hav(^ b('en used in previous works.
It was found that the pull-in stability ])osition is independent with the beam
structure, but varies with the electrode length. At full electrode length, the nominal
pull-in position is around 0.44 while it reduced to 0.33 at short electrode positioned
near the tip end of the beam. The analysis showed that with the variation of the
pull-in voltage and pull-in position are very small as the electrode length varies from
half to full length of the beam.
The developed model exhibits high accuracy for the pull-in voltage calculation in
wide and narrow beams with partial electrode overlap. The accuracy of the model
was validated through comparison with Finite Element Method (FEM) simulation
results and correlation to within 6.6% error was obtained. The model was also
validated against other existing empirical and analytical models and demonstrated
to be of equal accuracy with a more generalized model framework.
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7.1.2

Design to avoid pull-in instability

Following this guideline, a switch can be designed such that it will close contact
before the instability occurs. This in turn will translate into a reduced contact speed
and force. The results based on the proposed analytical method were validated and
found to agree well with FEM simulation results with maximum 5% error. The
])roposed guidelines can be instrumental in general MEMS devices design where the
stable range of travel is an important factor. It was shown that if the electrode
is positioned near the anchor with the length equals to half of beam length, the
cantile\'er structure can travel the full gap without instability effect. However, the
full range travel is paid off by the j)ull-in voltage. The oi)timal design can be found
by i)lotting a combined graph which shows pull-in voltage and tip deflection at
pull-in which provides a relatively fast and straightforward procedure for a MEMS
designer’s i)rosi)ective.

7.1.3

Integrated dynamic model with contact mechanics and
degradation analysis

The rough surfaces of switch contacts were represented by a number of asperities.
The statistical distribution of the asperities was assumed to be Gaussian distribu
tion. As th(' as})('riti('s have' diflerc'nt h('ights. th(' Ix'aiii only intc'racts and cr('at('s
deformation on several of the highest asperities. The contact model of 24 asperities
with identical radius 7?=0.05/an and Gaussian heights was used to represent the
Ru-Ru contact in the switch.
The multi-asperities model was then incorporated into the dynamic model of
an ohmic-contact electrostatic MEMS switches. The model also takes into account
other fundamental components of real switch geometry, squeeze-film damping eff('ct and ('h'ctrostatic. Th(' whoh' systcmi inodd was siniulatc'd by using tlu' finite]
difference method (FDM).
The model was used to simulate the deformation of the contact, the switching
speed, the tip displacement and the bouncing behavior of the switch. An evaluation
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of the dependence of contact resistance on contact roughness was presented. The
predicted contact resistances agree well with the measured switch resistances versus
actuation voltages. The simulation results for closing time, the number and duration
of bounces, the contact deformation and the settling time are in excellent agreement
with the experimental results for a gold beam, ruthenium contact MEMS ohmic
switch.
The FDM api)roach was then used to analyse the effect of different device geome
tries on lifetime and reliability which could not be done on the basis of an empirical
ht or analyses based on existing analytical models. The proposed method is also
less time consuming than a full 3-D model possible with Finite Element Method or
Molecular Dynamics. The work demonstrated that the mechanical (plastic) defor
mation of th(' switch is the dominant factor in tlu' actuation voltage degradation.

7.1.4

Energy-based approach to adaptive pulse shaping con
trol

A closed-form analytical formulation that acc'urately shapes the switch actuation
voltage waveform to eliminate bouncing while maintaining fast switching for a sur
face micro-machined DC contact MEMS switch was developed. The computation is
based on the conservation of energy with a Taylor series approximation. The anal
ysis provided a ready to use calculation of the input shape of this open-loop control
method. Simulink simulations and experimental results are in excellent agreement
with the calculation presented. The highest error was found at 6.5% at actuation
voltage 45V input. The elimination of bouncing can reduce switching time from
15//,s to 2//S and should also improve switch reliability.
To better control the switch dynamics in the presence of switch parameter vari
ation, an adaptive control which is based on measured pull-in voltage to modify
the timing and amplitudes of pulses of the open-loop control was developed. The
method uses a known relationship between pull-in voltage and tip-gap distances for
switches with plastic deformation at the hinge anchor. Validation was implemented
on set of 16 switches with pull-in voltage varying from 35 to 48.5V and found to be
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in good agreement with ex])eriniental results. It was shown to be beneficial to the
performance of both post-process and in use switches with pull-in variation.

7.2

Contributions of the work

The outcomes of the proposed methodologies have contributed new scientific findings
and help to extend the knowledge of the helds as described in the following:

7.2.1

Contributions on closed-form pull-in model

The work advances the closed-form pull-in model with a more geneu’ahzed frame
work. To the author’s knowledge, this is only the second published work that deals
with cantilever structures iiiKku' ek’ctrostatic force' with geometric electrode ove'rlap
variation. Unlike the previous work, this work employs a non-linear formulation for
the stiffness of the beam with higher accuracy than previously reported and con
firmed with FEM simulations. Following this analysis, the pull-in stability position
is found to b(' indepe'iident of the beam structure, but varies with the electrode
length. The developed method also has the advantage of quantifying the beam
d('fl('ction at ])ull-in without th(' n('('d for FEM simulation.

7.2.2

Contributions on electrostatic design structure with
out instability

The leveraged bending method which extends the travel range of electrostatic MEMS
devices was initially developed in 1999. Since then, the method has been widely
employed. This work is the first closed-form analytical analysis to guide the design
of cantilever structures with extended travel range and no pull-in instability. In this
thesis the method has been demonstrated for design of a MEMS cantilever based
switch.
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7.2.3

Contribution on dynamic modeling of MEMS ohmic
switch

In this work, the multi-asperities nonlinear contact with adhesion is successfully
integrated into a dynamic 2-D model of the switch for the first time. By including
the contact mechanics, the switch dynamic performance (e.g. contact resistance,
switch bouncing ('fleets) can Ix' captun'd with high('r accuracy. This simnlation
method can be used as a good tool for evaluating device failure mechanisms and to
develo}) control methods to improve the operation (such as remove bouncing effects).
The developed model can be a useful tool in understanding the complex phe
nomenon of contact interaction and issues concerned with contact material. It can
also be used as a (k'sign tool to evaluate the dynamic behavior of a certain MEMS
ohmic switch design The switch degradation effects during life-time operation can
also be (waluated based on the developed dynamic mod(d.

7.2.4

Contribution on open-loop control method to reduce
contact speed and remove bouncing

The open-loop control method based on energy conservation and dnal-pnlse waven
forni has been investigated since 2006. However, all previously published works
were based on numerical or semi-analytical analysis to find the parameters of the
dnal-pnlse waveform. Furthermore, many practical factors were not taken into con
sideration. This work presents a novel analytical method to develop the waveform
for open-loop control. The method includes all of the most important practical ef
fects such as: dami)ing, practical actuation pulse in the calculation. The developed
method has been validated showing close agreement with experiment measurements.
Furthermore, the method can be applied in an adai)tive control strategy which
captures the degradation effects of the switch during operation. The analytical
formulation can be easily modified to adapt with the variation of system parameters.
The general method which is based on the energy conservation rule can be developed
for many other electrostatically actuation structures.
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7.3

Future work

Some i)0ssible directions for future research are outlined below:

7.3.1

Models for other electrostatically actuated structure

All the developed methodologies were specially developed for cantilever MEMS
ohmic structures. The nonlinear stiffness analysis can be applied to fixed-fixed beam
structures under electrostatic force to achieve a closed-form pull-in model. Hence,
a similar analysis of leveraged l)ending with analytical formulation, as presented in
this work, can Ix' d('V('lop('d to ('xtc'iid th(' travc'l rang(' of ffx('d-ffx(’d structure's.

7.3.2

Contact model

An improved moded of the contact dynamics that takers into account the rough sur
face with i)ermanent (k'forniation versus c-ycles can be developed in th(^ future work
based on this work. A higher accuracy model of adhesion forces should be developed
to capture the loading and unloading difference for the full cycle of contacting. As
previously mentioned, the hot switching condition is an important factor that affects
the reliability of the contact. A model that can simulate the hot switching condi
tion based on multi-asperities is also a possible future development for the contact
model.

7.3.3

Reliability evaluation

The developed open-loop control method has been validated on a MEjMS ohmic
switch reducing contact speed so as to remove the bouncing issue. This is believed
to improve the reliability of the switch. However, the lifetime testing based on the
dual-pnlse open-loop control method have not been implemented yet. Future work
will evaluate the developed method to compare and contrast the effectiveness of the
method compared with normal actuation (square waveform).
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Appendix A
MATLAB script
In this api)eii(lix. the Matlah siiiiulation scri])ts for the electrostatically actuated
cantilever MEMS ohmic switch as discussed in Cha{)ter 5. The formulations are
hasc'd on using 21) hinitc' l)itf('r('nc(' M('thod to solv(' an ('(|nation of motion l)as('d
on Euler-Bernonlli theory.

A.l

Formulations

Figure A. 1(a) shows the top view of the SEM micrograph of a SPST rutheniimi
contact RF-MEMS switch used in this work.
As the beam is non-uniform the schematic of FDA as shown in Figure 5.2 is
modified as shown in Figure A.2. The beam is divided by N nodes. The gate is
positioned beneath the wide cross-section, and the nodes in this area are marked
from istart to lend- Tliese nodes have higher value of second moment of inertia (/2).
Nodes from Anr/Tl to ^ have narrow cross-section but are assumed to be I2 for
simplification, as they have very low effect on the stiffness of the beam. Nodes 1
to istart-^ are I\. Only nodes from igtart to A.nd have electrostatic force (/e), while
all nodes have damping force [Pd)- \Mien the deflection of the beam tip (node N)
reaches tg. the contact interaction will be taken into account.
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Figure A.l: (a) SEM iiiicTograph of the iion-uiiiforiii RF-MEMS switch,
Schematic side view of the switch.
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Figure A.2: Schematic of non-uniform cantilever beam switch using Finite Difference
Method.
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The dynainic beam equation consists of electrostatic force equation and squeezefilm damping formulation is recited from (5.1) as

Ei^ + f

ax'!

"

ae

(A.l)

The electrostatic force, damping and boundary conditions have been described
thoroughly in Chapter 5, therefore it is not necessary to repeat here. Numerical
solution for deferential equation (A.l) by hnit(' dihercmec' iiK'thod [159][160] for Mlile programming in MATLAB is shown in next section.

A.2

MATLAB script

7„ (non_uniform_switch_with_24_asperites.m) MATLAB script to solve
7o differential equation of dynainic electrostatically actuated MEMS

7o

ohmic switch.

7o

Model includes

7o Non-uniform cantilever beam
7o Electrostatic force
7o Squeeze-film damping

7o

Multi-asperities contact mechanics

7o
7o

Cuong Do - Cork Institute of Technology
21/4/2012

U Set default parameters
7o Clean everything before

running new program

clear
clc

set(0CdefaultAxesFontNameA

’Times New Roman’)

set(0,’defaultTextFontName’,

’Times New Roman’)
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set(0,'defaultTextFontSize’, 16)
set(0,'defaultAxesFontSize^ 16)

7o

Set the total time simulation (micro-seconds)
T = 30e-6;

°/o Set number of subinterval along the x axis (along the beam length)
N = 22;

7 Set the time step resolution, dt = Ins
dt=le-9;

7o

density of beam material

p = 19300;

7o

7oGold

effective Young’s modulus of beam material

E = 78e+9;

% Gold

7o beam width
w_2 = 38e-6;
w_l= 14e-6;

7o
7o

wide cross-section
narrow cross-section near anchor

7o beam thickness
h_t = 5.4e-6;

7o

real beam length

L = 88e-6;

7o
7o

plus 2 imaginary nodes used for simulation purpose.
Do not change this.

L = L + 2*L/N;

7oinitial spacing between tip and drain
tg = 0.26e-6;
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7o initial beam-gate spacing
d =0.6e-6;

7, permittivity of free space
eO = 8.8542e-12;

dx=L/N;

7olength of 1 node

X =

7oposition along x axis of nodes

[0:N+l]*dx;

M=T/dt;

7ototal number of iteration times

t = [0:M ] *dt;

7otime point

7o

Second moment of the cross-section w*h''3/12

I_2 = (w_2*h_t*h_t*h_t)/12;
I_1 = (w_l*h_t*h_t*h_t)/12;

7o7o
7o

Set parameter of multi-asperity contact

Pi number

Pi=3.14;

7o

Poisson’s ratio of contact material

p_r=0.30;

7o

Surface energy of contact material

s_e = 4.2;

7o

7o

Rutheniumm

Curvature radius of asperity

R=0.5e-7;

7o

7o Rutheniumm

7o

all asperities are assumed to be identical

Density: number of asperity per um''2

D_s= 20;

7o stander deviation of asperity height: rms roughness
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sigma=4e-9; % 4 nm

"/o nominal contact area urn"'2
A_n=1.2;

% Young modulus of contact material
E_g = 414e+9;

7oair viscousity
a_v = 1.86e-5;

7, effective Young modulus (Herzt modulus) of contact material
E_ge=l/(2* (l-p_r''2)/E_g) ;

l_e=5e-9;

% Ruthenium-Ruthenium

7 electron mean free path of Ruthenium

resi=71e-9; 7 resistivity of Ruthenium

77
7

All asperities D*A_n = 24 asperities with heights follow
Gaussian distribution

z(1:24)=[0.5*sigma,0.5*sigma,0.5*sigma,0.5*sigma,0.5*sigma,
0.5*sigma,0.5*sigma,sigma,sigma,sigma,sigma,sigma,sigma,
1.5*sigma,1.5*sigma,1.5*sigma,1.5*sigma,1.5*sigma,2*sigma,
2*sigma,2*sigma,2.5*sigma,2.5*sigma,3*sigma];

N_a=24;

7

number of asperities.

77 Voltage apply
7 7 Step voltage
V(1:M+1) = 50;

7 7

Ramp voltage

7V(1;M+1)= linspace(50,80,M+l);
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7o °/o 7o simplified dual-pulse control 60
7o 7o start
7. V(l:200) = linspace(0,60,200) ;
7. V(201:795) = 60;
7o V(796;995)= linspace(60,0,200) ;
7. V(996:1550) = 0;
7o V(1551:1750) = linspace(0,50,200) ;
7o V(1751:M+1) = 50;
7o 7o7o end

7o7o
7o

- 50V

Reserve variables spaces before running numerical to save
running time

u = zeros(N+2,M+l)

7o node deflection

h = zeros(N+2,M+1)

7o substrate-to-node gap

P = zeros(N+2,M+1)

7o

P_s = zeros(N+2,M+l)

7o node damping converted

fe = zeros(N+2,M+1);

7o

node damping

7o node electrostatic force

set overlapped nodes over electrode. If number of node (N)

7o changed, these values should be changed accordingly.

7o

i_start

11 = 5;

7o

i_end

12 = 19;

7o mass per unit length
m = p*w_2*h_t;
m_s = p*w_l*h_t;

7oWide section
7onarrow section

rl = -(E*I_2*dt*dt)/(dx*dx*dx*dx*m);
rl_s = -(E*I_l*dt*dt)/(dx*dx*dx*dx*m_s);
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r2 = dt*dt/m;
r2_s = dt*dt/m_s;

ll

Set values for initial step (time=0). It is assigned to be 1

7o

because there is no "zero" index in MATLAB

for i = l:N+2 I
u(i,l) =0;

"/o i position at t=l

h(i,1) = d - u(i,1);
P(i,l)=0;
P_s(i,1)=((2*w_2)/3)*P(i,1);
end

VL Set values for first node x=l (anchor is fixed)
for k = 1:M+1
u(l,k) =0;

7o 1st position for all k

h(l,k) = d - u(l,k);
P(l,k) = 0;
P_s(l,k)=((2*w_2)/3)*P(l,k);
end

7o7o Due to the boundary condition at t=l, the second time step
7(.

should be calculated separately

7o electrostatic forces at t=l
7o fe depends on the node number
for i = 1:N
if (i<il)

I

(i>i2)

fe(i,1)=0;
end
if (i==il)

I

(i==i2)

fe(i,l) = (eO*V(l) *V( 1) *w_2) / (4* (d-u(i , 1)) . ■'2) ;
end
if (i>il) & (i<i2)
fe(i,l) = (eO*V(l) *V( 1) *w_2) / (2* (d-u(i , 1)) .'"2) ;
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end
end

7o Deflection and damping at t=2
u(2,2) = (rl_s/2)*(-4*u(l,l)+7*u(2,l)-4*u(3.1)+u(4,l))
+ (fe(2,l)+P-s(2,l))*r2_s/2 + u(2,l);

h(2,2)= d - u(2,2);

u(3:il,2) = (rl_s/2)*(u(l:il-2,1)-4*u(2:ii-1,1)+6*u(3:il,1)
-4*u(4:il+l,l)+u(5:il+2,l)) + (fe(3:il,1)+P_s(3;il,1))*r2_s/2
+ u(3:il, 1) ;

u(il+l;N,2) = (rl/2)*(u(il-l:N-2,l)-4*u(il:N-l,l)+6*u(il+l:N,l)
-4*u(il+2:N+l,l)+u(il+3:N+2,l)) + (fe(il+l:N,1)+P_s(il+1:N,1))
*r2/2 + u(il+l:N,l);

h(3:N,2)= d - u(3:N,2);
P(2,2) = 0;

P(3:N,2)= (18*a_v*dx^2)/(dt*h(3:N,2) .''3) * (h(2 : N-1,2)-h(2 : N-1,1))
- (3/(2*h(3:N,2)))*(h(3:N,2)-h(l:N-2,2))*(P(2:N-l,2)
-P(l:N-2,2)) + ((12*dx''2)/w_2^2 + 2) *P (2 ; N-1,2) - P(l:N-2,2);

P(N,2) = 0;
P_s(2;N,2)=((2*w_2)/3).*P(2:N,2);

°/o Electrostatic forces at t=2
7o fe depends on the node number
for i = 1:N
if

(i<il)

I

(i>i2)

fe(i,2)=0;
end
if

(i==il)

I

(i==i2)
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fe(i,2) = (eO*V(2)*V(2)*w_2)/(4*(d-u(i,2)) .''2) ;
end
if (i>il) & (i<i2)
fe(i,2) = (eO*V(2)*V(2)*w_2)/(2*(d-u(i,2)).^2);
end
end
vel_tip(l)=0;
vel_tip(2)=(u(N,2)-u(N,l))/dt;

7o Iteration calculation of electrostatic force, beaun deflection,
"/o damping at t=3 to M+1
for k = 3:M +1
u(2,k) = (rl_s/2)*(-4*u(l,k-l)+7*u(2,k-l)-4*u(3,k-l)+u(4,k-l))
+ (fe(2,k-l)+P_s(2,k-l))*r2_s/2 + u(2,k-l);

u(3:il,k)= rl_s*(u(l:il-2,k-l)-4*u(2:il-l,k-l)+6*u(3;il,k-l)
-4*u(4:il+1,k-l)+u(5;il+2,k-l)) + (fe(3:il,k-l)
+P_s(3:il,k-1))*r2_s + 2*u(3:il,k-l)-u(3:il,k-2);

u(il+l:N,k)= rl*(u(il-l;N-2,k-l)-4*u(il:N-l,k-l)+6*u(il+l:N,k-l)
-4*u(il+2:N+l,k-l)+u(il+3:N+2,k-l)) + (fe(il+l:N,k-l)
+ P_s(il+l:N,k-l))*r2 + 2*u(il+l:N,k-l)-u(il+l:N,k-2);

h(2:N,k)= d - u(2:N,k);
P(2,k) = 0;

P(3:N,k)= (18*a_v*dx''2)/(dt*h(3:N,k) .''3)*(h(2:N-1 ,k)
-h(2;N-l,k-l)) - (3/(2*h(3:N,k)))*(h(3:N,k)-h(l:N-2,k))
*(P(2:N-l,k)-P(l:N-2,k)) + ((12*dx''2)/w_2''2 + 2)
*P(2:N-l,k) - P(l:N-2,k);

P(N,k) = 0;
P_s(2:N,k)=3*((2*w_2)/3)*P(2:N,k);
for i = 1;N
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if (i<il)

I

(i>i2)

fe(i,k)=0;
end
if (i==il)

I

(i==i2)

fe(i,k) = (eO*V(k)*V(k)*w_2)/(4*(d-u(i,k)) .'‘2) ;
end
if (i>il) & (i<i2)
fe(i,k) = (eO*V(k)*V(k)*w_2)/(2*(d-u(i,k)).^2);
end
end

% calculate imaginary position using boundary
7o condition N(L) bending moment
u(N+l,k) = 2*u(N,k)-u(N-l,k);

7o calculate imaginary position using 7oboundary

7o

condition V(L) shear force

u(N+2,k) = 4*u(N,k)-4*u(N-l,k)+u(N-2,k);

7o calculation the velocity of tip
vel_tip(k)=(u(N,k)-u(N,k-l))/dt;

7o check bouncing condition
if (u(N,k) <= tg)
7o not reach to contact yet
u(N+2,k) = 4*u(N,k)-4*u(N-l,k)+u(N-2,k);

else

7o

Touching to the contact. Begin to calculate the interaction

7o force for separate asperity
w_a = u(N,k)-tg;
P_a(l:24)=zeros(1,24);
f s=0;
rad_t=0;
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Res(k)=0;

% initial resistance value

for i=l:24

% check the inteference of into each asperity

rho(i)=z(i)-(3*sigina-w_a) ;

if rho(i)>=0

% if there is inteference with asperity i

y„°/o then the contact radius is
rad(i)=sqrt(rho(i)*R); % radius

7o°/o Resistance calculation
Res_a(i) =4*resi*l_e/ (3*Pi*rad(i) ''2) +l_e/rad(i)
*resi/(2*rad(i));

Res(k)=Res(k) + (l/Res_a(i)) ;

7o7o Force calculation
P_a(i) =4/3*E_ge*rho (i)(3/2) *R'' (1/2) ;

7oforce accumulation
fs=fs+P_a(i);
end
end

7ototal contact resistance
Res(k)=1/Res(k);

7ototal force
force(k)=fs;

7oContact bounday condition at the tip end (node N)
r3 = (fs*2*dx^3)/(E*I_2);
u(N+2,k) = 4*u(N,k)-4*u(N-l,k)+u(N-2,k)+r3;
end
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end

7o plot the tip deflection
figure
plot(t*10e5,-u(N,:)*10e5)
ylabelC'Tip Displacement

[micro-metre]’)

xlabelC’Time [micro-second]’)
% if step actuation was applied
str=sprintf (’Step actuation voltage = “/od’, V(l));
title(str)

°/o plot the contact resistance
figure
plot(t*10e5,Res)
ylabel(’Contact resistance [Ohm]’)
xlabeK’Time [micro-second]’)
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Appendix B
Spring constant and pull-in
voltage models of non-uniform
electrostatically actuated
cantilever structure
Ill Cliai)t('r 3, the high accuracy generalized closed-form i)ull-iii voltage was intro
duced . The model is applicable for uniform cantilever beam structure. However,
in practice, in order to reduce the pull-in voltage, the MEMS cantilever beam is
usually designed with non-uniform structure, which is narrower for the area close
to the anchor and wider for the electrode area. The iion-uniform design is found in
several works [66] [88], the switch which was used in Chapter 5 and 6 of this work
also has this type of design. Therefore, the model developed in Chapter 3 is not
ai)[)licable for some practical designs which have non-uniform structure.
The method which was used in Chapter 3 can be applied to form a closedform model for iioii-imiform structure. But an analytical will become very complex.
Hence, in this this appendix, a simple comprehensive spring constant and pullin voltage models for non-uniform electrostatically actuated cantilever structure
is pr('S('nt(’d. TIk' iiH^thod is ba.sc'd on a basic uniform load ov('r small (h'flection
mechanism of the cantilever structure.
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Figure 13.i: (a) Non-unifonii cantilever structure, (b) Superposition discretization.

B.l
B.1.1

Formulations
Spring constant

Figure B.l (a) shows a schematic of a non-uniform cantilever-based MEMS switch.
The width of the near-anchor area is narrower than the width over the electrode
area. Tlie superposition method [100] is used to formulate the spring constant of
the structure. Figure B.l(b) show the discretization of the beam into 3 sections with
four points (A, B, C, D). The second moment of inertia (/) of 3 sections are shown
on lli(' ligurc'. TIk' ('h'ct rostatic forc(' is only applic'd on BC s{K‘tion and assumed to
be uniform load {q).
Based on the superposition method, each section is considered separately as
showed in Figure B.2. Point B in Section BC (Figure B.2(a)) is assumed to be fixed
for initial calculation. Uniform load (q) pushes the section BC downward. The
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----------------

B

b

c
* (a)

qb

Figure B.2: (a) Part BC of the beam, (b) Part AB of the beam.
(l('fl('etiou and angle at point C at initial ealcnlation are [100]

()c =

ql/
SEI2

qE
'c

QEI9

(B.l)

(B.2)

where E is Young’s modulus of the beam material.
Point B in section AB (Figure B.2(b)) is assumed to be free end. On this
section, the shear force {V = qb) and the moment (M = qb^IT) pushes it downward.
Deflection and angle of point B are [100]
qba‘^{Aa + 36)
i2f;/i

qba{a + b)
~
2Eh

(B.3)

(B.4)

Superimpose section BC over section AB (Figure B.3), assuming the angle 9b is
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(4)2
(4)2

Figure B.3: Sections AB, BC superinipositioii
v('ry siiiall, tli(' (l('fl('cti()ii and aiigk' of point C an^ now l)ecoiii(!s
/c \

(,V.), =

i

. i

.

, fAj^(4n + 36)

10

+1,Os = ^ +

(4c;)2 — 4/i +

Oc

i2£/,

qb^
—

6EIn

+

+

(ib^a{a. + h)

2EU

qba{a -t- b)
2EL

(B.6)

Tlie section CD has no force applied, tlKU’efore, it only acts as a lever. Hence,
the deflection at the tip of the beam (i)oint D) under uniform q load can be found
as

— (bc)2

+

('{bc)2 —

qb'^(‘Sb + 4c)
qba (a(4a + S‘ b) + 6(a + b){b + c))
+
i2£;/i
24F/2

-----;

(B.7)

The effective sj)ring constant (linear) is defined as total force over total deflection,
one obtains

k=

Force
Deflection

qb
dp

24:Ehl2

![ [6^(36 + 4c)] + 2/2(2 [a{Aa + 35) + 6(a + b){b + c)]

It is shown that the value of
beam

(B.8)

has no contribution on the spring constant of the
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B.1.2

Pull-in voltage

As described in Chapter 2, the pull-in position of the lumped model is always at
one-third of the gap (1/3,^). However, the analysis presented in Chapter 3 and 4
pointed out that the instability point in real cantilever structure is higher than 1/3^.
Follow the descriptions in Chapter 4, if the ratio b/a is not very small {b/a > 0.5),
the normalized pull-in instability position at the tip of beam shown in Figure B.l
can l)e sinii)lihed as

jjp, = 0.44

1 + 1.22

a -t- 6

(B.9)

'riierefore, the ti]) deflection at the instability point is, (3/;)^, = gUpi- The elec
trostatic force at that beam deflection can be approximated as (load concentrates
in the middle of the section BC)
£i)W2bV'^

with p = {a
(section BC)

(B.IO)

jn,

2(.g -

b/2)/{a -\- b -\- c) and u’2 is width of the overlapped electrode area

Ecpiating the electrostatie force in (B.IO) with the restoring force (F^ = k{6D)pi)
at the instability ])oint, the pull-in voltage for non-uniform structure shown in Figure
B.l can be found as

Kpi

^^9 VpiiP

(^9pi)

£oW2b

(B.ll)

If the beam tip to drain gap (d) is smaller than the pull-in point (d < gypi), the
beam closes before the instability occurs. The following calculation should be used

2kd(g-Pdf
\ -------------1------’
£oW2b
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“ < dVpi

(B.12)

B.2 Model validations

Table B.l: £'=57GPa, a—20//ni, 6=180//in, c=0, Wi = W2 = 50/im, ^=3//ni, g=2ijm
Models
FEM simulation
Chapter 3 (3.14)
Ref. [94]
This work (B.ll)
Compared
Error between (3.14) and EEM
Error between [94] and FEM
Error between (B.ll) and FEM

U. (V)
15.91
16.29
16.57
17.13
Error (%)
2.3
3.9
7.1

Note that tlu^ fringing field effects as described in Chapter 3 shoidd be included
in (B.ll) and (B.12) for higher accuracy, especially in case of small W2/g ratio.
The validation in the next section neglects this effect. The beam stiffness model
does not account tlu' non-uniform load of electrostatic force. Furthermore, the
b(mm shape function of non-uniform structure might slight ly dilferent from uniform
switch, therefore the accuracy of the pull-in instability point in (B.9) is not very
accurate es])ecially when the width of the small section is very narrow compared big
section (u;i <C 102)- Hence the accuracies of (B.ll) and (B.12) are not expected to
be high due to those limitations.

B.2

Model validations

Table B.l shows the pull-in voltage comparisons of (B.ll) and other models versus
FEM simulation result for uniform beam {wi = W2 = 50//m). The results of uniform
beam as shown in Figure 3.11 is extracted at rv = 0.9
It is shown that the model developed in Chapter 3 predicts the closest value of
only 2.3% error with FEM result. The model developed in (B.ll) is 7.1% error with
the FEM result. The accuracy is found to be less than the models presented in
Chapter 3 and in [94]. However, the model in (B.ll) can be applicable for a wider
range of structures conii)ared with the other two models.
Table B.2 shows the comparison between this work and the model developed by
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Table B.2; E'=77GPa, a—50/im, 6=100//m, c=0, Wi = 100pm , t—2pm, p=2pm
W2
(pm)
100
150
200
300

V.(V)
(FEM)
18.4
15.5
13.6
11.3

Vp.(V)
[161]
15.2
12.9
11.4
9.5

FEM vs. [161]
(%)
17
17
16
16

Vp.(V)
(B.ll)
18.37
15.54
13.71
11.42

FEM vs. (B.ll)
(%)
0.16
-0.25
-0.8
-1.06

Sara et al. [161] for noii-uiiiforiii beam with c—0. The FEM results were simulated
from CoveiitorWare by Sara et al. in [161]. It shows that the model in this work
is in excellent agreement compared with FEM simulation result. As discussed in
the })revious section, the model in (B.ll) exists several limitations, therefore the
near-zero errors as shown in Table B.2 might be due to the rough meshing in FEM
simulation or just a coincidence.
Table B.3 shows the comparison between (B.ll), FEM (ANSYS) and measured
data on the non-uniform switch used in Chapter 5 and 6 (Figure 5.5). The nomi
nal designed details wen' described in Section 5.3. FEM simulations from ANSYS
for this switch were carried out in Cha{)ter 6. Follow (B.9) the instability point of
the beam structure is {{()r))jn = ().53/y/u.). It is higher than the designed tip gap
(d=0.26/yni). Hence, the beam reaches to the contact pad before the instability
occurs. Therefore, (B.12) is used to find the pull-in voltage. There are good agree
ments between (B.12) and FEM results for switch used in this dissertation with
errors less than 2% in both si)ring constant and pull-in voltage
Table B.3: Nominal designed parameters of the switch in Chapter 5, E'=78GPa,
a=14/an. 6=63/yni, c=14/mi, wi = 14/im, W2 =
^=6/ym, g=0.6i.m\,
('i=0.26//ni

k (N/ni)
V'p. (V)

FEM (ANSYS)
319.38
41.6

this work (B.12)
325.25
41.9
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Measured
N/A
35-48
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